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Preface

"It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data"
(SCAN)

How can anyone, no matter how reliable a memory he has, recall information concerning almost every fact or theory about Sherlock Holmes and his world without knowing what had been written on this subject before?

On the subject of Holmes and of Sherlockian scholarship — including personal accounts, theories about almost every aspect of every story, and/or unanswered questions — much has been done and much remains to be done. And where would one go to learn what has been written in fact or theory but to THE BAKER STREET JOURNAL, now in its 48th year of publication? This periodical is replete with infinite accounts of research, personal memories, poems, and numerous aspects of the Sherlockian world.

It should be noted that today there are a number of informative and thoughtful publications; nevertheless, the index to the BSJ will aid all students of the subject. This publication, a companion to BSJ 1946-1969: A Cumulative Index to The Baker Street Journal, will continue the invaluable work. Now we will have an indespensible subject/author index to items in all of THE BAKER STREET JOURNALS since 1946.

All Sherlockians will be indebted to D. A. Redmond for this great research tool.

John Bennett Shaw
September 1994
"It is obviously an attempt to convey secret information."

"So our book has already become a large book, which is something gained."

"The vocabulary...is nervous and terse, but limited."

The Valley of Fear

SHERLOCK HOLMES was alluding to Bradshaw's Railway Guide, but the description also fits this Irregular Sherlockian index to THE BAKER STREET JOURNAL. Since the publication of the first such index, B.S.J. 1946-69 covering the Old Series of the JOURNAL and Volumes 1-19 of the New Series, and a lesser and little distributed five year index (1970-74), the accumulated contents of the JOURNAL have grown beyond the powers of recall of any student of the Canon. The period 1975-1992 also marked the Fordham Years during which the JOURNAL was published by the Fordham University Press. During those years (and since) an annual index appears at the end of each volume, but hunting through twenty-odd (odd?) volumes tires even the most persistent sleuth. A real need has grown for a Sherlockian finding tool.

The wide range of Sherlockian scholarship over those years means a great many scribbled additions to the list used as a control upon the nervous and terse, but no longer very limited, vocabulary of these indexes. Looking back at the 1946-69 and 1970-74 indexes one could see their shortcomings, and a few ways of making a new index even terser. This index is, therefore, in one alphabet, including author, title, subject and departmental entries.

Titles of articles are given within quotation marks. If the first words of the title of an article are the same as the title of one of the Canonical cases (tales), or the same as the words used for the topic of the article, the title of the article is omitted from the index. The words A, An, The, at the beginning of titles, are omitted. Subtitles of articles are omitted (unless the title alone is unclear) for brevity. Titles of regularly appearing sections or departments are emphasized in small capital letters, such as AWARDS; SOCIETIES; FROM THE EDITOR'S COMMONPLACE BOOK. Small items in the COMMONPLACE BOOK and similar sections are not always indexed.

Sherlockian societies are listed under SOCIETIES usually when first mentioned only; they may also be listed separately under society name. The word "scion" indicates that a society is an affiliate of the Baker Street Irregulars or of another national society; "society" may be added if the name is not clearly that of a society.

Headings The vocabulary of the index is Irregular, which is to say idiosyncratically Sherlockian, but cross-references are liberally given to guide the user. Headings such as Canon; Scholarship; Social structure; Chronology, will soon become familiar. Articles about individual cases are listed under the title of the case; the words "Case of" or "Adventure of" at the beginning of Canonical titles are disregarded. Pastiches or parodies are listed under full title, beginning with "Adventure" or "Case", and also under the heading Pastiches or Parodies. When the title of a Canonical case occurs within an entry, the standard J.F. Christ abbreviations are used. Fiction by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is usually listed under the title of the item, rather than under Doyle. Verse is listed under its own title, but not in a separate section.
Sample entry

Sherman, taxidermist (SIGN): Holland 21:85

An item about Sherman, who appears in The Sign of Four, written by Holland, is in Vol.21 beginning on page 85. The year is omitted because it is always 50 plus the volume number: 50+21 = 1975. The month is omitted because pages in each volume are numbered from 1 to 256 through the year. The last page number, or length of the article, is omitted for brevity.

J.P. Christ Abbreviations The abbreviation of a Canonical title consists of the first four letters of the title, disregarding "Adventure of", with the following exceptions:

ENGR: "The Engineer's Thumb"
IDEN: "A Case of Identity"
LADY: "The Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax"
LAST: "His Last Bow" (the individual case, not the collected volume)
3GAB: "Three Gables"
3GAR: "Three Garridebs"
3STU: "Three Students"

Other Abbreviations

advt. ......................... advertisement  j.t.au. ......................... joint author
BSI ......................... Baker Street Irregulars (U.S.A.)  (L) ......................... letter(s)
BSJ ......................... Baker Street Journal  obit. ......................... obituary
edit. ......................... editorial  (P) ......................... pastiche or parody
et al. ......................... and others (authors)  port. ......................... portrait
ill. ......................... illustrated, illustration(s)  (R) ......................... review
  (v) ......................... verse
"À la recherche du tabac inconnu" Walsh 24:147
ABCs of Baker Street, see Snyder
Aalborg Gallop (horse race) 23:202; see also Silver Blaze races

*A*Abbey Grange: Crocker as murderer, Galerstein 24:168; Lady Brackenstall as murderer, Starr 21:215; Mary Fraser, Brown 35:147
Abbey National plc: 34:59; plaque 29:246, (ill.) 36:249
*Abbot’s Cry* (film) 36:249
Abby, Dear, see Van Buren

Abernetty family (unpublished case): Skene Melvin 26:233

*Abingdon: Watson’s Old School* Emery 41:144
Abramson, Ben: Wolff 22:43

Accardo, Pasquale, *Diagnosis and Detection: The Medical Iconography of Sherlock Holmes* (R) 38:60

Achilles tendon (ill.) 32:10

*Acknowledged Atheist* (L) Burr 40:233

Acrostics, Canonical: Kamil 28:214
Adair, Ronald (EMPT): (V) Zens 27:44; see also “Empty House”; Moran
Adam and Eve, fall (P) 36:221
Addleston, Alan (L) 32:185
Adelaide, S. Australia: Olding (L) 39:112
Adirondacks: Moran in, Van Valkenburgh 31:14

Adler, Irene: Roberts and Leeb 27:44, Brundage 31:234, Vatza 35:80; accomplice in
STUD, Clarkson 22:84; and Barnardo Eagle, Serow 23:251; and Holmes, Schranz 25:28,

Adler, Irene (TV character) acted by Madelyn Cain 34:191

Adler, locomotive (ill.) 22:264

Adultery in Canon: Maynard 31:200

“Adventure in ‘Wild Surmise’” Umansky 32:25

“Adventure of My Fair Philologist” Rouby 23:135
— — Sherlock Holmes’s Smarter Brother (film): Gibson 26:186, Rosenblum 26:119
— — — the American Interlude* Davis 33:10
— — — Ancient Hero* Daugherty 25:208
— — — Byronic Hero* (V) Evans 23:140
— — — Devil’s Life* (cartoon) Cagnat 43:49
— — — Emerald Quoit* (P) Sovine 26:68
— — — Empty Boast* Cochran 22:168
— — — Five Breakfasts* Rabe 33:225
— — — Fourth Napoleon* Lane 20:30
— — — Hacker Treasure* Michelman 33:221
— — — Literary Detective* Fagin 26:21
— — — Logical Successor* Cox 32:135
— — — Mona Lisa* Wells 39:22
— — — Purple Hand, see Smith, Denis
— — — Sherlockian Necktie* Rothman 37:23
— — — Unseen Traveller, see Smith, Denis
— — — Yankee Diva* Vatza 42:135

"Adventures of Herlock Sholmes: a History and Bibliography" Lellenberg and Lofts 34:73

— — Sherlock Holmes: in Russia, Malec (L) 29:40
— — Sherlock Holmes in Comics* Erickson 38:98

"Adventures of the Byronic Hero" (V) Evans 23:140

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: Herzog 40:225
Afghanistan: cartoon, Stetuk 30:101; climate, Hoffman (L) 28:106; Holmes in, Wilson 33:86; not in Soviet TV production 35:61; Soviet invasion, and Canon 39:191; see also Maiwand; Watson: in Afghan War

Africa, see Holmes in Africa
Agate, James: 3STU in Cambridge, Barzun 21:224
Agatha, housemaid (CHAS): Potter 27:88, Buddle 41:97
“Age of Rude Sherlocks” (L) Betzner 36:170
Agony Column, see (The) Times
Agoraphobia: and Mycroft Holmes, Beaman 26:91
“Ah, Yes, We Know the Thinking Machine” Dudley 27:41

Air gun, see Herder

Alcock, A.W.: as staff-commander (SCAN): Rothman 36:162
“Aldgate, a Victorian Watergate” Schweickert 29:31
Alessandri, Tom, “Evening with Sherlock Holmes” 25:31; “Holmes and a Certain Mr. Spock” 26:23; “My Cam Chronicler: the Ageing Holmes” 28:43
Alexander Joseph of Battenberg, prince of Bulgaria, as king (SCAN): Girand 23:162
Alexandra, czarina, read Canon: Shaw 23:246
Allen, Grant, Origin of Tree Worship: Blau 32:251
“Alphabet of the Dancing Men” Pratte 43:161
Altamont (LAST): Lellenberg 37:71
Aluminum crutch (unpublished case) 21:248
Alvarez, Kathleen (L) 29:173
Alvin, Gerald, “Much-Maligned Red-Headed League” 30:166
“America the Quizzical” Davis 34:211
“American as Villain” Evans 22:153
American Film Institute: Sherlockian series 22:44
American Medical Association.: Watson founder, Wolff 27:126
Americanisms: in purported Holmes letter 28:231
Americans: Watson prejudiced against, Evans 22:153
Amnesia, see Hiatus; Holmes: youth
“Amoral Mr. Holmes” Wigginsworth 22:107
Amyl nitrite: Brody 26:206
Anagrams: Canonical titles 33:190, 227; see also Cryptograms

“Analysis of the Tracing of Footsteps” Vatza 37:16

“Anathema” (V) Lauterbach 33:170

*Ancient Curse of the Baskervilles, see Cook, Michael*

“And So, Can Never Die” (edit) 43:133

“And the Calculation is a Simple One” Bengtsson 39:232, Ballew (L) 40:112

--- is Concluded” (L) Bengtsson 41:113

--- is Simpler Still” (L) Robertson 40:233

“And Trigger Too” (L) Kellogg 42:113


Andaman Islands: Williams 29:150, Wilson 34:19


Anderson, Sir Robert, “Sherlock Holmes, Detective, as Seen by Scotland Yard” 37:210

Andrews, Clifton, “Case of the Missing Pocket-Book” 33:70

Andrews, Val, *Sherlock Holmes and the Brighton Pavilion Mystery* (R) 40:122; *Sherlock Holmes and the Eminent Thespian* (R) 39:58


Angel dust, see Phencyclidine

Angel, Rev. Cyril 25:250

*Angels of Darkness* (Doyle play): Umansky 32:25

Anglo-American union: Collins 26:147

Anglo-Israelitism: Anderson 22:6

Animal cemetery (cartoon): Schatell 30:140

Animal figures of speech in Canon: Coleman 22:222, Suszynski 30:35

Animals: cartoons 32:60, Basset Rathbone (ill.) 34:126; in Holmes costume 32:60, 35:127, Decker 40:98; mouse at 221b (cartoon) Bond 41:68; Sherlockian names 38:63; Woodchuck Holmes (cartoons) Decker 40:98

“Announcement from Wiggins: the BSI History project” 39: no.3 inside cover

"Anomaly of the Musgrave Ritual” Wilson 25:148

“Another Case of Identity” Clarkson 22:84

“Another Duke-Out?” (L) Redmond 39:238

“Another Holmes and Two More Watsons” Knoles 31:110

“Another Perspective on . . . The Mazarin Stone” Chizer, Smith, Simonsen 26:213

Anstruther, Dr. (BOSC): Clark 22:219

Anthony Boucher Memorial Mystery Convention, see Bouchercon

“Anthropological Journal” Pollock 42:227

Anthropology in HOUN: Krogman 20:132, Stern 20:161

Anti-Americanism, see Americans

Antidormi, Daniel, *Sherlock Holmes: My Brother’s Keeper* (R) 33:112

Apocrypha, Canonical: Cypser 38:38; 38:237; letters from Watson, not Holmes, Vatza 38:84; map, Wolff 31:196

Apollo space flights, see Moon

Apollonius of Tyana: parallels Holmes, Knoles 31:110

“Appointment with Sherlock Holmes” (play) 33:126

“Apropos of Conan Doyle” Leblanc 21:100
Arabig, Martin, "Radixe Linguae Cornubiensis" 32:11
"Archaeological Holmes" Anderson 22:4
Archaeology in HOUN: Krogman 20:1321 see also Holmes: as archaeologist
"Are There Really no Caves on Long Island?" Inman 41:218
"Are You Ready to be Tested?" 33:64
Aristocracy, see Peerage
Arizona: "Baron' Reavis as Maupertuis, Redmond 20:14
"Armchair Still Misplaced" Redmond 22:78
Arms, Vernon (L) 35:237
"Arms of John Clay" Wolff 22:36
Armstrong, Walter P., "Brother Jonathan" 42:143; "Mycroft Unmasked" 38:32
Army, Indian: British officer (ill.) 21:162; Moran in, Linsenmeyer 29:218
Army officers in Canon: Dudley 30:204
Arnsworth Castle (unpublished case): Redmond 34:159
Arrowsmith, see Lewis, Sinclair
Art: Holmes' knowledge, Healy (L) 38:109
"Art in the Blood" (cartoons), see Bond, Scott
Art of the Mystery Store, see Haycraft
Arthur, name in Canon: Redmond 40:104
Arthur Conan Doyle (book, Jaffe)(R) 38:123
"Arthur Conan Doyle, Armchair Detective" Taylor 42:93
Arthur Conan Doyle Society 38:189
Ashdown, Paul G., "Case of the Oblique Solicitors" 30:230; "Jogging by Gaslight" 27:154
Ashe, Rosalind, Literary Houses (R) 34:46
Asimov, Isaac, "O Sherlock Holmes" 34:7; "Thoughts on Sherlock Holmes" 37:201; (about)
Hammer 43:25; investiture 35:124; obit., Shreffler 42:175
Asteroids: and Gauss, Tattersall 25:74; dynamics, Bengtsson 43:93
Astrology: identifying Holmes, Fenton 21:56
Astronauts, see Moon
Atherley-Jones, Llewellyn: as Insp. Athelney Jones (SIGN), Kennedy 27:48
Attorneys, see Lawyers
Aucott, Robert (L) 25:178
August Derleth Society 34:60
"August Sunlight in Baker Street" (edit.) 38:133
"Aurora and the Police Launch" Curjeel 31:70
Austin, James Bliss, "Life and Times of Julian Wolff" 36:73; "To Julian Wolff at 75"
40:72; "To the Confreres of the Illustrious Client" 24:77; (L) 28:176, 32:53; Two-
Shilling Award 26:112; obit., Lellenberg 38:174
"Automatic Self-Adjusting Solution" Wood 34:166
Automobiles: in LAST, Butler 38:29, Benton 39:79; Peugeot 'Sherlock' 35:61
"Autumn in Baker Street" Byerly 33:9
AWARDS, HONORS, INVESTITURES (BSI, USA): 20:57, 117; 21:54; 22:59; 23:60; 24:60;
43:46; lists, Blau 32:214; see also Commissioner's Award; Edgar W. Smith Birthday
Honors; Gaslight Award; Queen Victoria Medal; Sherlock Holmes Medal; Sherlock
Holmes Silver Medal; Sherlockian Hall of Fame; Sovereign, Golden; The Womzn
Two-Shilling Award
"Backnecke Redux" (edit.) 38:197
Backwater, Lord (unpublished case): Lane 20:30
Baedeker, Karl: Cornwall and Holmes, Wilson 32:7
Baha'ism: Collins 31:213
Baker, Henry (Blue): Potter 27:88
Baker Street: bank robbery, see Bank; renumbering proposed 39:251
— — 64: Special Operations Executive, World War II, Maxfield (L) 29:42
— — 221a: Sherman 33:30; (V) Bond 32:161
— — 221b: Sauvage 33:24; bathroom, Hoffman 31:105; bought by Holmes, Katz 38:92;
business agency advice (P), Foss 26:163; cartoon, as museum, Bond 42:196; chemical
table, Walters 28:222; location, as 22 by Doyle, Harrison 23:251; Starrett 24:7, Iacono
31:161; Merrill (L) 32:51; not 239, Cooke (L) 41:48; lodger in other flat, Sherman 33:30;
plan, Starrett 36:151, Wolff 31:104, 36: no2 inside cover; plaque, Ball 21:26, 29:246;
poster 23:34; reconstructions 24:68; security lacking, Sauvage 34:206; 17 steps, Ranild
39:226, (V) Hodan 21:69; (V) Barton 32:203, Stone 32:162, Lindsley 34:197; VR in
25:126, and Maxim gun 36:191; visitors, dancing men (cartoon), Shackelford 41:43; see
also Camden House
— — 239: see Sherlock Holmes Museum
Baker Street (musical): LaBorde 24:109; Windsor Light Opera, Williams 23:52
“Baker Street” (song) 28:246
Baker Street Boys, Ball, Brian
Baker Street Bureau (firm) 33:126
“Baker Street-Carrian Connection” French 29:6
Baker Street Cookies (firm) and Holmes Book Co.: Haynes (L) 36:237
“Baker Street-Devon Connection” Wynne 27:6
Baker Street Dozen (ed. Doyle and McDiarmid)(R) 38:58
Baker Street Inventory: 20:58, 122, 186, 248; 21:58, 122, 177, 250; 22:60, 126, 196, 250;
23:62, 130, 197, 262; 24:61, 126, 189, 253; 25:62, 121, 189, 246; 26:61, 123, 190, 247;
245; 33:54, 112, 184; 34:46, 117, 186, 152; 37:57, 121, 183, 249; 38:58, 123, 134, 251; 39:57,
124, 183, 249; 40:57, 122, 182, 247; 41:51, 125, 185, 251; 42:61, 124, 186, 250; 43:58, 124,
190, 239
Baker Street Irregulars (Canonical): Hammer 43:25, Holland 21:84, Jones 35:38,
Schweickert 43:83, Simpson, Warner 32:16, Rielly 31:44; (ill.) Hutchinson 31:127;
cartoons) Bond 42:196, (cartoon, include Morley) Bond 40:4; include Holmes and
Watson (edit.) 42:69
Baker Street Irregulars (USA): (edit.) 36:5, 17; breakfasts, Rabe 33:225; dinner (V)
cablegram failed, Gore-Booth 21:57; dinner 40:46, 41:49; dinner for Wolff 30:4; elevator
accident, De Waal 43:48, (cartoon) Cagnet 43:49; 50th anniversary 33:69; Grillparzer
Baker Street Irregulars (USA) continued

"Baker Street is Crowded" (edit.) 43:69


Baker Street Kino (film): Rabe 34:107

"Baker Street on the Air," Persing 41:170

Baker Street Reader, see Shreffler

Bald Soprano, see Ionesco

Ball, Brian, Baker Street Boys (R) 34:46

Ball, John, “Path of the Master” 21:26

Ballet: “Great Detective”, LaBorde 24:109; “Holmes Sweet Holmes” 34:189

Ballew, William C. (L) 40:112, 43:249

Ballinger, James, “Inspector Stanley Hopkins” (song) 33:89


Bank robbery, Baker St., 1971, 21:248

Barclay, Col. James (CROO): Foss 20:231

Barile, Patricia A.J., “Holmes — Dee: Men of Ethics” 29:152

Barilla, Peggy (L) 26:236


“Baritsu, Some Further Notes” Kaiser 29:35

Barium bisulfate (IDEN): Squire 24:22, Walsh 20:110

Barker, detective (RETI): Cypser 35:211; as Irregular, Schweickert 43:83; not in EMPT, Utechin 22:245

Barnes, Clive, “Play: Sherlock Holmes” 25:176

Baron of Arizona, Reavis: as Maupertuis, Redmond 20:14

Barrie, James M., Peter Pan (cartoon): Bond 37:132

Barristers, see Lawyers

Barry, Martin, “Cryptic Chronometer” 37:107

Barrmore, Lionel 33:173

Barrmore family, actors 32:190

Bartlett, John, Familiar Quotations: misquotation in (V) Wright 26:4, Koelle 26:46

B.S.J. 1970-1993 8
Barton, Dr. Hill (pseudonym), see Sovine

Baryta, see Barium


“Basic Holmesian Library” Shaw 43:225

*Basil of Baker Street* (film) 36:248

Baskerville, Rodger, alias John Stapleton (HOUN); O’Brien 27:206, San Juan 20:137

Baskerville, Beryl, née Garcia: Jultgren (L) 31:117

Baskerville, Charles, chemist: and HOUN, O’Brien 35:219

Baskerville (first name), see Holmes, Baskerville

Baskerville (name): Cogger 35:126

*Baskerville Caper*, see Norman, Frank

“Baskerville Cat” (V) Strickland 32:226

Baskerville family, Clyro, Wales: McCowen 27:48


Baskervilles, see also *Hound of the Baskervilles*

Basmajian, John A. (L) 26:45

Bates, Hampton R. (L) 26:44, 35:175

“Bathroom at Baker Street” Hoffman 31:105

“Batman” (comic strip): Fleissner 40:163

Batery, Dana M., “Conan Doyle Syndrome and the Sussex Vampire” 26:227; “Was Watson an Uncle?” 38:78

Battenberg, see Alexander

Baum, Christopher F., “Problem of Porlock” 28:220; “Twice-Stained Treaty” 32:146; (L) 29:43, 258

“Bay Carbuncle” Swift 43:91

Beaman, Bruce R., “Mycroft Holmes, Agoraphobe” 26:91; (L) 25:113

Beards, see Watson: mustache

Beare, Geraldine, Index to *Strand Mag.* (R) 33:112

Beauchamp Arriance (DEVI): Tinning 26:45

Beckett, David, “*The Tosca*” 23:119

Beckman, Frank S., “Identity of Prof. James Moriarty” 31:207


*Beeman’s Christmas Annual* 1990 (R) 41:125

Beerman, Herman, “Few Remarks about the Blanched Soldier” 23:148


Beethoven, Ludwig van: music in *Canon*, De Waal 23:104, Merrill 23:191

*Beeton’s Christmas Annual* 1887: advt. for 26:60; facsimiles, Eckrich (L) 38:172; price 33:251; sale 35:250, 40:251

“Beginning Revisions of the Sacred Writings” Nelson 20:166

“Behind Those Lovely Copper Trees” (V) Lauterbach 24:199

Bell, Dr. Joseph: Robinson 32:20; biography, Liebow (R) 32:245; memorabilia 33:251; methods of diagnosis, Rodin 38:102

Bellamy, Edward, *Looking Backward* and Holmes, Rosenblatt 42:71


Bellinger, Lord (SECO): Lellenberg 23:6, (L) 33:100, Rossi 23:4
Bengis, Nathan L (L) 25:111
Bengtsson, Hans Uno, “And the Calculation is a Simple One” 39:232; “Dr. Watson’s Microscope” 41:237; “Dynamics of an Asteroid” 43:98; “Norwegian Named Sigerson” 37:148; (L) 41:113
Bensky, Jerrold, “Sherlock Holmes was not a Pacifist” 25:16; “Sigerson: What is in a Name?” 23:28; (L) 31:117
Bensen, D.R., Irene, Good-Night (R) 33:54
Benton, John L., “Dr. Watson’s Automobile” 39:79
Bergman, Theodore (L) 28:231
Berkshire Regiment: Stavert (L) 33:240; dog at Maiwand, Bates (L) 35:175
Berry, John S., “Holmes Boys” 29:28
Bertillon system: Stem 20:157
Best and wisest man, see Holmes: epithets
Best Science Fiction of Arthur Conan Doyle (ed. C.G. Waugh, M.H. Greenberg) (R) 33:113
Bettany, F.G.: opinion of Doyle 35:126
“Better Man” Schweickert 39:99
Beverages, see Cocoa; Liquor; Tea; Wine
Beyond Baker Street, see Harrison, Michael
Beyond the City (Doyle) (R) 33:55
“Beyond the Reichenbach: Terra Errata” Umansky (L) 39:111
Bhurtee (CROO): as Agra, Wilson 28:22
Bible: and Prior, Russell 36:211; Daniel as Holmes, Rauber 21:110; David and Uriah 20:233; modern version of Elijah 20:167; on observation, Umansky 41:162; on tunneling (REDH), Higgins 41:163; study, Holmes methods used, Holte 25:239; suggest revision of Canon, Nelson 20:166
Bibliography of A. Conan Doyle, see Green, Richard L
Bigelow, S. Tupper (L) 25:56; collection at Toronto library 20:190; obit., Hollyer 43:185
Binomial theorem: at Eton College 33:191; see also Moriarty
Biographical Sherlock Holmes, see Liebman
Bird, Margaret, In the Country of the Broads (R) 35:180
Birds: in Canon, Maynard 37:165
Birmingham: Bull Ring, Rothman 35:170
Birth announcement, Sherlockian 34:58, 35:126
“Birthday in Baker Street” Sisson 22:250
Bison, see Buffalo (bison)
Bisulphate of baryta, see Barium
Black, Donald C., "Doyle’s Drug Doggerel" 31:90
Black, Stephen M., "Was Watson, Watson?" 30:86
Black Pearl, see Order; "Six Napoleons"
Black Pet"r: Coffin 43:20, Wesson 32:153; and Homer, Odyssey, Jenkins 34:150; Cairns
as murderer, Galerstein 24:168; harpooning, Clarkson (L) 30:43; harpooning pig, Blau
34:248, (cartoon) Decker 41:225; legend, Huber 42:233
Black race, see Skin color
Blackburn, Julian, "Identity of the King of Bohemia" 21:114; "Note on Sherlock Holmes
and Radioactivity" 23:32
Blackmailer (unpublished case): Malloy 27:198
Blake, Walter P.: Braille Canon, Linsenmeyer 31:5
Blakeney, Thomas S., "Disjecta Membra" 25:142; obit. 27:57
"Blanched Soldier": Warner 32:16; and Huckleberry Finn’, Woodward (L) 28:46;
authorship, Caplan 34:136, Wortman 38:158; disease, Beerman 23:148, Silberman
(V) Nutting 24:131
Blank verse: in HOUN, Herzog 25:36
Blau, Peter E., "Baker Street Inventory" (ed.) 35:54-37:183, see list under BAKER STREET
INVENTORY; "Evening in Scarlet" 37:238; "Greetings from Apollo" 23:48; "He Has the
Collection Mania in its Most Acute Form" 40:213; "In Memoriam: Muzaffar ad-Din"
24:141; "Investitured Irregulars" 32:214; "To Sherlock Holmes She is Always The
Woman" 36:107; [Review of Un solved Case of Sherlock Holmes (Sharp) 34:251; (L)
32:5, 69 through 33
"Bleat, Watson — Unmitigated Bleat” Friedenberg 25:168
Blenkinsopp, Joseph, "Macavity and Moriarty” 28:108
"Blind Man’s Buff” Kennedy 23:46
Blind persons: Braille Canon, Linsenmeyer 31:5; see also Herder; Holmes: eyes;
Margolin
Blinderman, Charles, Piltdown Inquest (R) 37:183
Bliss, John, "Sherlockian Puzzle" 31:32
Blood: Holmes test, Huber 37:215, McGowan 37:10, Rodin (L) 38:103
"Blue Carbuncle": Galbo 36:203, Potter 27:88; allegory, Speck 35:228; cartoon, Decker
41:225; compliments of the season, Fletcher 36:199; hat, Johnson 37:7; market stall (ill.)
33:191; oratorio 32:191; radio play, Morrow 22:188; (V) Lachtman 31:238, Rosenberger
21:196
Blue Carbuncle (scion), see SOCIETIES: Noble and Most Singular
Blumenthal, Hope (L) 28:176
Boar hunting: and HOUN, Curjel 30:13; Watson in India, Linsenmeyer 28:12
Boardman, John, "Sherlock Holmes Saga” 23:116
Boat racing, see Yacht racing
Bobbie of Maimand, dog: Bates (L) 35:175
Bobbin, Roy H., "California Mystery Train” 34:25
Body language: Stewart 29:200, Snow 30:112
Bohemia, King of (SCAN): Tracy 22:90, Blackburn 21:114, Girand 23:162, Herzog 31:175,
Brunauer 34:98
Bohemia: princess posed as Eliza Doolittle (P), Rouby 22:135
Bonaparte, see Napoleon
Bond, James, see Fleming
Bond, Nelson, "Poetical Challenge" (V) 32:161
"Book of Tobit" (P, radio play) Green and Boucher 33:149
Book thief (P, V) Evans 23:140
Bookman (New York) 1902 review of HOUN: Clendening 35:216
Bookplates: J.B. Shaw 20:251; Peter Wimsey (ill.), Lauritzen 21:212
Books: customs duty, Doyle rhyme, Herst 26:246; dust jackets, HOUN forgery 38:62; Holmes' rare, Stern 23:208
Boots, see Shoes
Bootmakers of Toronto (society): Hollyer 34:109
Borden (Lizzie) murder case: and Nero Wolfe (P) Sisson 20:170; beating cadavers, Jenkins 26:46; Holmes never met (V) Halbach 20:179
Boucher, Anthony: collection in San Francisco library 20:190; radio scripts of Holmes, Morrow 22:188; j.au., see Green, Denis
Bouchercon: 6th, 1975, 26:54; 8th, 28:58; 13th, 33:60; 14th, 34:59
Boulevard assassin, see Huret
"Bounder and the Bigamist" Foss 34:8
Bowlsby, Craig, Hound of London (R) 39:59
Brackenstall, Lady Mary (ABBE): Brown 35:147
Bradshaw's Railway Guide: Simms 35:222
"Brag and Bounce" Clark 33:75
"Brag and Errant Bounce" Clark (L) 34:35
Brain: processing Holmes story 34:125
"Brain Fever" Tolins 41:104
"Brains and Attics" Moss 41:93
Branding: at Yale 22:264
Brandy: usual remedy, in Lamb, Fletcher 21:121
Brazil: Canonical names in, Krejci-Graf 25:112
"Breaking the Entail" Pasley 39:96
Brean, Herbert, "Rejectio ad Absurdum, Part II" 20:3; obit. 23:196, Lofstedt 24:47
Breckinridge (BLUE) market stall (ill.) 38:191
Brennan, James W. (L) 25:181
Brett, Jeremy: acted Holmes, Betzner (L) 36:170, Haynes (L) 36:170, Upton 38:229
Bridegrooms: in Canon, Lehman 35:12
"Brides in bath" murder case: and Doyle, Taylor 42:93
Brideshead Revisited, see Waugh
Bridge (game): hand with extra 3/4, 20:191
Briggs, Gray Chandler: and 221b, Cochran 42:149; book (R) 40:57
British Museum: in Canon 34:59
Brixton Road (ill.) 36:189
Broderick, Robert M., "Master's Class" 25:146
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Brodie, Robert N., "Geoffrey Chaucer Describes Sherlock Holmes" (V) 20:195; "Holmes Alone" 43:34; "Take a Wire, Like a Good Fellow" 41:148
— and H.T. Harrington, "Insurance in the Canon" 42:159
Brody, Howard, "Canonical interested" 32:210; "First Most Interesting Object" 28:28;
"Location of Baskerville Hall" 29:229; "On the Use of Nitrite of Amyl in Catalepsy"
26:206; "Notes from the Malpractice Trial of John H. Watson" 33:229; "Placebo in A
Study in Scarlet" 40:156; (L) 31:239, 38:45
Bromet, Lady (Jean), see Doyle, Dame Jean Conan
Brontë, Charlotte, Jane Eyre: and Holmes, Duyhuizen 43:135
Brook, Clive: first Holmes talkie 1929, Harbin 22:137
Brook Street mystery, see "Resident Patient"
Brooks, Clive, Sherlock Holmes Revisited (R) 41:135
Brothers Three of Moriarty (scion): Cohen 40:216
Brown, David, "Mary Fraser of Adelaide" 35:147
Brown, Lloyd W., Jr., Unknown Sherlock Holmes v.1 (R) 41:125, v.2 (R) 43:191
Brown, Russell A., Sherlock Holmes and the Mysterious Friend of Oscar Wilde (R)
39:125
Brown, James (CARD): donation in honor of 39:62
Browning, Robert, "My Last Duchess": and NOBL, Speck 35:35
Bruno, Josip, see Tito
Bruce, Nigel: (ill.) 21:9, 23:184; member of BSI (ill.) Joyce and Culver 38:15, Haynes (L)
38:171, Rabe (L) 38:171
"Bruce-Partington Plans": Clark (L) 33:101, Coppola 43:146, Kean (L) 43:249, Potter 34:27,
Schweickert 29:31, Wood 34:165; and Dickens, Hoerr 27:47; body falling from train (ill.)
Wells 20:78; fog in Latin America, Wilson 22:148; Moran in, Pollock 22:101; Mycroft
lazy in, Clark 21:169; names, Ludwig 39:102; radio play 20:126; sources, Warner 39:17;
submarine French, Callaway 21:151, Helling 21:229; telegram, Naganuma 21:17; valves
as Wankel engine (ill.) Stowe 22:49
Bruises, see Corpses
Brunauer, Dalam H., "Sherlock Holmes and the Hungarian Connection" 34:98
Brundage, Paul H., "In Defense of Irene Adler" 31:234
Brunton, Richard (MTSC): death, Curjel 28:152; (L) 31:178
Bryan, Michael G., "Trip to Baker Street via Armchair" 32:156
Bubonic plague, see Plague
Buchholtz, James, "Let's Talk about Vincent Starrett" 24:31
Buckboard (wagon): postage stamp (ill.) 35:189
Buffalo, NY: Holmes workshop 28:117, 127
Buffalo (bison, BOSC, STUD): Waterhouse 32:48
Bull pup, see Watson: bull pup
Bull Ring, Birmingham: Rothman 35:170
Bulldog, see Watson: character
Bulletin boards, see Computer bulletin boards
Bulwer-Lytton, Edward, Zanont and DEVI, Roszell 41:100
Burgess, Anthony, Devil's Mode (R) 40:122, Lewis 40:167
Burr, Howard E., “Stuart Brows Encircled or Tudor Loins Embraced?” 35:161, 227
Burton, Sir Richard: Pollock 25:71, 238
Bus, see Omnibus
Bushman, see Hottentot
Bust, Victorian (ill.) 20:214; see also Holmes: bust
“But Did He Wear a Pork Pie?” (L) Burr 36:169
“But Keep Your Ears Covered” (L) Olding 39:112
“But That is Another Story” Foss 25:68
“But What about the Blood, Holmes?” Burr 39:75
“But Why Dissolve the League?” Darak 39:108
Butler, Allen H., “Automobiles in His Last Bow” 38:29; “Speculation: Did Holmes Have Photo-Processing Capability at the Villa?” 40:159
Buttocks, see Steatopygia
“By a Hair” Giradoux 20:48
Byerly, Ann, “Autumn in Baker Street” 33:9; “Sherlockophiles” 33:97; “Toast to Irene Adler” (V) 34:105
Byerly, Ann and Christopher, “Musgrave Ritual — Solved” 27:96
Byrnes, Thomas, police superintendent as Hargreave, Warshauer 23:113
“Byronic Hero” (P,V) Evans 23:140

C

Cab: called growler, Fletcher 22:52; four-wheeler, Potter 21:201; see also Hansom
Cabell, Sir Richard: tomb 40:185
Cadavers, see Corpses
Cadogan West, Arthur (BRUC): Ludwig 39:102, Skene Melvin 21:95
Cagnat, Jean-Pierre: (ill.) 43:46; cartoon by 43:49
Cain, Helen H.C. (ill) 40:16; obit., Rothman 40:174
Cain, Madelyn: acted Irene on TV 34:191
Caine, Michael: acted Holmes (ill.) Singleton 39:27
“California Mystery Train” Bobbin 34:25
California State University, Long Beach: Center for Holmes Studies 35:183
Callaway, J.S., “Enquiry into the Identity of the Bruce-Partington Submarine” 21:151;
“Mycroft and Her Majesty’s Invisible Government” 24:72
Cambridge University: climbing, Oldberg 25:177; Light is Dark Enough (book) (R) 40:249;
35th in, Barzun 21:244
Camden House, Baker Street: and 221B, Cochran 42:149
Camorra, secret society 32:251
Canary Trainer, see Meyer, Nicholas
Canes, see Walking sticks
Cannon, Peter, “Return of Sherlock Holmes and H.P. Lovecraft” 34:217
Canon: accepted as correct, Oldberg 26:231
— adaptations, Granada, Herzog (L) 42:173
— legacy, Todd 35:229
— appreciation, Bryan 32:156, Kennedy 25:30
— approved by Holmes; Cantor 31:46
— — as myth, see Canon: mythology
— — best and worst stories, Jenkins (L) 28:228, Lowndes (L) 28:45; 3GAB worst, Lapinskas 27:147
— — bibliography: Catalogue of Crime, Barzun and Taylor (R) 21:44
— — Braille edition: Linsenmeyer 31:5
— — cartoons: escape from household cares, Decker 43:224
— — Chinese translation 32:249
— — computer analysis, see Canon: textual analysis
— — computer-readable 38:63
— — contest 26:116
— — criticism deplored: Johnson (L) 31:241; see also Scholarship
— — czarina’s copies, Shaw 23:246
— — dates, see Chronology
— — earlier cases: Herbert 24:99; see also Unpublished cases
— — epitome (V) Clark 21:3
— — errors: Heritage edition, Friesland (L) 31:118; STOC, Dudley 23:25; SIGN, American editions 28:126; see also heading “textual variants” under individual cases
— — figures of speech: Hammer 34:22, Schweickert 35:102
— — first reading: Shreffler 35:197; see also Holmes: introduction to
— — Greek translation: Rice 23:190
— — in China: Senter (L) 28:106
— — in Israel: Rosenblum 21:181
— — in Russia: Lellenberg (L) 29:233, Malec (L) 29:40
— — Japanese edition, map 31:132
— — literary analysis, see Canon: style; Canon: textual analysis
— — literary quality: Lewis 37:134
— — moral order (edit) Shreffler 35:197
— — mythology: Caterson 35:224, Jenkins 34:150
— — piracy in USA: Redmond (L) 42:174; see also Canon: errors, and heading “textual variants” under individual cases
— — plots changed in films: Cleary 42:46; endings weak, Leacock 42:168; see also Films
— — quotations in Bartlett: Koelle 26:46, (V) Wright 26:4
— — revision: like Bible, Nelson 20:166
— — sex and violence, see Conan Doyle syndrome
— — statistical analysis, see Canon: style; Canon: textual analysis
— — structure: Lozynsky 42:78; CREE substructure, Kobayashi and Higashiyama 38:135; see also Hound of the Baskervilles: literary structure
— — study, see Canon: courses; Scholarship
Cartoons, *see* artists, Bond, Decker, Schatell, Shackleford; and subjects of cartoons, e.g.
Holmes: and Watson: cartoons; Holmes: cartoons; *Hound of the Baskervilles: cartoons*

Cartwright (HOUN): Holmes' assistant, Holland 21:85

"Case of Identity": Zens 25:91; church (ill.) Tracy 27:213; introductory sentences, Schranz
25:28; Hafiz proverb, Waterhouse 40:135; Mary Sutherland, Herzog (L) 29:86, Shea
29:75

"Case of Identity II" Karlson 20:140

"Case of Identity: Was Watson Jephson?" Kiser 30:98

— — Paternity" Goldberg 30:144

— — Scotch" Wolff 36:95

— — Sherlock Holmes and Jane Eyre" Duyfhuizen 43:135

*Case of the Cop Catchers, see* Dicke;

— — the Man Who Was Wanted" Schulte-Noelle 36:166

— — Curious Kerchief" Forkosch 20:234

— — Dead Adventurers" Green and Taylor 36:19

— — Disappearing Dispatch Box" Clarkson 20:200

— — Missing Calendar" Merrill 21:132

— — Missing Lens" Fleissner 43:156

— — Oblique Solicitors" Ashdown 30:230

— — Persian Proverb" Waterhouse 40:13;

— — Revolutionist's Daughter, *see* Feuer

— — Sundry Sources" Hoerr 22:215; Threatened King, *see* Newman

— — Unrequited Innocents" Potter 27:88

*Casebook of Sherlock Doyle, see* Stone, Harry

Cases, *see* Canon; Holmes: cases

"Casey at the Bat", *see* Thayer

Cassel, Clive (L) 34:35

Catalepsy (REST): Brody 26:206

Caterson, Al R., "Sherlock Holmes Myth" 35:224

Cats: Baskerville (V) Strickland 32:226; cartoons, Decker 40:21

Cats (musical, Webber) (R) Swift 33:42

Catullus, Attis: and tree worship (EMPT) 32:251

Caudill, Bill, baseball player 32:251

Caves, *see* Long Island cave mystery, Rose 26:154

Celtic languages, *see* Cornish; Holmes: as linguist

Center for Holmes Studies, Long Beach 35:188

"Cento of the Baskervilles" Herzog 25:36

Cervantes, Miguel: and Doyle, Drake 32:73; in VALL, Tyler 24:208

Chaldean, *see* Holmes: as linguist

"Challenge to Puzzlers" Richards 33:227

Challenger, Prof. George E.: and Holmes, Davis 23:228; purported letter 27:166

Chambers, Robert S., "Dancing Men Retold" 29:214; "Journey to a Lost Horizon" 26:229

"Characters in The Second Stain" Rossi 23:4

"Charles Augustus Milverton" *see* Milverton

"Charles Doyle and Madeleine Smith" Herst (L) 33:41

Charteris, Leslie, *j.t.au.*, *see* Green, Denis; (about) 33:191

Charters: early English (unpublished case), Redmond 34:159

"Chase on the Moor" (ill.) Linton 23:170

Chastity belt in MUSG: Burr 35:161
Chaucer, Geoffrey: describes Holmes (V) Brodie 20:195
Chauvinism, see Holmes: and women
"Cheery Reflections on a Simple Case" Haynes (L) 39:40
Cheetah: symbol of Internal Revenue Service 29:243
Chemistry: forensic, McGowan 37:10; Victorian, Dence 25:212
Chemistry and Crime, see Gerber
Chicago: and Holmes, see Holmes: in USA; in DANC, Pearce 39:223
Child crying, see Chimney-sweeps; Wind
Children: in Canon, Cummins and Sovine 29:92
"Children of Light and Children of Darkness" Flaherty 25:226
Chimney-sweeps: children, Schweickert 35:102
China: Canon in, Senter (L) 28:106
Chipping (name) see Hilton
Chirico, Robert, "From Baker Street with Love" 38:199
Chiszar, David, R.B. Smith, L. Simonsen, "Another Perspective on... The Mazarin Stone" 26:213
Chopin, Frederic: manuscripts 23:135
Christ, Jay Finley, "Key to Story Names" see Canon: title abbreviations
Christ Jesus, see Jesus Christ
Christensen, Peter, "Ineffectual Superman of The Five Orange Pips" 29:157; "Nature of Evil in The Hound of the Baskervilles" 29:209
Christian allegory, see Jesus Christ
Christian names, see Names: first names
Christie, Agatha: Wynne 27:6; see also Poirot
Christie, John, Australian detective: biography (R) 43:190
Christmas: (edit.) 39:197; at 221b (V) Dunning 25:196, Rice 35:237; card, Richard Doyle 1840, Herst (L) 35:233; cards from Holmes and Watson 33:72; cartoons, Bond 34:196, 38:196; greetings (Blue), Fletcher 36:199; see also Sherlock Holmes Society of London: Christmas cards
"Christopher Morley and the Baker Street Irregulars" Rothman 40:9
"Chronological Look at The Resident Patient" Warner 34:93
Chronology of Canon: McGregor 30:26; see also "date" under individual cases
Chronometer, of Moran family: Barry 37:107
Church, see Holmes: religion
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, see Mormons
Cinema, see Films
"Cinematic Scholarship" (L) Herzog 42:173
Cinemystique, film society: Shepard 25:57
Ciphers see Cryptograms
"Citizen Moriarty" (L) Kellogg 38:173
Clark, Alfred A.G., see Hare, Cyril
Clark, Edward F., Jr., "Brag and Bounce" 33:75; "Lines on The Lion's Mane" 28:199; "Maud Bellamy" 29:70; "Wisteria Lodge Revisited" 31:24; (L) 29:236, 32:54, 34:35
Clark, Mike (L) 28:228
Clark, Pamela, "Some Reflections on Trevor Hall and the Early Life of Sherlock Holmes" 35:153
Clarke, Richard W., "In-Verse Canon" (V) 21:3
Clarkson, Paul S., "Another Case of Identity" 22:84; "Case of the Disappearing Dispatch-Box" 20:200; obit. 38:242
Class, see Social structure
Cleary, James, "No, But I've Seen the Movie" 42:46
Clemens, Samuel, see Twain, Mark
Clendening, Logan, "My Personal Recollections of Sherlock Holmes" 35:213; (about) Lellenberg 42:235
Clerihew (verse form): epitome of Canon, Clarke 21:3
"Clients: How Illustrious Were They?" Mappen 26:141
Climbing: Cambridge University, Oldberg 25:177; NAVA, Lellenberg (L) 26:236
Climbing boys, see Chimney-sweeps
Clubs, London: Carlton, Jones 33:19
Clues: for Lestrade (cartoon) Shackleford 41:143
Clune, Frank, and P.R. Stephenson, Pirates of the Brig Cyprus: prototype of GLOR 28:249
Coaches: and horses, performance 28:196
Coal-tar derivatives (EMPT): Moss 32:40, Caplan 39:29
"Cocaine Bottle" (V) Morley 40:37
Cochran, Leonard, "Adventure of the Empty Boast" 22:168
Cochran, William R., "Highly Irregular: Briggs, Bell and Baker Street" 42:149; "Re: Murray" 39:76; "Rummaging through the Empty House" 30:212
Cocktail Party, see Eliot, T.S.
Cocoa: 26:60; Neff (L) 26:235
Codes see Cryptograms
Coffin, James A., "Adventure of Black Peter" 43:20
Cognac, see Brandy
Cohen, Saul, "Holmes Afoot" 22:12; "Notes for an Essay on Holmes and Holmes 23:180; "Pun in the Canon" 29:143; "Sage of Santa Fe" 40:216
Cohn, Roy: and Moriarty, Kellogg (L) 38:173
Coins, see Counterfeiting: Florin; Money; Shilling; Sovereign
Coleman, Arthur, "Game's Afoot" 22:222
"Collector, Punker, Simpson, Shaw" Stix 40:211
Collectors and collecting: Malec 26:121, Michelman 32:221; HOUN plates (cartoon), Decker 42:84; hound toy 39:191
College courses, see Canon: courses
Collier's Magazine advt. for WIST 21: no3 back cover
Collins, Randall, Case of the Philosophers' Ring: Waid (L) 29:238
Collins, William P., "It is Time that I Should Turn to Other Memories" 31:213; "League of the Heart" 26:147; "Norbury and Steve Dixie" 27:149
"Col. James Barclay" Foss 20:231
Col. Moran (racehorse) 32:125
"Col. Moran will Trouble Us No More" Pollock 22:101
"Colonel was No Pioneer" Linsenmeyer 29:218
"Colossal Schemes of Baron Who?" Redmond 20:14
"Come In, Said Holmes" (edit.) 39:199
"Come Now, Gentlemen!" Pachter 20:168
Comet Holmes: Lockwood (L) 35:238
Comic strips, etc. 39:62; Erickson 38:98; "Dick Tracy" and Holmes, Horvath (L) 29:111;
"Hawkshaw", see Mager
"Coming Plague" Dudley 21:80
Communications in Canon: Naganuma 21:14
Communism: and Holmes, Redmond 25:107
Company names, see Firms
Competitions, see Contests
Complete Casebook of Herlock Sholmes, see Hamilton
"Compliments of the Season" (V) Rice 35:237
Computers: DANc cipher program 37:126; HOLMES (Home Office Large Major Enquiry System), Newman 37:205; SHERLOCK 38:63; societies, Hounds of the Internet 43:61
Conan Doyle (personal name), see Doyle
Conan Doyle (Crowborough) Establishment 41:63
Conan Doyle public house, Edinburgh: Fitzback and McManus (L) 33:102
Conan Doyle Society (USA) 33:48; see also Arthur Conan Doyle Society
Conan Doyle syndrome of sex and violence: Batory 25:227
"Concerning the Extraordinary Events at Reichenbach Falls" Silverstein 20:21
"Concerning the Whereabouts of the Box at Cox" Narunsky 20:24
Conferences, etc.: Autumn in Baker Street, Byerly 33:9; Kansas City 40:124; Los Angeles 26:116; Montreal 42:124; Notre Dame University 27:127; J.B. Shaw, Rice 40:220; Toronto 35:187; Williamsburg 41:64; Wisconsin 41:64; Wright State University 33:123; see also Bouchercon
Conjurors, see Magicians
Contests: letter from Canonical character 21:54; letters rebutting criticism of Reichenbach trip 42:63; most appealing woman essay 27:127; villains 25:1201 211
Contract law in STOC: Fusco 22:114
Contributors, see WHODUNIT?
"Conversations on a Mountain" Koelle 33:140
Cook, Michael, Mystery, Detective and Espionage Magazines (R) 34:117; Ancient Curse of the Baskervilles (R) 34:186
Cooke, Catherine (L) 41:48; i.a., see Porter
Cookery: kidneys, Rosenblatt and Sonnenschmidt 28:86; Bergman (L) 28:231, Clark (L) 28:228, Lellenberg (L) 28:233, Shaw (L) 28:234; Christmas cake, Rosenblatt 29:212
Coppola, Joseph A. "Submarine Technology and the Bruce-Partington Adventure" 43:146
Coptic Patriarch (unpublished case): Linsenmeyer 21:224
Copyright: Lellenberg (L) 30:45; BSJ policy, Linsenmeyer 31:133; Soviet Union 23:135
Corcos, Alain, "Sherlock Holmes's Strange Ideas about Heredity and Anthropology" 29:13
Cornish, Supt. George W., Metropolitan Police: Barzun 21:224
"Cornish Horrors Descend on Thor Bridge" Silverstein 30:136
Cornwall, see "Devil's Foot"; Poldhu
Corpses: beaten by Holmes (STUD), Jenkins 26:46, Senter 28:225
Cost of living in Canon: Serow 20:98; see also Money
"Could the Dispatch-Box Have Been Found?" Kolodkin 25:90
Counterfeiting: in ENGR solution in SHOS, Morrow 21:55
Courses of study, see Canon: courses
Court decisions and Canon, see Legal decisions; United States Supreme Court; Dog in
night-time
Coventry: Openshaw factory (Five), Thomas 28:92, Foss (L) 28:227
Cox, David T., "Poor Sherlock" 24:210
Cox, J. Randolph, "Adventure of the Logical Successor" (P) 32:135; detective fiction course
20:62; (L) 25:112
Cox & Co., bankers, see Dispatch-box
Cramer, William S., "Creative Dr. Watson" 26:157
Craniology, see Anthropology
"Creative Dr. Watson" Cramer 26:157
"Creeping Man": cartoon, Bond 37:4; dog, Inman 43:7, Kozim (L) 43:120, Dunlap (L)
43:121; Lowenstein, Silverstein 20:121, Prager and Silverstein 23:220; sexual
substructure, Kobayashi and Higashiyama 38:135
Cremation: ashes in NORW, Wagley 22:166
Cretan language, see Holmes: as linguist
Crichton, Michael, Great Train Robbery: Wilson 26:217
Crime: bibliography, Catalogue of Crime (R) 21:44; in Canon, Iseminger 29:164; in
England, and Holmes, Berdan 42:8; perfect, and Holmes, Levy 21:40; perfect,
unsuspected, Lowndes 21:120; transport in solution of, Springer 21:10; see also Doyle,
Sir Arthur Conan: and true crimes; Detective fiction
"Crimes of The Adventure of Black Peter" Wesson 32:153
Criminals: disguised as Holmes, Bensky (L) 31:117; in Canon, Keefauver and Carter 36:34;
Lombroso theory, Kellogg 35:143; USA, and Moriarty, Meyer 39:148
Criminology, see Forensic science
Crist, Janet L., "Severely Practical Man" 24:161
Criterion Bar (STUD): Eaton (L) 30:247
Cromwell, Oliver: head embalmed, Curjel 27:46
"Crooked Man": Harris 43:96, Worden 29:99; Bharlsee as Agra, Wilson 28:22; misprision
of felony, Wigglesworth 22:109; mongoose, Maxfield 29:167; questioned, Foss 20:231;
(V) Lachtman 31:39
Crosson, Frederick J., "Geopolitics and Reichenbach Falls" 31:6
Crossword puzzles: Strickland 28:24, 62, Taylor 30:106
Crouch, Emma, see Pearl, Cora
Crown Diamond (Doyle play): LaBorde 24:109; subtitle of Nick Carter story 20:190
Crown jewels, Irish 34:60; theft, and Holmes, Warner 39:17
Crucifer of Blood (play), see Giovanni
Cruises, Sherlockian 40:125, 41:63
Crutch, aluminum (unpublished case) 21:243
"Cryptic Chronometer" Barry 37:107
Cryptograms: Pollock 22:102; DANc retold (V) Chambers 29:214; Knox and German
signals 30:134; Sigerson (EMPT) as code, Bensky 23:28, rebuttal, Linsenmeyer 23:188;
VAIL, Strum 43:115; see also Valley of Fear: Pollock cipher; "Dancing Men": cipher
Cubitt, Hilton (DANC): Evans 22:153
Dahlinger, Susan E., “In Search of the Agra Treasure” 36:217

Dalai Lama: Ball 21:26

Dalton, Philip (L) 25:237, 26:187, 27:172

Dame, Morency, “Dodge of the Lighter Brigade” 33:79

Damery, Sir James (IIl): Austin 24:77, Scheideman 28:137


Dandrew, Thomas, “Mrs. Turner?” 29:84; “Porlock Puzzle” 26:6
Daniel (Biblical) as Holmes, Rauber 21:110
Daniels, Les, "To Cornwall's Secluded Coast" (V) 31:169
Dannay, Fred (ill.) 21:243, 408
Dar, Greg, "But Why Dissolve the League?" 39:108; "Date of the Red-Headed League" 41:230
Dardess, John, "It Will Just Cover that Bare Space on the Wall" 20:103
"Dark Angels" (Exploit), see Doyle, Adrian Conan
"Dark Dynasty" Shreffler 21:22
Dark lantern: Kennedy 30:141
Darlington, Frank (L) 42:112
Darlington substitution (unpublished case) Jenkins 39:203, Redmond 34:158
Dartmoor of the Hound of the Baskervilles, see Weller
Darwin, Charles: misapplied theory, Collins 27:149; misquoted by Holmes, Shreffler (edit.) 39:5
Daugherty, Daniel, "Adventure of the Ancient Hero" 25:206
"Daughter and the Daters" Hoffmann 23:76
Dauphin, Claude: acted Dupin, Higgins et al. 24:49
David (Biblical): and Holmes, Rauber 21:110; and Uriah 20:233
Davies, Bernard: Two-Shilling Award 35:114
Davis, Elmer (ill.) 21:243
Davis, Norman M., "Adventure of the American Interlude" 33:10; "America the Quizzical" 34:211; "Here Are Your Wages" 21:77; "Mirror of the Mind: Holmes and Challenger" 23:228; "Pawky Quiz" 34:88; "Plugs and Dottles" 27:223; "Rex Stout" (obit.) 26:57; "Second Toast" (V) 25:114; "Sherlock Holmes, First Man from UNCLE" 22:95; (L) 29:109
Davis, Stafford, "20:00 Hours: the Dedication of Holmes Peak" 36:156
Days, special: Holmes Day: Los Angeles 26:239; San Francisco 29:127; St. Louis, Shreffler (L) 29:44
Dear Abby, see Van Buren
"Dear Lady Abigail" Rouby 20:206
"Dear Starrett—"/"Dear Briggs—" (ed. Nieminski and Lellenberg) (R) 40:57
Death: euphemisms, Umansky (L) 39:111
"Death by Anoxia" Curjel 28:152
Death by Gaslight, see Kurdan
De Camara, Mary Philip, "Canonicalimerick" 32:213; "Halo for Holmes?" 30:216; "Holmes's Level of Moral Thinking" 28:90; "Outstanding Villain" 25:211; Recurring Villain* 32:209; "Second — Thoughts and Names" (V) 29:81
Decker, Jeff, cartoons 36:112, 161, 37:87, 182, 253; "Eliminate the Impossible." (cartoon) 36: no.1 inside back cover; "Tales from Dartmoor" (cartoons) 39:16, 147; 40:21, 98, 158, 41:20, 96, 147, 225, 42:18, 84, 158, 209, 43:33, 1081 1601 224
Decker, Jennifer, "Whiteness in Scarlet?" 37:228
Dee Jen-djah, Chinese judge: Barile 29:152
Deerstalker 22:199, Budd 32:211, (edit.) Shreffler 35:69, Moran (L) 35:239; play, Mustoo 35:181; see also Holmes: symbols
"Defending Sherlock Holmes' Credibility " Holmes (L) 39:237
Defense (novel), see Nabokov
"Deja vu" (V) McLachlin 23:139
"Delicate Pink" Bengtsson 42:28
de Merville, General. (ILLU): Austin 24:77
Dence, Joseph B., "State of Chemistry in Holmes's Day" 25:212
Denslow, William W., illustrator 35:249
"Dented Idol" Galerstein 21:226
"Dented Idol — Undented" Feinberg 24:174
Dentistry, forensic: Gemmill 27:230, Price 38:218
Depken, Friedrich, Sherlock Holmes, Raffles, und ihre Vorbilder: Blau (L) 38:45
Derleth, August: Solar Pons Omnibus (R) 33:54; and Doyle 34:69; requiem (V) Lachtman
21:195; see also August Derleth Society; Pons, Solar; Praed Street Irregulars
Dermatologists: Sir James Saunders Society (scion) 25:60
Dern, John A., "Moment of Prayer" 42:231
Descartes, René: influence on Holmes, Douty 27:201
Despair (novel), see Nabokov
De Stefano, James J., "On the Defence of Dr. Watson Regarding Mrs. Turner" 29:90
Detective fiction: anti-detective novel 34:190; conventions, Farmer 28:141; creation not
reality, Leblanc 21:100; course, St. Olaf's College 20:62; index 33:250; parodies, see
Parodies; reference book 34:117
Detectives: Australian, John Christie (R) 43:190; on postage stamps 23:31, 60, 65, 125, 251;
private 32:191, Leonard (L) 40:43; Holmes Investigations Inc. 33:62
"Detective's Farewell" (V) Foss 24:71
"Deterrence Personified" Berdan 42:8
Devil, see Moriarty, Prof. James as Satan
"Devil He Says" (L) Ravin 43:183
"Devil's Foot": Arbagi 32:11, Jones 41:215, Ravin 32:199, (V) Daniels 31:169; and
Bulwer-Lytton, Zanoni, Roszell 41:100; and Houn, Helik 29:71; and Veil, Potter 22:165;
in ordeals, Maxwell 29:198; root, smoke, Redmond 23:44, 47, Ravin 32:199, Brunauer
Devil's Mode, see Burgess
Devonshire: in Houn, Simms 21:107; see also Dartmoor
De Waal, Ronald B., "Holmes Away from Home" 25:10; International Sherlock
Holmes (R) Stix 31:126; "Directory of Sherlockian Societies" 33:199; "Scandal in an
Elevator." 43:48; "Two Masters: Holmes and Beethoven" 23:104; (L) 28:45, 29:109;
awards 26:189, 38:62
Diagnosis (medicine): and Holmes methods 41:190
Diamond and the Goose, see Green, Benny
"Diamond Jubilee" Wolff 30:52
Diamonds: Blau 24:141; in MAZA, Blau (L) 29:41, Swift 29:21
"Dick Tracy" (comic strip), see Gould, Chester
Dicker, Terrance, Case of the Cop Catchers (R) 34:46
Dickens, Charles: Edmund Drod and Doyle, Fleissner 35:199; "Hunted Down" and Spec,
Jenkins 41:37, Ravin (L) 41:177; "Signal-Man" and BRuc, Hoerr 27:47; and Hemingway,
Fleissner 20:154
Dictionaries: list Holmes, Peddle 24:51
"Did Sherlock Holmes Kill Charles Augustus Milverton?" Harris 32:45
"Did Stapleton Escape to Samoa?" O'Brien 27:206
"Did Watson Really Write the Canon?" Ravin 30:94
"Dinner with Sherlock Holmes" (banquet) 35:125
Dinosaurs (cartoon) Bond 42:68
Directories: Sherlockian, proposed 26:246
"Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax", see Carfax
Disappearances: cases, McSherry 25:112; in Canon, Webster 24:242

Diseases: of children: Cummins and Sovine 29:92; see also aneurysm; leprosy; leukemia, etc.

"Disjecta Membra" Blakeney 25:142
Dispatch-box: Holmes' taken by Watson, Clarkson 20:200; in Churchill papers, Narusky 20:204; Watson's, see Watson: dispatch-box

Displays, see Exhibitions

"Distressing Matter of a Possible Posthumous Award" Woods 35:32
"Divorce, Canonical Style: Checkmate" Rosenblatt 35:15

Dixie, Steve (3GAB): Rhode 20:17
Dobbins, L.C. (L) 32:52

"Dr. Arthur Conan Doyle: Was He Dr. John H. Watson?" Helling 22:10
"Dr. Handy's Wild-Eyed Man" Sisson 20:170
"Dr. Holmes I Presume" Dudley 24:218

"Dr. James and Dr. Watson" Emery 33:82
"Dr. John H. Watson and the Subclavian Steal" Van Liere 23:214
— — — and Surgeon Major Preston" Mende 28:16
— — — the Third Most Dangerous Man in London" Otten 25:162

"Dr. Watson – a Case of Identity" (V) Graves 24:135
— — — a Man of Mediocre Qualifications?" Katz 30:75
— — — and the Invisible Man, see Downing

Dr. Watson Fund (BSI) 39:55, 40:111

"Dr. Watson's Automobile" Benton 39:79
— — Journal" Betzner 42:224
— — Methods" Sauvage 38:72
— — Microscope" Bengtsson 41:237
— — Smarter Cousin" Moss 29:11
— — Triple Play" Dudley 23:22
— — Warning" Roberts 31:80

Dr. Who (BBC TV program): Berman (L) 29:175
Dodd (Suss): and D'dodd in "Selecting a Ghost", Redmond 35:99
Dodd, Loudon, "Sherlock Holmes, His Methods and Literary Pedigree" 37:99

"Dodge of the Lighter Brigade" Dame 33:79

Doddson, Charles L: and Holmes, Fagin 30:158; "Hunting of the Snark", and Moriarty, Foss 35:206

Dog; identified by Zadig, Rauber 21:110

"Dog and a Dish" Clark 22:219

"Dog gonnit" Kozim (L) 43:120

Dog in night-time (Silv): cartoon, Bond 43:132; from Homer, Jenkins (L) 37:169; in film, Kellogg (L) 42:113; on ranch (humor) 42:127; parallel, Stix 22:268; quoted in court, Wolff 26:245

Dogs: Anderson 27:93; and owners, paraphrases Holmes 26:116; cartoons, frozen to Holmes' ankle (Glor), Shackleford 43:238, retrieving Moriarty, Decker 42:18, training (Houn), Bond 38:132; in Canon, Cree, Inman 43:7, Dunlap (L) 43:121, Kozim (L) 43:120; see also Hounds

Donegall, E.A.D. Chichester, 6th marquis: Stumpp 43:234; (L) 25:179; Two-Shilling Award 21:180; obit. 25:188, 237

Donegall, Violet, marchioness: Donegall 23:50

Donnelson, Gar, "Second Most Dangerous Man in Peshawar" 25:152

Doolittle, Eliza (My Fair Lady): Holmes, and Higgins (P), Rouby 22:135

Doomed Detective, see Tani

"Doomed Grooms of the Canon" Lehman 35:12
Door-knocker, Holmesian (ill.) 26:162
*Doorstep and Wallpaper* Ranild 39:226
*Double Vision* Lauterbach (V) 32:152
Doubleday, Abner code, 1861, and Vail, Strum 43:115, Vogelsang (L) 43:184
Douglas, Carole N., Good-Night, Mr. Holmes; Good Morning, Irene (R) 41:251; Irene at Large, Moran 43:221
Doulton Toby jug "Sleuth" 23:202
Douty, Robert W., "Holmes-Descartes Factor" 27:201
"Down Memory Lane" Wigglesworth 23:192
Downing, Noel, *Dr. Watson and the Invisible Man* (R) 42:124
Doyle, Adrian Conan: obit., ill. 20:181; and J.D. Carr, *Exploits of Sherlock Holmes*, "Dark Angels", Morrow 25:144

**DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN:**
acted by Mark McPherson, Hollyer 41:165
admired by Potrot, Christie 21:132
and brides in bath murder case, Taylor 42:93
and Cervantes, see Cervantes
and Dickens, Fleissner 35:199
and (T.S.) Eliot, see Eliot
and (R.A.) Freeman, see Freeman
and Holmes (cartoon) 41:36; see also Holmes: Doyle's view of
and (E.W.) Hornung, Tyler 35:124
and Molly Maguires, see Molly Maguires
and (Sir Bernard) Pares, anecdotes, Galerstein (L) 28:232
and (R.L.) Stevenson, Hoerr 25:159
and true crimes, book by Stone (R) 42:124
and (Mark) Twain, see Twain
and (Edgar) Wallace re: 221B, Harrison 23:231
anecdotes, Galerstein (L) 28:232
*Angels of Darkness* (play), Umansky 32:25
as Cadogan West (BRUC), Ludwig 39:102
attitude to infidelity, Maynard 31:200
attitude to sexuality, Kobayashi and Higashiyama 38:135
author of Part II of STuD, Vail, Umansky 32:25
"Ballad of the Eurydice" manuscript 28:59
*Beyond the City* (R) 33:55
bibliography, see Green, Richard L.
biographies, Edwards (R) 33:113, Lellenberg (R) 38:58
bookplate, purported 33:125
books and banks in Russia 21:249, Lellenberg (L) 28:233
boring, Ellin 35:188
burial, Blau (L) 31:118, Ravin (L) 30:179, Stavert (L) 31:180
cartoon, Bond 42:68
chauffeur a murderer, Hoerr 21:56
contemporary opinion 35:126
copied Watson's notes, Puhl 21:232
creativity, Leblanc 21:100
degraded by Naganuma, Sowell 21:182
drug habit, false allegation 27:126
*A Duet* (R) 40:183
Edalji Case (book, R) 35:244
Essays on Photography (R) 33:113
estate sale 21:126
grave, see burial (above)
Green Flag, Morley’s copy, Rothman 22:256
handwriting (ill.) 26:96; in SoCo, Luman 28:132

DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN: (continued)
house, South Norwood, plaque 23:160; Southsea 33:123
How Watson Learned the Trick, for Queen’s Doll House 22:145
in Baker Street (P) Williams 23:18; identified 221B, Harrison 23:251; (V) McLauchlin 23:139
in USA, Niagara Falls 21:191; tour 1894, Blau 33:133; Yonkers 22:198
influence on police, Taylor 42:93
influenced by Bret Harte, Jenkins 22:81
inserted references to earlier cases, Herbert 24:99
“Introductory Paragraph” from A Point of Contact 36:94
letters auctioned 37:126
literary agent, Gray (L) 31:54, Pagan 35:71, (P) Williams 23:18
“Lot No.249” and Holmes, Dudley 24:218
Lost World, pterodactyl 27:166
medical knowledge, Black 31:90; gout, Jenkins 23:156
medical writings, Jenkins 23:156, 250
memorial, Rothman (L) 31:54; 41:63
Memories and Adventures reprinted (R) 39:57
monogram, Austin (L) 32:53
name H. Conan Doyle on U.S. piracy, Haynes (L) 39:40, Redmond (1) 40:42
Oedipus complex, Holmes and Watson, Lieberman 20:228
original of Watson, Helling 22:10
parody names, Srolover Coyle 36:221; Sir Arthur Cannon Ball, Warner 41:220
pen advt. 40:63
Piltdown hoax 33:248
plaques, Davos 34:61, Norwood 23:160, Southsea 33:123
portrait 27:146
relatives named Sherlock, McCord 42:19
saved from drowning by seal, Scheideman 26:48
saw sea serpent, Zarzynski (L) 37:169
science fiction (R) 33:113
self-deception, Clendening 35:214
Slater case, Schrandt 23:185
society 33:48; see also Arthur Conan Doyle Society
speech at Yonkers 22:198
spiritualism, Helling 20:121, Betzner 42:73
syndrome of sex and violence, see Conan Doyle syndrome
Tales of Medical Life, Parker (L) 26:235
toast to, Post 32:229
verse on customs duty, Herst 26:246
White Company manuscript sold 23:202
writings sold, Helling 23:53

Doyle, Charles A.: drawing of murderess, Herst 33:41
Doyle, Dame Jean Conan (Lady Bromet), “Sherlock Holmes Centenary” 37:200
Doyle, Pj, and E.W. McDiarmid, Baker Street Dozen (R) 38:58
Doyle, Richard: Christmas card 1840, Herst (L) 35:238
Doyle, Steven T., et al., ed., Illustrous Clients' Fourth Casebook (R) 42:250
Doyle syndrome, see Conan Doyle syndrome
"Doyle to Holmes" (V) Horak 41:44
"Doyle's Drug Doggerel" Black 31:90
Drake, Dana B., "Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra and A. Conan Doyle" 32:73
Dracula: Niver (L) 38:108; and Holmes, book (R) 28:196, Martin 20:74; as Moriarty, O'Brien 37:154; enthusiasts (cartoon), Decker 41:147
Dracula's Diary, see Geare
"Drama of Reichenbach — an Holmesian Epic" Smedegaard 27:226
Dramatic incident: in HOUN and Dickens, Hoerr 22:215
Drazen, Patrick E., "Greater Vehicle: Holmes in Tibet" 26:220; "Next Stop, Norbury" 29:16; (L) 28:107
Drebber, Enoch J. (STUD): Fusco 20:150, Tracy 20:242
Druce, see Portland
Drucker, Mort, "Sherlockian Design" (cartoon) 34:34
Drugs: toxicity of fumes, Redmond 23:44; (V) Morley 40:7, 37
Dudley, W.E., "Ah, Yes, We Know the Thinking Machine" 27:41; "Coming Plague" 21:80;
"Dr. Holmes I Presume" 24:218; "Dr. Watson's Triple Play" 23:22; "Mazarin Stone and The Empty House" 27:209; "Sherlockus Militarius" 30:204; "Tribute to 1895" 32:205;
"Was Stalin a Sherlockian?" 23:244
Duke of York's Theatre: program of Gillette play, 21: no.1 back cover
Dunbar, Grace (THOR): beat Holmes, Hahn 26:209
Dundas, Zachary, "Look At The Final Problem" 38:233
Dunlap, J.R. (L) 43:121
Dunning, William E., "Etymological Note upon the Given Name of Prof. Moriarty" 28:159;
"Señor Sherlock Holmes y la Lengua Española" 24:204; "Unusual Visitor to Baker Street" 25:106; (L) 26:45
Dupin, Chevalier C. Auguste: and Holmes, Fleissner 41:226; and Mycroft Holmes, Propp 28:32; attempted murder (fiction) Limoli 20:6; in film, Higgins et al. 24:49
"Dupin's Last Case" Limoli 20:6
D'Urbervilles, see Hardy
"D'Urbervilles and the Baskervilles" Poston 22:212
Durham: University, Moriarty at, Shreffler 23:94
Dust jackets, see Books
Duythuizen, Bernard, "Case of Sherlock Holmes and Jane Eyre" 43:135
Dvorkin, David, Time for Sherlock Holmes (R) 34:47
"Dying Detective": Worden 29:99; facsimile (R) 42:61; fever, Hayes 24:154
"Dylan Thomas and Sherlock Holmes" Betzner 37:97
"Dynamics of an Asteroid" Bengtsson 43:98, Tattersall 25:74
Eagle, Bernardo, conjurer: and Irene Adler, Sherlock 23:251; father of Moriarty, Shreffler 21:22, 23:92

Eagle, Georgiana as Irene Adler, Shreffler 21:25

“Early American Holmes” Melander 29:221


“East Wind” Johnson 31:10

Easter Island: script, and DANe, Kamil 30:39, Galerstein (L) 30:178

Easter liturgy: symbolism, Karnitsky 27:47

Eaton, Herbert (L) 30:247 31:239

Eckrich, Joseph J. (ill.) 43:46; (L) 38:172


“Economics of Sherlock Holmes” O’Donnell 34:227

Edalji, George: book (R) 35:244

“Edgar-dians” Hammer 43:25

Edgar W. Smith Birthday Honors 20:117, 21:116

“Edinburgh Experience” (L) Fitzback and McManus 33:102


“Educational Suggestion” Farmer 28:141

Edward VII, king: as client, Fredman 20:239, Curtis 38:163; as Florizel, Tracy 22:90; as king of Bohemia, Pagin 30:158

Edwards, Owen D., *Quest for Sherlock Holmes* (R) 33:113

“Eight Arturs of Sir Arthur” Redmond 40:104

*Elementary BASIC, see Ledgard*

Elementary, misquotation, *see Holmes: sayings*

*Elementary Methods of Sherlock Holmes, see Keefauver*

*Elementary, My Dear Watson* (book title), *see Nown*

Elementary Watson, racehorse 33:61, 121

Elijah (Biblical): modern version 20:167

Eliminate the impossible, *see Holmes: sayings*

“Eliminating the Impossible” Sauvage 33:24


“Elite Devotee” (edit.) 38:5

Elisabeth, empress of Austria-Hungary, and Holmes, Skene Melvin 29:147

Elizabeth, queen, 1533-1603: chastity belt in *MSG*, Burr 35:161

“Elizabeth Stride Memorial Kidney Recipes” Rosenblatt and Sonnenschein 28:86

Elliott, Douglas, *Curious Incident of the Missing Link* (R) 38:251

El Salvador: as San Pedro (WIST), Wilson 22:150

Ely, John W., Jr., “There Was Not a Finer Lad in the Regiment” 32:83

Emerald quoit (P): Sovine 26:68

Emery, Robert A., “Abingdon: Watson’s Old School?” 41:144; “Dr. James and Dr. Watson” 38:82; “Rat Misjudged” 43:31

Eber, Henry W., "To Sherlock Holmes at 100" (V) 37:226

"End of Holmesiana as We Know It" Pagán 35:71

"Engineer's Thumb": cartoons, Shackleford 42:230, Schatell 30:222; coiner caught by Holmes (SHOS), Morrow 21:55; Hatherley counterfeiter, McClain 37:101; medical treatment, Brody 33:229

"England" (map) Wolff 29:226

"Enigma of Mycroft" Ressner 24:41

Ennis, Robert S., "Devil's Foot or Angel Dust?" 42:89

"Enquiry into the Identity of the Bruce-Partington Submarine" Callaway 21:151

Entail: in PRIO, Pasley 39:96; see also primogeniture

Epstein, Marvin P. (L) 29:110; obit., Stix 38:110

Erickson, Charlotte, "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes in Comics" 38:98

Errors in BSJ, Helling 20:180; see also Canon: errors

Eserine: as devil's foot root, Ravin 32:199

Esher, Reginald Brett, viscount: as Candelmere (MAZA), Scheideman 28:137

Essay contest: most appealing woman 27:127

Essays on Photography (Doyle)(R) 33:113


Estleman, Loren D., Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes, Howard (L) 31:53; Sherlock Holmes vs Dracula (R) 28:196; "Was Sherlock Holmes the Shadow?" 32:36

Eternity, see Watson: in heaven

Eton College 33:191; arms 22:37

"Etymological Note upon the First Name of Prof. Moriarty" Dunning 28:159

"Eugenia Ronder" Herzog 29:74

Euphemisms: death, Umansky (L) 39:111

"Europeans in Lhasa in 1891" Holly 30:151

Evans, Deantine, "Adventures of the Byronic Hero" (V) 23:140; "American as Villain" 22:153

Evans, John W., "Relevance of the Blind Mechanic" 25:43

"Evening in Scarlet" Blau 37:238

"Evening with Sherlock Holmes" Alessandri 25:31


Evolution: figures of speech, Coleman 22:222

"Exchange of Correspondence" (purportedly Holmes and Watson re: Christmas cards) 33:72

"Exegesis of Sherlock Holmes's Faith" Fleissner 36:207


"Exit James Moriarty — Enter the Telephone Company" Robinson 32:20

Exploits of Sherlock Holmes, see Doyle, Adrian

"Extraneous Sherlock" Stewart 29:200

Eyes, see Holmes: eyes; Watson: eyes

Eyles, Allen, Sherlock Holmes: a Centenary Celebration (R) 37:121
Faguet, Robert A., "I Am a Doctor Now Ha Ha" 28:71
Fairbank, Benjamin A., Jr., "William of Baskerville and Sherlock Holmes" 40:83; "UnBrotherly Quiz" 32:224
"Fall Mystery" 36:221
Farmer, J.C.L., "Educational Suggestion" 28:141
Farmer, Philip Jose, "Two Lord Ruftons" 21:221
"Farsighted Herr von Bork" Foss 30:220
Faulkner, Alex, "Smoked Out" 24:150; (L) 31:116
Faurot, Ruth M., "Cut Out the Poetry, Watson" 30:77
Fear, see Holmes, Mycroft: agoraphobia
Feinberg, Samuel, "Dented Idol - Undented" 24:174; "Will the Real Carina Please Stand Up" 26:81
Felgong, Michael, "Morte de Moriarty" 24:89
Ferret: bull pup as (STUD), Suszynski 30:35
Feuer, Lewis S., Case of the Revolutionist's Daughter (R) 34:47
"Few Canonical Limericks for the Cognoscenti" Clark 26:132
"Few Remarks about the Blanched Soldier" Beerman 23:148
"Few Trifling Paragraphs" Barzun 21:224
Fiction and reality in Canon: Plummer 40:78
"Field Bazaar" Schoenherr (L) 30:178
"Fifty-six plus Fifty-six Equals One Hundred Twelve" Robinson 43:38
Figures of speech, see Animal figures of speech; Canon: figures of speech; Canon: style
FILMS: 33:250
American Film Institute 22:44
animated 35:150
Baker Street Cinematograph 28:61
Baker Street Kino, Rabe (L) 34:107
Basil of Baker Street 36:248
black Holmes 23:134
Doyle, Blau 24:182
festivals: Astoria NY 33:62, Cleveland 27:250, Franconia College 22:200; Los Angeles, Witt 26:54; Southern California, Montroy 26:244
history: Pickard 21:70; Nordiske 1906-11, 38:62
Murder by Decree, Steinbrunner 28:245
Phantom of the Rue Morgue, Higgins et al. 24:49
plots differ from Canon, Cleary 42:46
Potter honored, Lellenberg 26:246
Private Life of Sherlock Holmes (1970), Steinbrunner 28:245
Sherlock Holmes (Gillette, 1916): Zimbo 23:191
Sherlock Holmes in New York 27:9
Sherlock Holmes's Smarter Brother, Gibson 26:186, Rosenblum 26:119
societies, Cinemystique, Shepard 25:57
They Might Be Giants (ill.) 21:191
Warhol plans Holmes story 22:262
Without a Clue (R, ill.) Singleton 39:27
Young Sherlock Holmes 35:62, 125, 188
and see also Brett; Rathbone
Final Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (R) Stix 31:126
“Final Outrage of Enoch J. Drebber” Fusco 20:150
“Final Problem”: Berman 37:146, Crosson 31:6, Dundas 38:233, Kenyon and Ravin 41:199,
Smedegaard 27:226, Utechin 24:85, Wall 25:105; cab ride, Rosenberger (L) 40:43;
deutero-Watson, Saltzman 28:6; good and evil reversed (P), Russell 22:174; implausible
trap for Moriarty, Silverstein 20:21; map, Wolff 31:69, 36: no2 inside cover; Moriarty,
Wall 27:27; peasant youth Irene Adler, Brunauer 34:98; Steiler 20:190; see also “Empty
House”; Moriarty
Financial aid: Dr. Watson Fund 39:55, 40:111
“Find the Better Half” Martin 20:74
Fingerprints: Silverstein 22:23
Fink, Joseph J., “Marital Hoax of John H. Watson” 42:102
Firearms: in Canon, Torrese 41:39, 42:154, Purdon (L) 43:119; jezail, Linsenmeyer 27:222;
Margolin pistol, Evans 25:43; Watson’s revolver 25:249; Webley no.2, King 24:15; writers
ignorant, Farmer 28:141
Firms, Sherlockian: list, De Waal (L) 28:45; Baker Street Cookies, Hayes 36:237; Baker
Street Bureau 33:126; Holmes Investigations Inc. 33:62; Holmes Book Co., Haynes (L)
36:237; Moriarty’s Wine Bar 34:189; Mycroft Holmes 33:121; Mycroft’s Pub 33:126;
Sherlock’s Lounge 33:122
“First Adventure of The Blue Carbuncle” Galbo 36:203
First names, see Names: first names
“First Most Interesting Object” Brody 28:28 1
“First You see It, Then You Don’t” Roberts and Leeb 27:44
Fish, Robert L., “Alternate Solution” (THOR) 30:138; Schlock Homes: The Complete Bagel
Street Saga (R) 40:184; “Solution to The Devil’s Foot” 28:224; “Watson Was a Doctor”
24:120
Fish and chips, artificial (P) Forkosch 20:234
Fitzgerald, F. Scott, Great Gatsby; and Holmes, (edit) Shreffer 36:197
Fitzgerald, Penelope, Knox Brothers (R) 30:134
“Five Orange Pips”: evil atmosphere, Christensen 27:157; Holmes error, Feinberg 24:174,
(cartoon), Schatell 29:132; Openshaw factory, Foss (L) 28:227, Olding (L) 29:113,
Thomas 28:92
Five Orange Pips (scion): Clark 37:159
Flack, Douglas, j.t.a.u., see Mustoo
Flags, see Signals
Flaherty, Sue, “Children of Light and Children of Darkness” 25:226
Fleissner, Robert F., “Case of the Missing Lens” 43:156; “Exegesis of Sherlock Holmes’s
Faith” 36:207; “Love Song of James Moriarty” 30:207; “Macomber Case” 20:154; “Poe’s
Dupin and Sherlock Holmes’s Initial Again” 41:226; “Reincarnation of Holmes in Dr.
Gottlieb” 23:176; Rose by Any Other Name (R) 40:185; “Sherlock Apropos of Batman
and Robin” 40:163, (L) 25:180; “Sherlock Holmes Confronts Edwin Drood” 35:199
Fleming, Ian: characters, and Canon, Chirico 38:199
Fletcher, H. George, "Manhattan Evenings: Helping Julian with the Journal" 36:81; "New York Connection: Holmes and Hargreave" 42:214; "Sighting-in on Watson's Bull Pup" 21:156; "That Bashful British Meiosis" 36:199; Commissionaire's Award 41:45
Florin, coin: Tracy 21:183
Florizel, prince, see Stevenson
Fog: (edit.) Shreffler 39:69
"Folklore Origins of The Hound of the Baskervilles" Rose 26:154
Fonaroff, L. Schuyler, "Kabul Cabal" 27:219
Food in the Canon: Holmes gourmet, Cumings 23:102; see also Fish
Footprints: tracing, Vatza 37:16; see also Walking
"For One Evening, I Think, We May Turn Our Thoughts into More Pleasant Channels" 33:38
Forenames, see Names: first names
Forensic chemistry: McGowan 37:10
Forensic science: Newman 37:205
Forgery: Holmes cases, Redmond 34:159
Forkosh, Morris D., "Case of the Curious Kerchief" 20:234
Foster, Richard W., "John Clay and Lebanon, Pennsylvania" 21:97; "Slippery Mr. Moulton" 24:215
Fosterage, Scottish custom: McCullam 22:226
Fowler family, phrenologists: and Holmes, Stern 20:157
Foxhound on scent, see Holmes: methods
France: honor defended, "Dessus" 20:120
France in the Blood (ed. Porter and Cooke) (R) 43:240
Franconia College film festival 22:200
Frankenstein, see Shelley, Mary
Frankfurter, Felix: and Holmes, Goldberg 30:144
Fraser, Mary (ABBRE): Brown 35:147
Fréchette, Van Derck, "Beryl Coronet — Genuine or Counterfeit?" 22:26
"Fred Porlock: Probing a Link in the Chain" Trudeau 26:9
Fredman, L.E., "Not-so-Illustrious Client" 20:239
Freeman, Cecilia: retirement, Donegall 23:50
Freeman, R. Austin: and Doyle, Simms 23:87; see also Thorndyke
Freemasons, see Masonic Lodge
French, Larry L., "Baker Street-Carrian Connection" 29:6
French Sherlockians: Byerly 33:97
"Fresh Air and Foul Play" Zens 27:4
Freud for the Jung (comic novel), see Storr
Frick, Willis C., “On the Question of Sherlock’s Oldest Brother” 38:41
Friedenberg, Robert V., “Bleat, Watson, Unmitigated Bleat” 25:168
Friends of Bogie’s (theatrical troupe) 39:58
Friesland, D.S. (L) 29:174, 31:118
Friesland, steamship (unpublished case): Thomsen 41:232
Friston, D.H., illustrator: Ravin and Kenyon 42:106
“From a Drop of Water, an Atlantic, a Niagara” Jenkins 25:166
“From Bloomsbury to Baker Street” Jenkins 33:137
From Baker Street to Binary, see Ledgard
“From Baker Street with Love” Chirico 38:199
“From Her Majesty’s Consul General—New York” Mellon 37:199
“From the Doctor’s Diary” (cartoons), see Shackleford
Fromkin, T. Michelle et al., U is for Uffa (R) 33:114
Frost, Adam (L) 26:120
Frost, Mark, List of 7 (R) 43:239
Frow, Gerald, Young Sherlock (R) 34:47
Fu Manchu, see Rohmer
“Fundamentalist View of the Canon” Oldberg 30:31
“Further Thoughts on The Sign of the Four” Linsenmeyer 25:133
Fusco, Andrew G., “Final Outrage of Enoch J. Drebber” 20:150; “Or Some Written Memorandum Thereof” 22:114
Futrelle, Jacques, Thinking Machine: Dudley 27:41
Future: Holmes hero in, Daugherty 25:208

G

Galbo, Thomas S., “First Adventure of The Blue Carbuncle” 36:203
Gambling: Tranby Croft scandal 1890, and EMPT, Cochran 30:212
“Game is Afoot!” Smith 35:7; Game is Afoot (book), see Hammer
“Game is Afoot Once More” (V) Longobardi 33:34
“Game is Sometimes a Foot” Tinning (ill.) 26:168
“Game is Still Afoot” (edit.) 43:5
Game, Sherlockian, in Canon: Sayers 35:146
Games: in Canon, Martin 31:198; Scrabble, Sherlockian rules 35:127
“Game’s Afoot” Coleman 22:222
"Game's Ahead" Stern 20:157
Gans, Carl, misquotes SPEC 20:191
Garcia, Beryl, see Baskerville, Beryl
Gardner, Martin, "My Grandmother is Blind: Memories of John Bennett Shaw" 40:207
Garrideb (name): none in Kansas, Lellenberg 26:239
Gas lamps, see Lamplighters
Gasogene, see Tantalus
Gaslight Award 35:114
Gauss, Karl F.: studied asteroids and binomials, Shreffler 23:94
Geare, Michael, and M. Corby, Dracula's Diary (R) 34:47
Gelband, Herman, "Mystery of the Second Hand" 26:96
Gellerstedt, Robert S., Jr. (L) 35:114
Gemmill, Robert H., "Sherlock Holmes: Pioneer in the Field of Forensic Odontology" 27:230
Gems, see Diamonds; Jewels; Crown jewels
"Geoffrey Chaucer Describes Sherlock Holmes" (V) Brodie 20:195
Geologists: societies 31:246
"Geopolitics and Reichenbach Falls" Crosson 31:6
George III, king: coat of arms (ill.) 22:36
Gerard, Brig. Etienne: and Carfax family, Farmer 21:221
Gerber, Samuel M., Chemistry and Crime (R) 34:47
Germany: and BRUC, Potter 34:27
Gestures, see Body language
Geyer, Frank P., Criminal Life of H.H. Holmes (1896) 20:63
Geyer, Jackie (L) 28:46
"Ghost of Julia Stoner" (V) Lauterbach 21:195
Gibson, Alexander D. (L) 26:185
Gibson, J.M., Jr., see Green, Richard L.
Gibson, Maria (THOR): Munchausen syndrome, Maginn 39:13
Gillette, William: Eaton (L) 30:247, LaBorde 26:170; acted Holmes, Potter 23:71; and doorman, Wright (L) 25:55; memorial lunch, see William Gillette Memorial; notes at Dutch Treat Club (ill.) 26:115; port. 20:16; recordings 39:58; Sherlock Holmes, film 1916, Zimbo 23:191
Giovanni, Paul G., Crucifer of Blood (play) 28:190; Malick (L) 30:44; 41:63; 33:239; Steinbrunner 29:245, 29:57; obit. 40:174
Giradoux, Jean, "By a Hair" 20:48
Girard, E. V., "On the Antiquity of Scandal in Bohemia" 23:162
Gladstone, William E.: as Bellinger (SECO), Rossi 23:4; cartoon, Bond 37:58
Glossner, Jennifer (L) 29:237
Goldberg, B. Abbott, "Case of Paternity" 30:144

*Golden Pince-Nez*: Swift (L) 32:185; Holmes errors, Galerstein 21:226; palimpsest, Redmond 34:159

Golden Sovereign Award, see Sovereign

Goldfarb, Clifford S., "Sherlock Holmes — Amateur Astronomer" 29:215; jt. au., see Nathan

Golf: in Granada Final, Jones (L) 36:236

Gomez, Thomas: as Moriarty and Meade in films 21:190

Good and evil, see Evil

"Good (Sic) Old Days" Harris 36:103

*Good Old Index* (book, Goodrich) (R) 38:184

"Good Old Index Award" 41:46

Goodenough, Simon, *Sign of Four, a Sherlock Holmes Murder Dossier* (R) 35:181; *Study in Scarlet* (R) 33:184

Goodman, Charles: Two-Shilling Award 27:122

Goodrich, William D., Good Old Index (R) 38:184


Gorsetman, Mark (L) 29:43

Gottlieb, Dr. Max: and Holmes, Fleissner 23:176

Gould, Chester, "Dick Tracy" (comic strip) and Holmes, Horvath (L) 29:111; obit. 35:189

Gould, Henry W., "Sherlock Holmes and the Godfather of Organized Crime" 26:34

Gout: Doyle article, Jenkins 23:156

Governesses, see Nannies

*Granada Companion No.1: Sherlock Holmes* (R) 38:185

Granada Studios: TV series: Gellerstedt (L) 35:114, 35:187, 248; Herzog (L) 42:173; Redmond 35:75, 135; Upton 38:229, 39:126; Woodson (L) 35:239; scripts (R) 41:251

"Granada's Golf Shot was Out of Bounds" (L) Jones 36:236

Granger, Stewart: acted Holmes, Cox 22:186

Graphic fiction, see Comic strips, etc.

Grasset, Eugène S., "Vitriol-thrower" (ill.) 26:43

Graves, Betty Jo, "Dr. Watson — a Case of Identity" (V) 24:135


"Great Derbyshire Duke-out" Berdan 39:81

— Experiment* Walters 38:94

— Fall* Kenyon and Ravin (ill.) 41:199

— Gatsby, see Fitzgerald, F. Scott

— Hiatus, see Hiatus 1891-4

— Mouse Detective (film), see Basil

— Pretender* Schwalb 23:106

— Train Robbery, see Crichton

— Western Railway and Silv, Wilson 21:106

— Yellow Diamond* Swift 29:21

"Greater Vehicle: Holmes in Tibet" Drachen 26:220

Green, Benny, and John Dankworth, *Diamond and the Goose* (oratorio) 32:191
Green, C. Maureen, “Study of the Legend of *The Hound of the Baskervilles*” 31:40
Green, Denis, and Anthony Boucher, “Book of Tobit” 33:149
Green, Denis and Bruce Taylor, “Sherlock Holmes: the Case of the Dead Adventuress” 36:19
Green, Lucy (L) 29:110
Green, Richard L., and J.M. Gibson, *Bibliography of A. Conan Doyle* (R) 34:38
Green Flag (Doyle book): Morley’s copy, Rothman 22:256
“Green Glows the Goyal” Curjel 30:13
Greenberg, Martin H., and C.L.R. Waugh, ed., *New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes* (R) 38:59
Greene, Paulette (L) 29:237
Greengold, Alfred, “That Green and Gold Monster” 40:161; (L) 26:118, 40:175
Greenwood, L.B., *Sherlock Holmes and the Case of Sabina Hall* (R) 38:251; *Sherlock Holmes and the Thistle of Scotland* (R) 40:58
“Greetings from Apollo” Blau 23:48
Gregson, Insp. Tobias: report on Hope (STUD), Ballman 22:172
Grieze, Jean-Baptiste: paintings, Tracy 26:29, 184
Grimpen (word) 36:185; see also Eliot, T.S.
Groome, Harry C. (L) 28:109
Grosbayne, Benjamin, “Sherlock Holmes's Honeymoon” 21:143
Groves, Derham, architect 34:59
Gruner, Baron (ILLU): De Camara 25:211
Guenzel, Daniel (L) 26:44
Guy, Patricia, “Cultural and Vinicultural Milieu of Mr. Sherlock Holmes” 38:144

**H**

Haas, Tom, *Operetta, My Dear Watson* (R) 32:158
Haddon-MacRoberts, see MacRoberts
Hafiz: proverb (IDEN): Waterhouse 40:135
Hahn, Robert W., “Recount, Please, Mr. Holmes” 26:209; “Sidelights on Starrett” 36:145; (L) 32:52
“Hail Sherlock’s Music!” (V) Rosenblatt 33:39
Haining, Peter, ed., *Final Adventures of Sherlock Holmes* (R) Stix 31:126
“Hair-Raising Epilogue” Jenkins 35:90
“Hair-Raising Revelation” Jenkins 34:17
Halbach, Helen, “Other Woman” (V) 20:179
Hall, Charles, *Sherlock Holmes Collection* (R) 38:123
Hall, Robert L., *Exit Sherlock Holmes* Lanza (L) 29:236
Hall, Trevor, *Sherlock Holmes, Ten Literary Studies*: Clark 35:153; obit. 41:175
Halloween costume: Lockwood (L) 37:169
“Halo for Holmes?” De Camara 30:216
Haloes: emerald (P) Sovine 26:68
Hamilton, Charles H. St.J., *Complete Casebook of Herlock Sholmes* (R) 40:184; (about) Lellenberg and Lofts 34:73
Hammer, David L., "EDGAR-DIANS: My First Irregular Dinner" 43:25; Game is Afoot (R) 34:48; "Semiotic Watson" 34:22; "Sherlock Holmes: Secret Agent" 36:231; "Singular Case of the Enigmatic Initials" 35:139; "Terrible Tales of the Tantalus and the Gasogene" 33:256; "Twenty-Second Man" 38:18; Twenty-Second Man: In Regard to Sherlock Holmes, German Agent (R) 39:249; To Play the Game (R) 41:125; Worth of the Game (R) 43:59

Handcuffs (ill.) 22:173

Handprint, bloody: cartoon, Denslow 35:249; (ill.) Steele 20:36

Handwriting: and Holmes, Trapp 31:20; in SECO, Gelband 26:96; see also Canon: manuscripts; Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan: handwriting

Hannah, Andrew S., "Most Tragic Case" 28:75

Hansen's disease, see Leprosy

Hansom cab: 22:44; Margolin 25:231; Potter 21:200

"Hansom to Baker Street" (V) Lindsley 34:197

Hanvik, Leo J., "Personality Study of Sherlock Holmes" 40:137

Hardwick, Michael, Prisoner of the Devil (R) 30:133, Stix 31:126; Private Life of Dr. Watson (R) 34:48; Revenge of the Hound (R) 38:59; obit., Hammer 41:111

Hardy, Dr. Benjamin and Holmes in Borden case (F), Sisson 20:170

Hardy, Thomas, Tess of the d'Urbervilles and HOUN, Preston 22:212

Hare, Cyril, Untimely Death: Canonical allusions, Kean 34:225

Hargrave, Wilson (DANC): Fletcher 42:214; as Thomas Byrnes, Warshauer 23:113

"Harmless Necessary Cats" (L) Swift 33:42

Harpoon: cartoon, Decker 41:50

Harrington, Hugh T., Harrington's Canonical Index (R) 39:57; j.t.au., see* Brodie, Robert Harris, Bruce, "Did Sherlock Holmes Kill Charles Augustus Milverton?" 32:45; "Real Crook in The Crooked Man" 43:96; "Sherlock Holmes and the Cigarette" 41:75; "Sinistral Sherlock Holmes" 38:96; "You Can Teach a Speckled Band New Tricks" 33:95; (L) 26:48

Harris, Robert G., "Good (Sic) Old Days" 36:103; (about J. Wolff) 40:74; (L) 25:111, 26:43

Harrison, K.C. (L) 25:182

Harrison, Michael: Beyond Baker Street: and Wolff, Hoffmann 26:123; Immortal Sleuth (R) 38:59; London by Gaslight (R) 37:251; "Short Caped Coat" 27:69; Study in Surmise (R) Stix 34:251, 35:244; (L) 25:237, 36:169; Two-Shilling Award 35:46; obit., Hammer 42:52

"Harry S Truman, Sherlockian" Perry 36:200

Harte, Francis Bret: and Doyle, Jenkins 22:81

Hartshorne, Richard: port. 40:59

Harville, Jack, "Musgrave Ritual: an Alternate Solution" 30:201

Harwood, Princess Nina 24:131; obit., Lellenberg 37:112


Hats: Johnson 37:7; Potter 28:98; see also Deerstalker

"Have Sight of Proteus" Jenkins 34:150

Hawkshaw the Detective, see Mager

Haycraft, Howard, Art of the Mystery Story (R) 34:39; Murder for Pleasure (R) 35:180; obit., Shaw 42:51

Hayes, Stephen, "There was More than One Rat in Sumatra" 24:154


"He Has the Collection Mania in its Most Acute Form" Blau 40:213

Healy, Grant (L) 38:109

Hearn, Otis (pseudonym of Walter Trenerry), see Trenerry
Hebrew, see Rabbi; Judaism; Israel
Heimbach, James, "Sherlockroistic" 32:30
Helmrich, Helen E., "Reise nach Reichenbach" 37:140
Heiselberg, G.L., "Simpler Solution" 33:17
Helier, Patricia, "On the Trail of the Devil’s Foot" 29:171
Helling, Cornelius, "Dr. Arthur Conan Doyle: Was He Dr. John H. Watson?" 22:10;
"Sherlock Holmes, Linguist" 23:147
"Hell's Hero Mocks" (V) Pennant 41:169
Helmets: police and pith, advt. 31:23
Hemingway, Ernest, "Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" studied by Holmesian
method, Fleissner 20:154
Heppner, Frank, "Canonical Sculptures from the Philippines" 33:146
Herbert, Paul D., "Canonical References and the Literary Agent" 24:99; Sincerest Form
of Flattery (R) 33:55
Herder, Augustus von (Empir): rifle, Evans 25:43
"Here are Your Wages" Davis 21:77
Hersch, Herman (L) 30:247, 33:41, 35:238
Hertzberg, Francis (L) 35:114
Herzog, Evelyn A., "Cento of the Baskervilles" 25:36; "Eugenia Ronder" 29:74; "Johannes
Magnus" 40:225; "Reichenbach Centennial Dinner" 41:153; "Royal House of Europe
Revisited" 31:175; "Sherlock Holmes: Grit in a Sensitive Instrument" 32:89; (L) 28:46,
40:175, 42:173; (edit., about) 30:17
Hewitt, Martin: and Mycroft, Redmond 22:79
Drazen 26:220, (edit.) 41:69; Holmes's honeymoon, Martin 20:74; impossible, Wilson
20:67; in India, Donnelson 26:152; not in London, Silverstein 20:21; see also Sigerson;
Tibet
Higashiyama Akane, Jr., see Kobayashi
Higgins, Henry (Pygmalion, Shaw): duped by Holmes (P), Rouby 22:135
"Higher Criticism: Sayers' Law" Sayers 35:146
"Highly Irregular: Briggs, Bell and Baker Street" Cochran 42:149
Hiking, see Walking
Hilton, James, Good-Bye, Mr. Chips: and Holmes, Broderick 25:146, Dunning 26:45; Lost
Horizon, Chambers 26:229
Hilton, John B., Slickensides (R) 37:183
Hindu names, see Names, Indic
Hippocrates: and Holmes, Wilson 37:41
Hiroyama, Yuichi (ill.) 43:46
"His Last Bow": Hammer 36:231; automobiles, Benton 39:79, Butler 38:29; German threat,
Potter 34:27; Holmes in USA, Davis 33:10; narration in third person, Caplan 34:136;
"Talk Standing upon the Terrace" (V) Rhine 22:203; von Bork, Foss 30:220; (V)
Longobardi 33:34, Schaller 37:153
"His Last Bow Window" (plan of 221B Baker St.) Wolff 31:104, 36: no 2 inside cover
Hoaxes: R. Knox, mob riot broadcast 38:127; see also Piltdown hoax
"Hobbs-Shelley Abridged" (L) Galerstein 33:43
Hodan, Barbara, "Seventeen Steps" (V) 21:69
Hoerr, Willmer A., "Case of the Amiable Augmentation" 25:159; "Case of the Sundry
Sources" 22:215; (L) 26:185, 27:47, 170
Hoffer, Phil, "Julia Stoner as the First 'Woman" 29:106
Hoffman, Margaret, "Bathroom at Baker Street" 31:105
Hoffmann, Banesh, "Daughter and the Daters" 23:76; (about) Hammer 43:25; obit., Blau 36:238
Hoffmann, Frank A., "Victorian Sexual Subculture" 35:19; (L) 26:106
Hoghunting, see Boar hunting
Holderness, Counts of 29:250
Holderness, 6th duke of (PRIOR): Berdan 39:81
Holidays, see Christmas; Days, special; Easter
Holland, Glenn S., "Small but Very Efficient Organization" 21:84
Holland: reigning family (unpublished case), Harrison 23:232
Holly, Raymond L., "Europeans in Lhassa in 1891" 30:151; "Pythagorean Theory" 37:81
Hollyer, Cameron, "Sir Arthur Comes to Toronto" 41:165; (about) 33:251, 42:111
Holmes, Baskerville, basketball player 32:125, 33:120
Holmes, Bruce (L) 36:45; 39:237
Holmes, Dr.: in Mrs. Dalloway (Woolf), Jenkins 33:137
Holmes, George, phrenologist: Silverstein 22:22, Stern 20:163
Holmes, H.H., murderer (H.W. Mudgett) 20:63
Holmes, Harold: son of Sherlock and Irene, Grosbayne 21:140
Holmes, John L., "Was Sherlock Holmes' Brother a Remittance Man?" 22:87
Holmes, Mrs.: lessee of 24 Montague St., Harrison 20:196
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, Jr.: Jenkins 25:166; and Sherlock, Berry 29:28, Cohen 23:180, 24:250, Moss 41:93, Redmond (L) 33:100
HOLMES, SHERLOCK:
accomplies, see Holmes, assistants
agency, see Holmes: assistants
amnesia, see Holmes: youth
amoral, see Holmes: religion
and (Irene) Adler, see Adler
and (Prof. G.) Challenger, see Challenger
and communism, Redmond 25:107
and David (Biblical), Rauber 21:110
and (T.S.) Eliot, see Eliot
and Germany, Potter 34:27
and (Max) Gottlieb, see Gottlieb
and handprint on wall, see Handprint
and (Henry) Higgins, see Higgins
and Hippocrates, Wilson 37:41
and (O.W.) Holmes, see Holmes, Oliver Wendell
and Mrs. Hudson, see Hudson
and Judaism, see Holmes: religion
and law, Lieberman 20:226; see also Holmes: as lawbreaker; Holmes: venality
and Moriarty, Van Antwerp 28:88; cartoons 30:12, 33:46; Bond 38:68; see also Moriarty
and music, De Waal 23:104; Grosbayne 21:140; Harrison (L) 36:169; misquotes Darwin (edit.) 39:5, 126; see also Lassus
and Nathan (prophet), Worden 29:99
and nature, Milner 37:162; see also "Naval Treaty": moss rose
and phrenology, see Phrenology
and Poirot, see Poirot
and Prince Florizel, see Florizel
and rhetoric, see Rhetoric
and The Shadow (radio character), Estleman 32:36
and (Dick) Tracy (comic strip), see Gould
and (Dylan) Thomas, Belzner 37:97
and UNCLE (TV program), see "Man from UNCLE"
and Van Dusen, see Futrelle
and (Peter) Wimsey, see Wimsey
and (Nero) Wolfe (P) Sisson 20:170
and women: Foss 28:26; Lieberman 20:230; Pearson (L) 30:46; Agatha (CHAS), Buddle 41:97; (Maude) Bellamy (LION), Marshall 26:185; (Lizzie) Borden (V) Halbach 20:179; Carina (RETI), Feinberg 25:81; chauvinist, Wolff 26:246; Dunbar (THOR), Hahn 26:209; nanny, Underwood 35:157; resented Mary Morstan, Clark 22:219; Ronder (VII), Potter 22:158; see also Adler, Irene; Holmes: married
and Zadig, see Zadig
appearance, see Holmes: portraits
as Abercrombie Smith, "Lot No.249", Dudley 24:218
as alpinist, see Holmes: as mountaineer
as archaeologist, see Holmes: knowledge of archaeology
as athlete: boxer (SOLI), Leonard 29:37; Wheeler 35:112; running, Ashdown 27:154; walking, Cohen 22:12
as beekeeper, see Bees
as bibliophile, Anderson 43:9; Berman 43:118; Stern 23:208
as blackmailer, see Holmes: venality
as boxer (SOLI), Leonard 29:37
Holmes, Sherlock: (continued)

as capitalist, King 20:91
as Christ figure, see Holmes: as hero
as civil engineer (MUSG), Merrill 20:39
as dramatist, Clark 33:75

as hero: Caterson 35:224, Shreffler 35:133; Christ figure, Todd 35:229; cited by McLuhan 21:190; ethical in HOUN, San Juan 20:137; viewed as ancient cult, Daugherty 25:209; see also Canon: mythology

as Indian, see Holmes: family

as lawbreaker: Anderson 37:210, Keefauver, Carter 36:34, Rosenblatt 42:71; immoral, not criminal, Levy 21:40; killed Milverton, Harris 32:45; see also Holmes: venality


as Lodger" in Lowndes novel, Niver 28:78

as medical man, see Holmes: medical knowledge

as mountaineer, Oldberg 24:237, 25:177, Schütz 24:240

as musician, see Holmes: and music

as myth, see Canon: mythology

as pacifist, Bensky 25:16, Page 24:158

as physiognomist, Blakeney 22:183, Kellogg 35:143

as scientist, molecular detective 23:203

as spy, Hammer 36:231, 38:18, Lellenberg 37:71, 36:23

as symbol of right, see Holmes: as hero

as teacher, Kellogg 31:226

as Victorian archetype, Iseminger 29:156

as wise man (blue), Speck 35:228; see also Holmes: as hero

assaulted, cartoon, Bond 41:132


at Niagara Falls, see Holmes: in USA

attitude to romantic triangles, Clark 35:153

beaten: by Trevelyan (rest), Page 21:235; by woman (ABBE), Starr 21:215, (THOR) Hahn 26:209; see also Holmes: errors; Holmes: failure

beating cadavers, see Corpses

best and wisest man, see Holmes: epithets; Holmes: as wise man

Biblical knowledge, Umansky 41:162

biography: wrong in People's Almanac, Lapinskas, Redmond 26:121

birthday: astrology, Fenton 21:56; present from Watson, Sisson 22:250

birthplace Yorkshire, Simms 21:107

books, see Holmes: as bibliophile; Holmes: reference books; Holmes: writings; Petrarch born without Doyle's knowledge, Leblanc 21:100

brain preserved 40:252

bribery, see Holmes: venality

bust: by E.P. Smith 38:190; cartoon, Bond 35:68; not to deceive Moran, Cochran 22:168; Toby jug 23:202

cartoons 21:39, Lauritzen 27:156; see also Holmes: and Watson: cartoons; beheaded by Mortimer, Shackleford 42:99; blackmailed 31:9; bust of Napoleon, Lauritzen 20:35; fire in tobacconist's, Shackleford 41:217; game's afoot 26:187; gift to beggar, Decker
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HOLMES, SHERLOCK cartoons continued
42:158; Gladstone bag, Bond 37:68; harpooning pig, Decker 41:20; large-scale map,
Steele 36:74; Lestrade brings cases, Decker 39:16; racing, Lauritzen 20:116, 23:86;
reversed feet 26:40; television, Decker 36:161; truffles, Decker 36:112; wind-up dolls,
Schatell 31:189; see also cartoonists, Bond, Decker, Schatell, Shackleford; and topics
of cartoons, e.g. Holmes: smoking
cases: not adventures, Marshall 24:184; time required, Clark 34:87
centenary, see Study in Scarlet: centenary
character: Hanvik 40:137, John 31:75; and James Bond, Chirico 38:199; cartoon,
Bond 39:132; changed after Return, Hall 23:237; described by Chaucer (V) Brodie
20:195; in MUSG, Wilson 25:148; mental illness, Maxfield 26:203; robustly human,
Reed 22:74; shadowy, Adelman 20:215; trying to Watson, Marshall 21:38; vain,
unemotional, Lieberman 20:223; see also Holmes: emotions
childhood, see Holmes: family; Holmes: youth
Chinese name, see Holmes: name
Cigarettes, see Holmes: smoking
Clients, Mappen 26:141
clothing: Lockwood (L) 37:169; cravats, Wright 28:143; Inverness cape (V) Harrison
27:59; recognizability,
cocaine, see Holmes: drug habit
commutes felony, see Felony
correspondence, see Holmes: purported letters from
cuckolded by Watson: "Dessus" 20:120, Giradoux 20:48
death: deathbed (V), Schaller 37:153; suggested to Doyle by Lunn 27:127
decorations: posthumous, Woods 35:32
defeated, see Holmes: beaten
description, see Holmes: character; Holmes: portraits
deters crime, Berdan 42:8
devotees, see Holmes: enthusiasts
disguises: Afghan, Donnelson 26:152; Altamont (LAST), Steele 37:70, (ill.) 38:22; and
Proteus myth, Jenkins 34:150; Italian priest (FINA), Haynes 37:88; SCAN, Potter
21:208; two-faced, cartoon, Bond 41:4
doubles, Solar Pons (cartoon) Bond 41:132
Doyle's view of, Asimov 37:201; cartoon 41:36; (V) Horak 41:44
drug habit: Clark 24:38, Drazen 26:220, Dudley 21:248; (ill.) 27:172, 249; Maxfield
domotions: Hahn 23:51, Lieberman 20:223; like Spock (TV character), Alessandri 26:23
enemies (V) Lachtmann 35:74
enthusiasts (edit) 38:5; see also Holmes: fame; Holmes: fascination
39:75, 78; see also Holmes: beaten; Holmes: failure
evil, against good Moriarty (P) Russell 22:174; struggle of good and evil, Wheeler 35:112
existence, see Holmes: reality
expenditures, see Holmes: fees; Holmes: income
24:166; see also Holmes: beaten; Holmes: errors
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fame: Asimov 37:201, Doyle 37:200, (edit.) Shreffler 37:5; from Whole Art of Detection (P) Williams 23:18; in USA, Brody (L) 38:45
farewell (V) Foss 24:71
fascination, Bryan 32:156; see also Holmes: enthusiasts; Holmes: fame
fees: not fixed, Linsenmeyer 23:11; (humor) Leacock 42:168; see also Holmes: income
feet: reversed Ross 26:37; cartoon, Lauritzen 26:40
first meeting (or reading), see Holmes: introduction to
friends, Brodie 43:34
habits, Foss 26:163; see also Holmes: character
health: in Lyon, Redmond 20:14; see also Holmes: character
honeymoon, see Holmes: marriage
hospitality (edit) 39:197
immoral, see Holmes: religion
immortal, see Holmes: reality
imposture after 1894: Linsenmeyer 22:144, 28:5, Silverstein 20:21; see also Holmes: character

in advertisements, Ashdown 30:230, Geyer (L) 28:46
in Africa and Louis Napoleon, Lane 20:30; Khartoum, Moorman 43:16, Wilson 20:67; Zulu War, Lane 20:30
in Brideshead Revisited, see Waugh
in Cornwall, Wilson 32:7; see also Cornish language; "Devil's Foot"
in dictionary, Peddle 24:51
in France, see Holmes: Montpellier research
in India, Donnelson 26:152, Jeffers 41:82
in Khartoum, see Holmes: in Africa
in Middle East 1891-4, Wilson 20:67
in Russia, Shaw 23:246
in Spain, Redmond 20:14
in Stockholm, Sörmark (R) 34:118
in Tibet, see Tibet
in U.S.A.: Melander 29:221; Kansas, Lellenberg (L) 26:239; Last, Davis 33:10; New York, Potter 30:235; Niagara Falls, initials cut by Doyle 21:191
in World War battle Mane 1914, James 38:25, Smith 38:206
income and expenditure: Foss 26:163, King 20:91, Scrow 20:98; see also Holmes: fees
index: cartoon, Bond 43:196
Indian, see Holmes: family
influence on J.D. Carr, see Carr
influenced by Descartes, Douty 27:201
introduction to, on first reading: Clendening 35:213, (edit.) Shreffler 35:197, Starrett 24:6
intuition, Crist 24:161
knowledge of anatomy: beating cadavers, Jenkins 26:46
— of anthropology, Corcos 29:13, Krogman 20:132
— of archaeology, Anderson 22:4
— of art, Healy (L) 38:109
— of astronomy, Goldfarb 29:215, (cartoon) Shackleford 40:166
— of body language, Snow (L) 30:112
— of chemistry, Moss 25:216, Walters 28:222, (cartoon) Bond 33:68
— of dentistry, Price 38:218
— of economics, O'Donnell 34:227
— of French, Webster (L) 31:116
— of genetics, Corcos 29:13, Kellogg 35:143
— of graphology, see Handwriting
— of horses, Holstein 20:112
— of languages, see Holmes: as linguist
— of literature, Hoffmann 23:252, Solberg 26:197; see also Shakespeare
— of medicine, see Holmes: medical knowledge
— of perfume, Karlson 28:218
— of philology, see Holmes: as linguist
— of Russian, Helling 23:147
— of Shakespeare, see Shakespeare
— of Spanish, Dunning 24:204
— of the sea, Keiser 31:155
left or right-handed, Harris 38:96, LaCroix (L) 39:41
legal knowledge, Wigglesworth 22:107; lacking in STOC, Fusco 22:114
letters, see Holmes: purported letters from
limericks, Lauterbach 21:127; see also Limericks
logic, Frodenberg 25:168; see also Holmes: philosophy
longevity, Stephenson (L) 31:117
love, see Holmes: and women
married: Countess Dracula, Martin 20:74; Irene Adler, Blackburn, Giardina, Rice 21:240, Grosbeyne 21:143
medical knowledge, Dudley 24:218; see also Corpses
meeting Watson, see Holmes: and Watson: first meeting
memory of numbers, Ranild 39:226
mental illness, see Holmes: character
misprision of felony, see Felony
molecular detective 23:203
monographs, see Holmes: writings
Montague St. rooms, Harrison 20:196
Holmes, Sherlock: (continued)

Montpellier research, Blackburn 23:32, Caplan 39:29, Moss 32:40
morals, see Holmes: religion
mother, see Holmes: family
mythology, see Canon: mythology
name: in Chinese, Senter (L) 28:106; initial I, Fleissner 41:226; origin (L) Redmond
33:100; Sherlock from Doyle relative, McCord 42:19; term of opprobrium 40:191;
see also Holmes: parody names
namesakes: Australia 34:125; Baskerville Holmes 32:125, 33:120; Illinois, Williams
28:119; in Virology 22:263; Virginia 41:191
observation, see Holmes: methods
occult, not psychic, Crist 24:161
parody names: Erickson 38:98; Cerlocio Olmez, Karlson 20:140; Herlock Sholmes,
Lellenberg 34:73, Hamilton (R) 40:184; Hurlock Shoams, Warner 41:220;
Pernurlock Holmes 36:221; Sheerluck Jones, Blau 32:251; Squirrelock Holmes
33:251
see also "Naval Treaty": moss rose
pipe, see Holmes: smoking
pocket Petrarch, see Petrarch
poetry about, see Holmes: limericks; Holmes: verse
portraits: Balbes 25:117, Dobbins (L) 32:52, Drucker 34:34; American Indian features
(ill.) Miller 22:232, Barilla et al. 23:51; drawn in two minutes, Steele 20:131; like
Gillette, Potter 23:71; mentioned 3GAR, (edit.) 38:69; Paget likeness, Webster
23:126; silhouette 37:45; with bloody handprint, Steele 20:36
postage stamps, see Postage
prayer, Morley 40:35, 126, Dern 42:231
prototype: Apollonius, Knoles 31:110; O.W. Holmes, Jenkins 25:166
psychic, see Holmes: occult purported letters from 28:108, 231, 33:72, 35:238
reading by and to, Malloy 26:94
reality: (edit.) Shreffler 37:69, Oldberg 26:231, Solberg 43:50; believed in London 20:191;
immortal, Rauber 21:110; proved by FNA, Silverstein 20:21
rebuffed, Plimpton 27:133
Micheiman 35:232
retirement: in USA, Lellenberg 37:71; see also Holmes: farewell
return: Schweickert (L) 42:113; as ghost, Keller 25:160; contemporary comment 27:58;
(P) MacArthur 35:94
right or left-handed, see Holmes: left
rivals TV series), Blau 22:258
role-playing, Cassel (L) 34:135
sarcasm, Lieberman 20:223
sayings: brain attic (STUD), Moss 41:93; eliminate the impossible, Rackow 22:262,
(cartoon) Decker 36: no.1 inside back cover; elementary, cartoon, Decker 42:158;
Sherlockismus, Scheetz 38:7, Blau (L) 38:45; solar system, parallel by Rossetti,
Jenkins 27:49
shoes, see Shoes
smoking: Whiting 42:25; cigarettes, Harris 41:75; pipe, Blau (L) 26:236, Davis 27:223,
(cartoons) Lauritzen 27:248, Bond 42:4; tobacco, Vaught 25:47
solecisms, see Titles of nobility
statues: proposed, Shreffler 35:133; Japan 39:61; Meiringen 38:126
symbols: drawing 40:170; see also Deerstalker; Holmes: smoking; Holmes: violin
university: Kellogg 31:226, Linsenmeyer 39:71, McDiamid (L) 39:238, Shanks (L) 30:47;
Cambridge, Oldberg 25:177, Redmond 26:118; in 3StU, Barzun 21:224; Oxford,
Christ Church 28:112, Moss 29:25, Shank (L) 29:173; St. John's, Utechin 26:135
venality, Galerstein 24:168
verse: De Camara 29:81, Kowols 40:171, Stone 32:162, Wilson-Schwartz 38:107; see
also items marked (V) under specific topics
cartoon, Bond 35:196; see also Holmes: symbols
walking, Cohen 22:12
war work, see “His Last Bow”; Holmes: in World War (ill.) 20:201
wisdom, see Holmes: as hero; Holmes: as wise man
writings: BlAN, LION, Klinefelter 25:84, Caplan 34:136; ears, Silverstein 22:20, Stern
20:157; in Anthropological Journal, Pollock 42:227; not Canon (P), Williams 23:18;
see also Lassus
youth: repressed memory, Page 25:234
HOLMES (computer system): Newman 37:205
“Holmes Afoot” Cohen 22:12
— Alone” Brodie 43:34
— and a Certain Mr. Spock” Alessandri 26:23
— and Brunton: Civil Engineers” Merrill 20:39
— and Communication” Naganuma 21:14
— and Equus Caballus” Holstein 20:112
— and Music” (L) Harrison 36:169
— and the Buffalo” Waterhouse 32:48
— and The Yard” Newman 37:205
— and Wimsey” Linsenmeyer 21:207
— as Critic of His Biogapher” Klinefelter 25:84
— at Hurlstone” (V) Merriam 21:131
— Away from Home” De Waal 25:10
“Holmes-Baskerville Connection” O’Brien 35:219
Holmes Book Co.: Haynes (L) 36:237
— Boys: a Transatlantic Perspective” Berry 29:28
— By the Left” LaCroix (L) 39:41
— Centennial Dinner” (V) Wolff 37:46
— Connects with an Infamous Chicagoan” Pearce 39:223
“Holmes — Dee: Men of Ethics” Barile 29:152
“Holmes-Descartes Factor” Douty 27:201
Holmes family, see Holmes, Sherlock: family
“Holmes, Holmes and Holmes” (L) Redmond 33:100
Holmes Investigations Inc. 33:62
— Master of Education” Kellogg 31:226
— Murdered to Music” Lewis 40:167
Holmes Peak, Okla.: 35:248, 40:62, 41:64, Davis 36:156, Warner 35:29
- Sweet Holmes (ballet) 34:189
- the Bookman* (L) Berman 43:118
- the Graphologist* Trapp 31:20
- vs. Bacchus* Cantor (L) 34:245

Holmeses of Baker Street (play, Mitchell): LaBorde 24:109
"Holmesian Tent Show: John Bennett Shaw on the Road" Rice 40:220

Holmesians, see Sherlockians
"Holmes's Early Celebrity in America" (L) Brody 38:45
- Level of Moral Thinking* De Camara 28:90
"Holmes's Service for Sir James Saunders" Thomsen 41:232
- Tangled Web* Wall 25:105

Holmium (element): Lockwood (L) 30:179


Holstein, L.S., "Holmes and Equus Caballus" 20:112

Holt, Thaddeus, "Canonical Kipling" (V) 35:23; "Sixth Napoleon" 37:28

Holtz, Carlyle W. (L) 25:239

Home Office Large Major Enquiry System, see HOLMES (computer)

Homer, Odyssey: and BLAC, Jenkins 34:150; dog not barking, Jenkins (L) 37:169

Horne, Charles: Murphy 26:41; obit. 25:252; Mr. and Mrs. Charles (ill.) 20:181

Honors (BS1), see AWARDS

Hope, Jefferson (STUD); aneurysm, Anderson 39:139, Cooperman 25:250; Shreffler 34:133, Stetak 39:144, Wurl 25:218

Hope, Trelawney (Sr.co): Lellenberg 23:6, Rossi 23:4

Hopkins, Insp. Stanley: Schweickert 32:79; song, Ballinger 33:89


Horak, Charlene, "Doyle to Holmes" (V) 41:44

Hormung, E.W., see Raffles

Horses: and Holmes, Holstein 20:112; and Mycroft Holmes, Rothman 38:37; endurance 28:196; mechanical, Lachtman 27:37; see also Racehorses; Vehicles

Horvath, Dennis D. (L) 29:111, 239, 31:242

Hospitality in Canon.(edit.) 39:197

Hotels, etc.: London, Sherlock Holmes, De Waal 25:11; McMurdo, letterhead, Holman 23:203

Hottentot: discussed in HOUN, Krogman 20:135

Houdini, Harry: Dobbins, Bigelow 20:52

Hound: metaphor, Anderson 27:93

Hound and Horse: a Dartmoor Commonplace Book (R) 43:124
"Hound as Red Herring?" Kean 34:225
"Hound of Hell and the Hound of Heaven" Anderson 27:93

Hound of London, see Bowlsby

Hound of the Baskervilles: (ill.) 29:191, Duran 20:139, O'Brien 35:219; and DEVI, Helik 29:171; and Tess of the d'Urbervilles, Poston 22:212; anonymous message, Barzun 36:36; anthropology, Krogman 20:132; Arion edition (R) 35:245; as school text 36:248; Beryl (Garcia), Wilson 22:151, Jultgren (L) 31:117; breeding, Burton 25:154; cartoons, Punch 25:9, Bond
Hound of the Baskervilles: continued


Hounds: graves, Clyro, Wales, Kean (L) 40:175

Hounds of the Baskerville (sic)(society) 34:118

Hound’s Tale, see Swift, P.

Houses: in Canon, figures of speech, Hammer 34:22

Hoveyda, Feroun, “Mr. Sherlock Holmes” 30:17

“How Come a Bull Ring?” Rothman 35:170

— “I Got that Way” Starrett 24:6

— Watson learned the Trick” (Doyle) 22:143


Hudson (name): Missal 26:122

Hudson, Angus (TV character): Morris 26:26

Hudson, Mrs.: Karlson 26:184, Katz 33:92, McGee 29:83; cartoons, Decker 43:160; 29:92; cohabitation denied 36:196; not Martha, Hyder 41:9; toast to, Davis 25:114; verse, Daniels 30:60, Russo 32:88, Wigglesworth 23:3; see also Mrs. Hudson’s Lodgers (scion)

Hudson, Reggie L., “Theory, Hypothesis, and Sherlock Holmes” 41:86

Humor: chologistic 34:191

Hungary: in Canon, Brunauer 34:98

Hunter, Violet (pseudonym), Skewed Sherlock (R) 43:58

Hunter, Violet (COP); and Holmes, Wein 39:219

Hunting, see Boar hunting

“Hunting Down the Speckled Band” Jenkins 41:37


“Hurlock Shoams – One of his Adventures” (P) Warner 41:220

Hurlstone (MUSG): plan, Byerly 27:96, Merrill 24:221, Utechin 21:140; servants, Beaman 25:113

Hutton, Lloyd A., “Sherlock Holmes and the Resident Doctor” 41:77

“Huxley, Holmes and the Scientific Detective” Van Dover 38:240

Hyde, Mr. (fictional character), see Stevenson
Hyder, William, "Monsieur Sherlock Holmes: the Canon in Translation" 40:91; "Martha Myth" 41:9; (L) 35:176
"Hydrocarbon Puzzle" Walters 28:222
Hypocrisy, Victorian: Fredman 20:239

I

"I Always Smoke 'Ship's' Myself" Marion 24:146
"I am a Doctor Now Ha Ha" Paguet 28:71
"I Don't Wish to be Theatrical" Page 22:112
"I Have the Right to Private Judgment" Galerstein 24:168
"I Keep a Bull Pup" Suszynski 30:35
Iacono, Paul O., "True Location of 221b" 31:161
Iasillo, Louis (L) 31:242
Ichneumon, see Mongoose
Iddesleigh, Stafford Northcote, earl: as Hope (SECO), Lellenberg 23:6
"Identity of Prof. Moriarty" Beckman 31:207
— of the King of Bohemia" Blackburn 21:114
Idlers, see Loafer
Illustrated London News: advt. for Beeton's 1887, 26:60; drawing shows Holmes and Watson, Gilley 26:47
Illustrated Sherlock Holmes Treasury (R) 34:186
Illustrators: Denslow, 35:249; Friston, Raven and Kenyon 42:106; Linton, Lellenberg 23:252; see also Paget; Steele
"Illustrious Client": Potter 22:159; as Edward VII (edit.) 34:5, Curtis 38:163; Damery, Scheideman 28:137; de Merville, Austin 24:77, Jones 33:19; Gruner, De Camara 25:211; vitriol-throwing (ill.), Harris 26:43, Jones 33:19
Imagery, see Animal figures of speech; Canon: figures of speech; Canon: style Immortal Sleuth, see Harrison
"Immortality of Sherlock Holmes" Rauber 21:110
Impossible, eliminate, see Holmes: sayings
"In Celebration of Sherlockian Starrett" Murphy 36:134
"In Defense of Irene Adler" Brundage 31:234
"In Memoriam: Baker Street" (Time) 36:17
"In Memoriam: Muzaffar ad-Din" Blau 24:141
"In Memoriam R.A.K." (Ronald A. Knox) Linsenmeyer 22:142
"In Memoriam Sherlock Holmes" (facsimile) Morley 40:22
"In Praise of The Boscombe Valley Mystery" Redmond 31:170
"In Search Of" (TV program): Holmes, Davis (L) 29:109
"In Search of the Agra Treasure" Dahlinger 36:217
"In Search of the Andaman Islander" Mueller 42:203
"In Search of the Baskervilles" Kean (L) 32:232
In the Country of the Broads, see Bird
"In the Tombs of Clyro" (L) Kean 40:175
"In-Verse Canon" (V) Clarke 21:3
"In Which Pooh and Piglet Track a Heffalump" Joffe 36:113
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Incredible Murder of Cardinal Tosca (play), see Nowlan

Indian Army, see Army, Indian; Watson: in Afghan War
Indian Mutiny: Bhurtee as Agra, Wilson 28:22
Indic names, see Names, Indic
Ineffable Twaddle: a Sherlock Holmes Trivia Book, see Skornickel
“Ineffectual Superman of The Five Orange Pips” Christensen 27:157
“Infamous Dr. Watson” Sanford 31:77
Infidelity, see Marital infidelity
Inge, M.T., ed., Naming the Rose (R) 38:251
Inheritance (British law): entail (PRIO), Pasley 39:96; Holmes brothers, Frick 38:41
Innan, Charles G., “Are There Really no Caves on Long Island?” 41:218; “Roy: Russian or Irish?” 43:7

Innocent persons in Canon: Potter 27:88
“Insurance in the Canon” Brodie and Harrington 42:159
“Interest in a Dummy” Pollock (L) 42:111
Internal combustion engine, Wankel (ill.) 21:153, Stowe 22:49
Internal Revenue Service, see United States
Interpol: postage stamps 23:31, 60, 65, 125, 251
Inverness cape: (V) Harrison 27:69
“Investigated Regulars” Blau 32:214; see also AWARDS
Ionides (GOLD): Swift (L) 32:185
Ionesco, Bald Soprano: and SCAN, Jenkins 35:90
Ireland: crown jewels 34:60
“Irene’s Lament” (V) Rice 21:241
“Irish Connection:: the Origin of Sherlock” McCord 42:19
“Irreconcilable Wife” Levine (L) 41:177
Irregular Memories, see Lellenberg
“Is It Discreet? Is It Right?” Oldberg 26:231
“Is the Real Watson Number One, Two or —?“ Redmond 21:158
“Isadora, Duchess of Lomond” (V) Lachtman 32:178
Islam, see Mecca; Names, Indic
Israel: Canon in, Rosenblum 21:181
“It is a Capital Mistake” (edit.) 33:111
“It is Time that I Should Turn to Other Memories” Collins 21:213
“It Started with a Bang” Rosenberger 33:83
“It was no Fairy Tale” IV) Rosenberger 25:5
“It was from the Carlton Club” Jones 33:19
“It will Just Cover that Bare Space on the Wall” Dardess 20:103
“It’s Time that We were on Our Way” (conferences) 34:106
"J. Habakuk Jephson’s Statement”, see Jephson
"Jack London, Sherlock Holmes, and the Agent” Walker 20:79
Jack the Ripper: 20:252; Gilley 26:47, (edit.) 28:68, Kiser (L) 29:42,
Kobayashi and Higashiyama 38:135, Picker (L) 23:229, Rosenblatt (L) 28:107, Reale (L)
31:53; bibliography (R).37:183; films, Steinbrunner 28:245; see also Cookery: kidneys
Jackson, Marian J.A., Punja’s Ruby (R) 40:184
Jacobs, David L.G. (L) 40:42
Jaeck, Kathrin, “Problem of the German Interpreters” 40:99; (ill.) 39:126
Jaffe, Jacqueline A., Arthur Conan Doyle (R) 38:123
Jaffee, Mary L., “Yes, Dear Little Medea, There was and is a Prof. Moriarty” 27:33
James (name): Dunning 28:159; quiz, Fairbank 32:224
James, Geoffrey, “Sherlock Holmes at the Marne” 38:25
James, Montague Rhodes; and Watson, Emery 38:82
James Moriarty (surname): Skene Melvin 21:90
“James Thurber, Sherlock Holmes, and Blue Ploermell” Betzner 42:73
“James Watson” Berman 22:237
Jane Eyre, see Brontë, Charlotte
Jeffers, H. Paul, Murder Most Irregular (R) 34:494 “You Have Been in Peshawar, I Presume” 41:82
“Jefferson Hope: a Fairly Good Dispenser” Stetak 39:144
“Jefferson Hope as Tragic Revenger” Anderson 39:135
Jeffery, Linda, “Rummy Affair of P.G. Wodehouse and Sherlock Holmes” 24:200
(obit. of Regine Stix) 38:175; Two-Shilling Award 35:46; obit., Stix 43:247
Jephson, J. Habakuk: and Watson, Kiser 30:98
Jesus Christ: Holmes as allegory, Todd 35:229
Jewels: in Canon, thefts, Redmond 39:209; see also Crown jewels; Diamonds
Jew’s harp 21:62
Jezail (firearm): Linsenmeyer 27:222
Joffe, Andrew, “In Which Pooh and Piglet Track a Heffalump” 36:113
“Jogging by Gaslight” Ashdown 27:154
“Johannes Magnus” Herzog 40:225
John, Kevin, “Sherlock Holmes, the Napoleon of Crime?” 31:75; (L) 28:175
“John Bennett Shaw — His Limits” Lellenberg 40:200
“John Clay and Lebanon, Pa.” Foster 21:97
“John H. Watson, M.D., Discovered at Last.” Nathan 28:204
—— — — Pioneer Neuropathologist* Katz 32:150
—— — — the Non-Surgical Surgeon* Katz 38:223
—— — — Word-Painter* Potter 26:99
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“John Harrington Watson, M.D.” Stavert 31:204
"John Hopley Neligan Cup” 42:170
Johns Hopkins University: Holmes workshop 28:60
Johnson, C. Arnold, “East Wind” 31:10; (L) 28:177, 31:180
Johnson, Fred (L) 31:241
Johnson, Shinwell (ILLU): Holland 21:87
Jones, Bob, “It was from the Carlton Club” 33:19; “Missed Clue in The Devil's Foot” 41:213; “Report from Peshawar” 31:231; (L) 30:179, 36:236
Jones, Kelvin L, Sherlock Holmes and the Kent Railways (R) 38:185; “Whatever Happened to Wiggins?” 35:38
“Journal Rings a Bell” Redmond 43:199
“Journey to a Lost Horizon” Chambers 26:229
Joyce, Thomas J. and H. Culver, “Scandal in Gotham” 38:15; (L) 39:237
Judaism: and Holmes, Michelman 35:232; see also Israel; Rabbi
Jugs, see Porcelain
“Julia Stoner as the First 'Woman” Hoffer 29:106
“Julian Wolff Diamond Jubilee Commemorative Issue” 29:197
“Julian Wolff: Forever the Commissaire” Stix 36:71
Juligren, Russell (L) 31:117
Junior Sherlockians, see Sherlockians
Justice of the Peace (title, GLOR): Linsenmeyer 23:13, 16

K

“Kabul Cabal” Fonaroff 27:219
Kaegebehn, Charles F., “Who was the Grandmother of Sherlock Holmes?” 28:25
Kaiser, Thomas E., “Baritsu, Some Further Notes” 29:35
Kalikoff, Beth, Murder and Moral Decay in Victorian Popular Literature (R) 38:60
Karnitsky, Carol (L) 27:47
Kass, David, “Long Island Cave Mystery Solved” 35:27
Kavanagh, Jack: THOR, 30:136
Kaye, Marvin, Amorous Umbrella (R) 33:114
Kean, Michael H., "In Search of the Baskervilles" (L) 32:232; Touch of the Class (R) 33:56; (L) 40:175, 43:183, 249
Keddie, James, Jr., "Some Random Thoughts on a Great Man and his Art" 24:33; Two-Shilling Award 26:112; obit. 34:37
Keelauver, Brad, Elementary Methods of Sherlock Holmes (R) 38:14; Sherlock Holmes and the Ladies (R) 39:249; "Upon the Relative Reliability of Watson and Wilson" 33:92; "Violin Conversations" 37:76; and Kathy Carter, "Upon Meeting a Canonical Criminal" 36:34
Keiser, Dennis J., "Nautical World of Sherlock Holmes" 31:155
Kelley, David, "Turn for Deduction" 42:200
Kellogg, Richard L., "Holmes, Master of Education" 31:226; "Lombroso and the Born Criminal" 35:143; (L) 38:173, 42:113
Kennedy, Bruce, "Blind Man's Buff" 23:46; "Literature of Sherlock Holmes" 25:30; "Victorian Flashlight" 30:141; "Whose was It?" 26:79; (L) 27:48, 29:239
Kenyon, Christie, and James Ravin, "Great Fall" (ill.) 41:199; jt.au., see Ravin
Kerchiefi sewing decoded (II, Forkosch 20:234
Key, Jack D., jt.au., see Rodin
"Key to Story Names", see Christ, J.F.
Khartoum, see Holmes in Africa
Khoisan, see Hottentot
Kidneys, see Cookery
King, Martin J., "Capitalistic Holmes" 20:91
Kingsley, Ben: acted Watson (ill.), Singleton 39:27
Kipling, Rudyard: and Canon, Ravin 30:94; Kim, and Holmes, Foss 25:68; poem in style of, Holt 35:23
Kiser, J. David, "Case of Identity: Was Watson Jephson?" 30:98; "Curious Incident of the Whitechapel Murders" 28:84; (L) 29:42
Klinefelter, Walter, "Holmes as Critic of his Biographer" 25:84; Two-Shilling Award 37:54; obit., Rosenblatt 37:172; 40:251
Knocker, see Door-knocker
Knoles, Thomas G., "Another Holmes and Two More Watsons" 31:110
Knollys, Francis, viscount: as Damery (ill.), Scheideman 28:137
"Knowledge of Chemistry — Profound" Moss 25:216
Knox family 30:134
Kobayashi, Tsukasa, and A. Higashiyama, Guide to the Victorian London (R) 43:191; "Original Holmes" 38:135
Koelle, George B. (L) 26:461 28:176
Koelle, John, "Conversation on a Mountain" 33:140
Kolodkin, Herbert S., "Could the Dispatch-Box have been Found?" 25:90
Konraad, Sandor, Numerology: Key to the Tarot (R) 34:49
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Koplowitz, Edward A., *Trial of Sherlock Holmes* (play) 26:117
Kotzwinkle, William, *Trouble in Bugland* (R) 34:49
Kowols, Elizabeth A., *Two Poems* 40:170
Kozim, Sondra D. (L) 43:120
Kramer, Fred, *"Revealing Buffet on Baker Street"* 41:158
Krejci-Graf, Karl (L) 25:112; obit., 37:56
Kriza, John (L) 30:177
Krohman, Wilton M., *"Anthropology in *The Hound of the Baskervilles*"* 20:132
Kroll, Keith (L) 28:232
Ku Klux Klan (FIVE): Thomas 28:92
Kurland, Michael, *Death by Gaslight* (R) 33:114

**L**

Labor, see Unions
Lachman, Howard, *"Baskerville Hall Revisited"* 22:68; *"Isadora, Duchess of Lomond"* (V) 32:178; *"Lady in the Case"* (V) 33:23; *"Man without Enemies"* (V) 35:74; *"Rose Red, Carbuncle Blue"* (V) 31:233; *"Second Master"* (V) 21:195; *"Straightening out the Crooked Man"* 31:39; *"Vigor: a Case for Identity"* 27:37; (L) 30:246
LaCour, Tage, and H. Morgensen, *Mordbogen* (R) 20:57
LaCroix, Christina (L) 39:41
*"Ladies in the Cases"* Clark 29:77
*"Lady Eva’s Secret Revealed"* Meyer 38:168
*"Lady Frances Carfax," see Carfax
Lahey, John, *Damn You, John Christie!* (R) 43:190
Lama (EMPT) and Llama (ill.) 20:252
Lamplighters: and Holmes, Dame 33:79; Kean (L) 34:36
Lane, Richard D., *"Adventure of the Fourth Napoleon"* 20:30
Lang, Matthew, *Sherlock’s Last Case* (play): Lauritzen 24:250
*"Langdale Pike and Steve Dixie"* Rhode 20:17
Langtry, Lillie 21:248
Languages: in BSJ, Epstein (L) 29:110
Lantern: Kennedy 30:141
Lanza, V.A. (L) 29:236
Lanzalotti, John A., *"Saxe-Coburg Square"* 41:207
Lapinskas, Barbara A., *"Worst Story in the Canon"* 27:147; (L) 26:121
Larsen, Viggo: acted Holmes, Henriksen 21:183
Lassus, Orlandus: Holmes monograph, Hyder (L) 35:176, Linsemeyer 24:29; Merrill and Murray 24:23; motets 29:247; recording 34:248
*"Last Quiet Talk"* (V) Rhine 22:203
Latter-Day Saints, see Mormons
Laura, Steven, *"Sherlock Holmes: Violin Owner"* 30:174
Lauterbach, Edward S., "Anathema" (V) 33:170; "Behind Those Lovely Copper Trees" (V) 24:199; "Cyanea capillata" (V) 22:140; "Double Vision" (V) 32:152; "Ghost of Julia Stoner." (V) 23:207; "Straightjacket of Success" 30:198; (L) 26:44, 38:172
Lavazzi, Charles M., "Sherlock Holmes, High-Fidelity Pioneer" 39:36
Lawyers: interest in Holmes, Michelman (L) 29:109
Laxdaela Saga: has Moriarty, Shreffler 23:199
Laxton, Glenn, "Sherlock Holmes and the Six O'Clock News" 25:201
Leacock, Stephen, "What Happened Next?" 42:168
"League of the Heart" Collins 26:147
Leavitt, Robert K. (ill.) 40:16
Leblanc, Maurice, "Apropos of Conan Doyle" 21:100
Le Carré, John, Smiley's People, Holmesian allusions, Scheideman (L) 30:177; Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, Holmesian allusions, Scheideman (L) 26:235
Ledgard, Henry, and A. Singer, Elementary BASIC; Elementary PASCAL (R) 33:14; From Baker Street to Binary (R) 34:50
Lee, Christopher: films 33:115
Leeb, Gene A., jt.au., see Roberts, Audrey
Left- and right-handedness: Holmes, Harris 38:96, LaCroix (L) 39:41; Sherlockians, Green (L) 29:110
Legal decisions citing Canon 34:190, Armstrong (L) 35:238, Wolff 26:245; see also Dog in night-time; United States Supreme Court
"Legend of Black Peter" Huber 42:233
Legion d'honneur to Holmes in Huret case (ill.), Fleischauer 21:168
Lehman, John, "Doomed Grooms of the Canon" 35:12; "Missouri Repertory Theatre's Speckled Band" 34:173; "Sherlock and Sorokin" 35:12; (L) 30:178, 31:242
Leibnitz, Gottfried: and Hans Sloane, Schutz (L) 30:180
Lenin, Vladimir I.: and Holmes, Galerstein 38:104
Leonard, Patrick J., Sr., "Sherlock Holmes, World Champion" 29:57; (L) 40:43
"Less Cheery Reflection" (L) Redmond 40:42
Lestrade (name): pronunciation (V) Woods 30:48
Lestrade, Maj. Alain de 34:61
Let's Talk about Vincent Starrett" Buchholtz 24:31
"Letter from Dr. Watson" Puhl 21:232

LETTERS TO BAKER STREET 20:52, 120, 180, 242; 21:55, 120, 180, 239; 23:46, 121, 183, 256;
24:47, 181, 250; 25:55, 111, 177, 237; 26:41, 118, 184, 235; 27:46, 105, 169, 247; 28:45,
185, 231; 33:41, 100, 172, 240; 34:35, 107, 179, 244; 35:114, 175, 238; 36:45, 169, 236;
43:118, 183, 249; (edit) 29:109

Leukemia: Doyle on, Jenkins 23:156, 250
Levine, Howard (L) 41:177
Levitt, Mark, "Vatican File" 41:212
Levy, Mark, "On the Morality of One Mr. Sherlock Holmes" 21:40
Lew D. Feldman Award, see Morley-Montgomery Award
Lewis, Arthur, Copper Beeches: reprinted 22:44
Lewis, Sir George, solicitor (ILU) 34:5

Lewis, Lou, "Holmes Murdered to Music" 40:167; "Sainted or Crucified" 37:134
Lewis, Sinclair and Jack London, Walker 20:79: Arrrowsmith, Max Gottlieb and Holmes,
Fleissner 23:176; postage stamp 35:125

Libraries: Marylebone, Holmes collection, De Waal 25:10, Harrison 25:182; 34:60; San
Francisco, Boucher collection 20:190; Toronto, Bigelow collection 20:190, Doyle
collection 33:251, Mortlake collection 20:52, Holley (L) 42:111

Liebman, Herman, "Mysterious Characters of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson" 20:223
Liebman, Arthur, Biographical Sherlock Holmes (R) 34:50

Liebow, Ely, Dr. Joe Bell: Model for Sherlock Holmes (R) 32:245; Two-Shilling Award
41:45

"Life and Times of Julian Wolff" Austin 36:73
"Light upon the Candle" Wesson 38:293

"Like the Flapper of a Seal" Scheideman 25:23
Limericks, Sherlockian: Bond 32:161, Brody 32:210, De Camara 32:213, Galerstein 34:226,
Martin 26:132, Wolff 33:44

Limoli, Thomas J., "Dupin's Last Case" 20:6
Lindsley, Mary F., "Hansom to Baker Street" (V) 34:197

"Lines on The Lion's Mane" Clark 29:199
"Lingering Mystery about the Norwood Affair" Wagley 22:166

Linguistics, see Holmes: as linguist
Linsenmeyer, John, "Colonel was No Pioneer" 29:218; "Further Thoughts on The Sign
of the Four" 25:133; "Holmes and Wimsey" 21:207; In Memoriam R.A.K" 22:142;
"Naked is not Much of a Disguise" 26:18; "New Light on the Good Doctor" 28:12;
"Red-Headed League" 43:71; "Sherlock Holmes's University — Oxford or Cambridge?" 39:71;
"Spurious Squires" 23:11; "Upon the Polyphonic Motets of Lassus" 24:23; see
EDITOR'S GAS-LAMP v.27-32 no.1; (L) 25:180, 26:120, 27:170; (about) 32:5; jtau., see
Foss

Linton, John, "Chase on the Moor" (ill.) 23:170; Moriarty (ill.) 24:88; Sherlockian drawings,
Lellenberg 23:252

Lions: Blau (L) 28:108

"Lion's Mane": Clark 28:199; (V, ill.) Lauterbach 22:140; authorship, Caplan 34:136; date
and style, Alessandri 28:43; Maude Bellamy and Holmes, Clark 29:70, Cole 29:71,
marshell 26:185; 36:250; Murdoch as Col. Moriarty, Shreffler 23:96; photographs, Butler
40:159
Lippert, E.L. (L) 29:233
Liquor: in Canon, Cantor (L) 34:235, Hammer 33:236
Litanies, Sherlockian: Morley 40:35, 126; see also Prayer
Literal acceptance of Canon, see Canon: accepted
"Literary and Factual Origins of The Beryl Coronet" Karlson 39:209
Literary contest 22:35
"Literary Craft of The Hound of the Baskervilles" Watt 22:207
Literary Houses, see Ashe
Literary osmosis, see Osmosis
Literary structure, see Canon: structure
Literary societies: Porlock Society 35:127
"Literature of Sherlock Holmes" Kennedy 25:30
Llama (DAFT), see Lama
Loafers (ill.) Brock 35:47
Locard, Edmond: French Holmes, Hoerr 21:56
"Location of Baskerville Hall" Brody 29:229
Locke, John: studied by Holmes (ill.), Page 23:36
Lockwood, John (L) 29:174, 30:179, 35:238, 37:169
The Lodger (novel), see Lowndes
Lofts, William O.G., j.t. au., see Lellenberg
Logic: chology, nondeductive reasoning 34:191; hypothesis and theory, Hudson 41:86; see also Holmes: philosophy
"Lola and Irene" Martin 22:242
Lolita, see Nabokov
"Lombroso and the Born Criminal" Kellogg 35:143
London, Jack: and Holmes method, Walker 20:79
London, England: British Museum 34:59; clubs, see Clubs; fog (edit.) 39:69; Holmesian,
   Metropolitan Police, see Scotland Yard; railway stations 25:249; shops, Lowther
   Arcade, Rosenberger (L) 30:48; streets, Brixton Road (ill.) 36:189, Strand (ill.) 29:155;
   underground (subway), see Metropolitan Railway
London by Gaslight, see Harrison
"London Reverie" (V) Rosenberger 26:196
"Long View of the Commissioner" Speck 36:92
Longobardi, JoAnn, "Game is Afoot Once More" (V) 33:34
"Look at The Final Problem" Dundas 38:233
"Look it up in Bradshaw" Simms 35:222
"Look to the Lady" Foss and Lansenmeyer 27:79
"Lord Darlington, Lady Windermere, and the Ladybird Impulse" Jenkins 39:203
"Lost Jurassic Park World" Kean (L) 43:183
"Lost Special": Cypser 38:237, Potts (L) 31:54, Vatza 38:84
Lost Worlds: cartoon, Bond 42:68; (ill.) Challenger 27:165, Kean 38:78 pterodactyl 42:63
Lost Worlds in Time, Space and Medicine, see Rodin
"Lot No.249" (story by Doyle): and Holmes, Dudley 24:218; Frankenstein motif, 33:121
"Lot of Bull Pup" Tracy 21:155
Lowndes, see Loafers
"Love Notes" McGee 29:83
MacArthur, James, "Notes of a Bookman" 35:94
"Macavity and Moriarty" Blenkinsopp 28:103
McCallister, David R., "Old School of the Old Schoolfellows" 41:135
McClain, Donovan H., "Curious Affair of the Counterfeit Consultant" 37:101
McClure, Michael W., "Re: Which Art in Whose Blood?" 38:148
McCowen, J.L. (L) 27:48
McCord, James, "Irish Connection: the Origin of Sherlock?" 42:19
McCormack, George J., "Second Look at The Second Stain" 42:38
McCullam, William, "Singular Occurrence at a Fashionable Wedding" 22:226
McDermott, Russell, "Porlock, the Professor, and Colonel James" 27:43
McDiarmid, Errett W., Real Sherlock Holmes (R) 37:183; (L) 39:233; Two-Shilling Award 35:46; j.t.a.u., see Doyle, Pj
MacDonald, Brian R., Operetta, My Dear Watson! (R) Haas 32:158
McDonald, Dwight J. (L) 28:233
McGee, Tom, "Love Notes" 29:83; "Reflections on The Beryl Coronet" 39:214; (L) 25:180
McGhee-Glisson, Martha (L) 29:111
McGowan, Raymond J., "Sherlock Holmes and Forensic Chemistry" 37:10
McGregor, Robert C., "Curious Affair of Watson's Wives" 30:26
McLauchlin, Russell, "Deja Vu" (V) 23:139
McLuhan, Marshall: says Holmes a hero 21:190
McManus, Dorothy, J.t. a.u., see Fitzback
McMurdo Motel 23:203
"Macomber Case" Fleissner 20:154
McPherson, Mark: acted Holmes, Hollyer 41:165
MacRoberts, M. Haddon, "Mystery of the Missing Bicycles" 31:135; "On Determining the Direction of Travel of a Bicycle" 33:144
McSherry, Frank D. (L) 25:112
MacSwan, Norman, Man Who Read the East Wind (R) 33:56
McWilliams, Debra, "Pocket Petrarch" 39:7
Madsen, Holger; first name not Forrest, Henriksen 21:183
Mafia: and Moriarty, Gould 26:34
Mager, Gus, *Hawksbaw the Detective and Sherlocko the Monk* (R) 35:181
Magic: scion proposed, Snader 34:108
Magicians: Bernard Eagle and Moriarty, Shreffler 21:22
Maginn, Diane, "Suicide Disguised as Murder" 39:13
Magnetic resonance see Nuclear magnetic resonance
"Magnum Opus of his Later Years" Lelienberg 37:71
Mah Kai-ho, translator, "Apropos of Conan Doyle" 21:100;
Mahoney, MaryKay, "Three Heroines and a Double Plot" 42:42
dog, Bates (L) 35:175; medal (ill.) 32:190; map, Woods 25:98; museum, Stavert (L) 33:240; see also Afghanistan; Berkshire Regiment; Watson: in Afghan War
Majeski, *Very Great Grandson of Sherlock Holmes* (play): Geyer 26:121
"Making Sail with Sherlock Holmes" (edit.) 39:133
Malattia, Gino (L) 31:179
Malden, Karl, actor. Higgins 24:49; acted Dupin, Levy 23:128, Webster 23:190; in film,
Flaherty 23:251; port. 24:66
Malec, Andrew (L) 26:121, 29:40, 36:169
Malone, Edward P. (*Lost World*): and Watson, Batory 38:78
"Man from UNCLE" (TV program); and Holmes, Davis 22:95, Pagel 22:187
"Man They Called 'Ho'" Foss 35:206
*Man Who Read the East Wind*, see MacSwan
"Man who was Wanted" Schulte-Noelle 36:166
"Man with the Twisted Lip": Mrs. St. Clair, Wilson 29:76; source Henry M. Stanley 41:127;
telephone, Naganuma 21:20; vehicles and horses, Potter 21:204; (V) De Camara 32:213
"Man With the Watches" Cypser 38:237, Vatza 38:84
"Man without Enemies" (V) Lachman 35:74
"Manhattan Evenings: Helping Julian with the Journal" Fletcher 36:81
"La Mano Nera in the Canon" Barzun 36:36
Mappen, Marc, "Clients: How Illustrious Were They?" 26:141
Maps: Holmes with, cartoon, Steele 36:74; Julian Wolff, Canonical apocrypha 31:196,
World 29:96, FNA 31:69, Ufa (island) 31:224, USA 31:21; battle of Maiwand 30:68, 132;
PRIO Japanese edition 31:132
"March Musings" Berman (L) 36:172
"Marginalia in The Sign of Four" Trenery 22:24
Margolin, Jerry, "Take Neither the First, nor the Second" 25:231
Margolin, Mikhail, blind inventor: Evans 25:43
Marion, Roger, "I Always Smoke 'Ship's' Myself" 24:146
"Marital Hoax of John H. Watson" Fink 42:102
Marital infidelity: Canonical theme, Clark 35:153
Markey, Gene, "Study in Starrett" (cartoon) 36:154
Marne, battle, 1914; and Holmes, James 38:25, Smith 38:206
Marriage law: Rosenblatt 35:15; see also "Scandal in Bohemia": wedding
Marshall, Donald W., "Baker Street and Madison Ave." 25:199

B.S.J. 1970-1993
Mental illness, see Holmes: character; Catalepsy

Meredith, George: and Petarch, Hearn 28:38

Merriam, Joseph E., Jr., "Holmes at Hurlstone" (V) 21:131

Merrill, Edward A., "Case of the Missing Calendar" 21:132; "Holmes and Brunton: Civil Engineers" 20:39; "Hurlstone Revisited" 24:221; "That Monograph upon the Polyphonic Motets of Lassus" 24:23; "To the BSI" (V) 22:67; (L) 26:42, 119, 235, 28:228, 30:51, 32:51; obit., Schulz 42:52

Merrill, Margot G. (L) 26:47

"Meta-Fiction in the Sherlock Holmes Saga" Plummer 40:78

Metaphor, see Canon: figures of speech

Metropolitan Railway, London: in BRUC 21:12; see also "Bruce-Partington Plans"

Metropolitan Toronto Reference Library: Bigelow collection 20:190; Doyle collection 33:251, Hollyer (L) 42:111; Mortlake collection 20:52, 63

Meunier, Oscar, sculptor (EMr'r): Kamil 38:26


Meyer, Nicholas, Canary Trainer (R) 43:190; Seven Per-Cent Solution: Rosenberger, Maxfield 26:122, Pond 26:12; "Sherlock Holmes and Cocaine" 24:136; (about) 32: no3 inside cover

Micawber, Dickens character; and Hemingway's "Macomber", Fleissner 20:154

Michaud, Rosemary, Sherlock Holmes and the Somerset Hunt (R) 43:124

Michell, William R. (L) 25:182, 32:234

Michelman, Jeffrey L., "Adventure of the Hacker Treasure" 32:221; "Was Sherlock Holmes Jewish?" 35:232; (L) 29:108

Mickle, Alan D., Execution of Newcome Bowles (P): Rutter 43:180

Microscope: Watson's, Bengtsson 41:237

Middle East: Holmes in, Wilson 20:67

"Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra and A. Conan Doyle" Drake 32:73

Military references in Canon: Dudley 30:204; see also Army; Watson: in Afghan War

Miller, Jack 30:137

Miller, Ron, "Will the Real Sherlock Holmes Please Stand Up?" 22:232; drawing of Holmes, Barilla et al. 23:51

Miller, William G., "Mystery of the Indelible Pencil" 21:175

Milner, Richard, "Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of the Red Rose" 37:162


Miniatures: statuettes (ill) 30:63

Minyard, Applewhite, "Religious Views of Sherlock Holmes" 39:196

"Mirror of the Mind: Holmes and Challenger" Davis 23:228

Misadventures, see Marvelous Misadventures

Missal, Mrs. Morris (L) 26:122

"Missed Clue in The Devil's Foot" Jones 41:215

"Missing Three-Quarter": Berdan 38:151; manuscript, Redmond 35:9; telegrams, Naganuma 21:17

Missouri Repertory Theatre: SPEC, Lehman 34:173
Mr. (Mister), see MR following MOU

Mitchell, Basil, Holmeses of Baker Street (play): LaBorde 24:109
Mitchell, Sally D., ed., Victorian Britain: an Encyclopedia (R) 39:58

Moby Dick, see Melville

Molly Magnires: Doyle wrote McQuire, Dickensheet 20:180; not bad as depicted, Peck 20:142

"Moment of Prayer" Derm 42:231

"Mona Lisa": stolen from Louvre (P), Wells 39:22

Money: attitude to, clue to social class, Linsenmeyer 23:11; English, Hertzberg (L) 35:114, decimalized, Dudley 21:80; florin, Tracy 21:183; shilling, Davis 21:77; sovereign, Arms (L) 36:237, Gellerstedt (L) 35:114; value in Victorian era, Foss 34:11; see also Counterfeiting;

Mongoose. (CROO) Maxfield 29:167; (SPEC) Pratte 40:144

"Monsieur Sherlock Holmes: the Canon in Translation" Hyder 40:91

Montague Street: 24, leased by Mrs. Holmes, Harrison 20:196

Montez, Lola, courtesy: as Irene Adler, Martin 22:242

Montezuma's Daughter, see Haggard

Montgomery, Bernard, field marshal: Olding (L) 30:180

"Month After Month his Papers Accumulated" 36:235

Montroy, Michael, "Sherlock Holmes Lives: Film Festival" 26:244

Moon: crater Sherlock (ill.), 37:127, Blau 23:48

Moor, see Dartmoor

Moore, Roger: acted Holmes (ill.) 27:59

Moorman, Ed. "Short but Interesting Visit" 43:16

Moorville, Kansas (3GAR): Lellenberg 40:200

Moral order in Canon: (edit) Shreffler 35:197

Moran, Joseph W., "Carole Nelson Douglas at Large" 43:221; (L) 35:239


Moran family: chronometer, Barry 37:107

"More on Murillo" Webster (L) 40:41

"More on Naked Disguises" Nieminski and Pollock 27:96

Morgan automobile: Benton 39:79

 Moriarty, Col. James: as Murdoch (LION), Shreffler 23:96


 acted by Gomez 21:190

 and binomial theorem 26:116


 and Holmes, Smith 26:166

 and Mafia, Gould 26:34

 and Mary Morstan, Katz 27:22

 and REDH, Foster 21:97

 and Jonathan Wild, Armstrong 42:143

 as C.S. Peirce, Bechman 31:207

 as Countess Dracula, Martin 20:74, O'Brien 37:154

 as Fu Manchu, Johnson 31:10

 as Gibson (THOR), Dudley 25:173

63
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Moriarty, Prof. James (continued)
as "Lodger", Niver 28:78
as Mrs. Turner (SCAN), Dandrew 29:84, De Stefano 29:90
as Porlock (VALL), Pollock (L) 29:110
biography, Shreffler 23:92, 24:181, Utechin 24:82
brother as Porlock, Zens 25:91
cartoons, Bond 39:4, Decker 37:182, 42:18
compared to Roy Cohn, lawyer, Kellogg (L) 38:173
criminality from brain lesion, Felong 24:89
double in FINA, Waggoner 28:165
drawing, Linton 24:88
"Dynamics of an Asteroid", Shreffler 23:94, O'Brien 33:37
family name in Laxdaela Saga, Shreffler 23:199
father in Stevenson "Suicide Club", Tracy 22:90
good, against evil Holmes (P), Russell 22:174 (iii.) 37:139
in FINA, Wall 27:27
in New York, Meyer 39:148
in Tibet, Johnson 31:10
in VALL, Foss 35:206, Malloy 27:24, Pollock 29:110
in VEIL, Waggoner 28:165
innocent, Walsh 23:100
invented by Holmes, Foss 35:206
manure pile, Cohen 40:216
name, Skene Melvin 21:90, Dunning 28:159
organization, Wall 25:105
prototype Simon Newcomb, Schaefer 43:171, Galerstein (L) 28:232, Foss 35:206
reincarnation, Pasley 28:161
son of conjuror, Shreffler 21:22
sued Holmes, Trapp 37:138
survived FINA, Baum (L) 29:43, Parker 28:168, Silverstein (L) 29:208, Swift 29:174
university, Tracy 25:181, Utechin 25:55
verse, Lauterbach 33:170

see also Asteroids; Holmes: and Moriarty; "Final Problem"; Valley of Fear

Moriarty, Joseph V.: Pasley 28:161
Moriarty, Robert: purported letter, Walsh 23:100
Moriarty brothers James: cartoon, Decker 40:21
Moriarty's Wine Bar, London 34:189

Morley, Christopher: "In Memoriam Sherlock Holmes" (facsimile) 40:22; Standard Doyle Company (R) 41:61; Christopher Morley's Philadelphia (R) 40:183; Christopher Morley's New York (R) 39:57; (about) Kamil 33:217; and BSI, Rothman 40:9; cartoon as canonical BSI, Bond 40:4; centenary (ill.) 40:4; Holmes prayer 40:126, Wood 40:35; Knothole (house) 33:61; mentioned tantalus, Aucott 25:178, Potter 25:33; misquotations in Bartlett, Koele 26:46, (V) Wright 26:4; Three Hours for Lunch Club 40:180


Mormons: in STUD, Umansky 32:25

Morris, James: (R, edit.) Blau 32:197
Morris, Margaret Francine, "Who is Angus Hudson?" 26:26; see also Swift, Francine
Morrow, Daniel, "Tune in Again for Sherlock Holmes" 22:38; "Tale of Two Tales" 25:144
Morrow, Lorentz A. (L) 25:177
Morstan, Mary, later Mrs. John H. Watson: Clark 22:219, Hearn 20:210, Katz 27:22,
          Redmond 20:53, Warren 41:21; not wife, Fink 42:102
"Morte de Moriarty" Felong 24:89
          Penang lawyer (cartoon), Decker 37:87
Mortimer (name): in HOUN, DEVI, Helik 29:171
Mortlake, Harold, bookseller: collection in Toronto library 20:52, 63
Morton, Walter (L) 27:169
Moslems, see Meccap; Names, India
Moss, Robert A., "Brains and Attics" 41:93; "Knowledge of Chemistry — Profound" 25:216;
          "Research into the Coal-Tar Derivatives" 32:40; "Sherlock Holmes's College at Oxford"
          29:25; and Daniel D., "SP or Sidney Paget" 43:109; (L) 27:169
Moss, Sandra W., "Dr. Watson's Smarter Cousin" 29:11
"Most Remarkable Book" King 25:77
"Most Singular Feature of Shoscombe Old Place" Silverstein 31:35
"Most Tragic Case" Hannah 29:75
Motels, see Hotels etc.
Motion pictures, see Films
Moulton (name): and NOBL, Foster 24:215
Mouse: at 221b (cartoon), Bond 41:98; Great Mouse Detective, film 36:248
"Mr. Dodd's Client and Mr. D'odd" Redmond 35:99
"Mr. Sherlock Holmes", Hoveyda 30:17
"Mr. Sleuth — Holmes or Moriarty?" Niver 28:78
"Mr. Starrett's Final Journey" Murphy 24:4
"Mr. Turner and the Reichenbach" Lauterbach (L) 38:172
"Mrs. Beeton's Christmas Cake" Rosenblatt 29:212
"Mrs. Grant Munro" Foss 29:73
"Mrs. Neville St. Clair" Wilson 29:76
"Mrs. Turner?" Dandrew 29:85
"Much-Maligned Red-Headed League" Alvin 30:166
Mudgett, Herman W., murderer (H.H. Holmes) 20:127
Mueller, Michael D., "In Search of the Andaman Islander" 42:203
Munchausen syndrome: THOR, Maginn 39:13
Munro, Effie (YELL): Foss 29:73
Muson, Jeanne (L) 28:230
Murder and Moral Decay in Victorian Popular Literature, see Kalikoff
          — by Decree (film): Steinbrunner 28:245
          — for Pleasure, see Haycraft
          — Most Irregular, see Jeffers
"Murderous Medical Trio" Rodin and Key 43:208
Murders: attempted using snakes 37:190; Whitechapel, 1888, see Jack the Ripper;
          see also Felony; Medical profession: as criminals
"Murillo and San Pedro" Dietz 39:153
Murillo papers (unpublished case): Webster (L) 40:41
Murphy, Michael, "In Celebration of Sherlockian Starrett" 36:144; "Mr. Starrett's Final Journey" 24:4; (L) 26:41, 186; obit. 36:171
Murray, E.B., j.t.au., see Merrill, Edward
Murray, orderly (STUD): and EMPT, Cochran 39:76; impersonated Watson, Foss (L) 31:52
Museologists: Alpha Inn (scion) 28:243
Musgrave, Reginald: and Wilson Hargreave (DANC), Fletcher 42:214
Music: Darwin misquoted (edit.) 39:5; hidden message in BLAN, Holly 37:81; see also Holmes: and music; Lassus; Opera
Muslim, see Mecca; Muslim names, see Names, Indic
Mustache, see Watson: mustache
Mustoo, Terence, and D. Flack, Sherlock Holmes in The Deerstalker (R) 35:181
Muzaffar ad-Din, shah of Persia: Blau 24:141
"My Decrepit Italian Friend" Haynes 37:88
"My First Irregular Dinner" Hammer 43:25
"My Friend, Wilson Hargreave" Warshauer 22:113
"My Good Name" Williams 23:18
"My Grandmother is Blind" [John Bennett Shaw]: Gardner 40:207
"My Own Chronicler" Alessandri 28:43
"My Personal Recollections of Sherlock Holmes" Clendening 35:213
"Mycroft and Her Majesty's Invisible Government" Callaway 24:72
— Come Back* Clark 21:169
— Holmes, firm 33:121
— Holmes, Agoraphobe* Beaman 26:91
— Unmasked* Armstrong 39:32
Mycroft's Pub, firm 33:126
"Mysterious Characters of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson" Lieberman 20:223
"Mysterious Coventry Factory" Thomas 28:92
Mystery periodicals: book 34:117; index 33:250
*Mystery of the Indelible Pencil* Miller 21:175
"Mystery of the Missing Bicycles" MacRoberts 31:135
"Mystery of the Second Hand" Gelband 26:96
Mystery tour, England 34:125
Mystery weekend, California train: Bobbin 34:25
Mythology of the Canon, see Canon: mythology
Nabokov, Vladimir: allusions to Canon, Jenkins 24:9, Page 24:12, Ross 26:37
Naganuma, Kohki, "Holmes and Communication" 21:14; and Sowell 21:182
"Naked is Not Much of a Disguise" Linsenmeyer 26:18
Name of the Rose, see Eco
Names, Canonical: first names, quiz, Fairbank 32:224; numerical analysis, BRUC, and Ludwig 39:102; (V) De Camara 29:81
"Naming of Holmes Peak" Warner 35:29
Naming the Rose, see Inge
Nannies: and Holmes attitude to women, Underwood 35:157
Napoleon, Louis: Holmes as bodyguard, Lane 20:30
Napoleon Bonaparte: and Holmes, Holt 37:28; saying parallels "best and wisest man", Wolff 24:256
Narunsky, Harry, "Concerning the Whereabouts of the Box at Cox" 20:204
Nathan, prophet: and Holmes, Worden 29:99
Nature and religion: Milner 37:162
"Nautical World of Sherlock Holmes" Keiser 31:155
Near East, see Middle East
Neckwear, see Clothing; Holmes: clothing
Needleman, Lionel, "Unravelling the Speckled Band" 34:139
Neff, Mary (L) 26:235
Negro, see Skin color
Nelson, James, "Beginning Revisions of the Sacred Writings" 20:166
Neolithic man, see Archaeology
Nervous maladies: brain fever, Tolins 41:104
Net motif (HOUN): Watt 22:210
Netherlands, see Holland
"Never More seen in this World" Webster 24:242
Nevins, Francis M., Jr., and R. Stanich, Sound of Deduction (R) 34:50
New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (ed. Greenberg and Waugh) (R) 38:59
"New Light on the Good Doctor" Linsenmeyer 28:12;
"New Light on the Old Triangle" Martin 31:200
"New Light on Watson's Career" Parker 27:163
"New Sherlockian Axiom" Galerstein 28:96
New York City: book, Morley (R) 39:57
"New York Connection: Holmes and Hargreave" Fletcher 42:214
New Zealand: Sherlockians, Skene Melvin 26:119;
New Zealand Stocks (scion) 26:252
Newcomb, Simon: prototype of Moriarty, Schaefer 43:171
Newman, Sir Kenneth, "Holmes and the Yard" 37:205
Newman, Robert, Case of the Threatened King (R) 33:114
News reports: television, and Holmes, Laxton 25:201
Newspapers: errors 37:125; see also Times (London)
Newton, Isaac: quoted by Mortimer (HOUN), Jenkins 25:166; Lauterbach 26:44
“Next Stop, Norbury” Drazen 29:16
Niagara Falls: Doyle marked rock “SH” 21:191
Nicaragua postage stamps, detectives 23:31, 60, 65, 125, 251, 24:130
Nielsen, Bjarne (L) 34:107
Nieminski, John, Hounds of the Baskerville (sic) (R) 34:118; (L) 29:40, 33:173; (L) 29:40;
33:173; obit. 37:55; and D.K. Pollock, “More on Naked Disguises” 27:86; and J.L.
Lellenberg, “Dear Starrett—” “Dear Briggs—” (R) 40:57
Nimoy, Leonard: acted Holmes 26:116, Davis (L) 29:109
Niven, David: acted in SPEC 33:251
Niver, Harold E., “Mr. Sleuth: Holmes or Moriarty?” 28:78; (L) 29:108, 38:108; and
Theodora Niver (V), Rosenblatt 33:39
Njål Saga: and Holmes style, Boardman 23:116
“No, But I’ve seen the Movie” Cleary 42:46
“No Dopc-Ridden Don” Foss 28:26
Nobility, British, see Peerage; Titles of nobility
“Noel Bachelor”: Foss 34:8, Foster 24:215, Jenkins 22:81, Kramer 41:158, McCullam
Nobuhara Award for Japanese Sherlockiana 33:249
Non-U, see Social structure
Norbu, Jayang, Tibetan BSF: Ball 21:28
“Norbury and Steve Dixie” Collins 27:149
Nordica, Lillian, see Norton, Lillian
Norman, Frank, Baskerville Caper (R) 32:245
Norman-Neruda, Ludwig, alpinist Oldberg 25:177
Norman-Neruda, Wilhelmina, violinist Wolff 26:246
North, John, Sherlock Holmes and the German Nanny (R) 40:248
Northcote, Stafford, see Iddesleigh
Norton, Godfrey [SCAN]: Schweickert 39:99
Norton, Lillian: as Carina (Reti), Feinberg 26:81; as Irene Adler, Vatza 42:135
“Norwegian Named Sigerson” Bengtsson 37:148
“Norwood Builder”: ashes not identified, Wagley 22:166; will, Waxenberg 42:34
Norwood, South: plaque, Doyle house 23:160
“Not-so-Illustrious Client” Fredman 20:239
“Nota Pedis Diaboli” Tracy 25:101
“Note from Wiggins” 42:199
“Note on John Clay’s Education” Barzun 31:22
“Note on Sherlock Holmes and Radioactivity” Blackburn 23:32
“Notes for an Essay on Holmes and Holmes” Cohen 23:180
“Notes from the Malpractice Trial of John H. Watson” Brody 33:229
“Notes of a Bookman” MacArthur 35:94
“Notes on a Journey to Lhassa and Mecca” Pollock 25:71
“Notes on the Identity of Milverton’s Murderer” Malloy 27:198
Notre Dame University: Holmes workshop 27:127
“Novel Treatise” Lellenberg 23:6
“Now see Here, Holmes!” Vaught 25:47
Nowlan, Alden, Incredible Murder of Cardinal Tosca (play) (R) 28:126; Redmond
28:174; 28:249
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### O

“O, Sherlock Holmes” (V) Asimov 34:7
“Oasis in the Howling Desert” Redmond 27:17
Obituarists, see STAND WITH ME HERE UPON THE TERRACE
“Obituary of John H. Watson” Maxfield 27:212
O'Brien, Emily, “Did Stapleton Escape to Samoa?” 27:206
O’Brien, James, “Moriarty Vindicated” 33:37
Observation: in Bible, Umansky 41:162; see also Holmes: methods
“Observation with Me is Second Nature” Foss (L) 32:231
O'Donnell, Margaret G., “Study in the Economics of Sherlock Holmes” 34:227
Odyssey: and BLAC, Jenkins 34:150; dog not barking, Jenkins (L) 37:169
“Of Art and Hope” Healy (L) 38:109
“Of Hats and Habilitments” Potter 28:98
“Of Seeing and Receiving” Umansky 41:162
Official Sherlock Holmes Trivia Book, see Ryan
“Old Shikari” Van Valkenburgh 31:14
“Old School of the Old Schoolfellows” McCallister 41:135
“Old Woman be Damned!” Tracy 24:105
Olding, Alan C., (L) 29:113, 30:180, 39:112
Omnibus: in Canon 33:252; postage stamp 33:248
“On Advocating Sherlock Holmes” (edit.) 37:5
“On Behalf of an Anonymous Gentleman” Scheideman 28:137
“On Fish Dreams and the Commissioner” (edit) Shreffler 36:69
“On Irregular History” (edit.) 37:133
“On Paté de Foie Gras Pie” Rosenblatt 23:103
“On the Antiquity of Scandal in Bohemia” Girand 23:162
— — Armoury in Baker Street* King 24:15
— — Centennial of Sherlock Holmes” (edit.) 37:197
— — Defence of Dr. Watson Regarding Mrs. Turner” De Stefano 29:90
— — Dating of The Dancing Men* Yates 42:221
— — Hound” Burton 25:154
— — Morality of One Mr. Sherlock Holmes” Levy 21:40
— — Name of Our Rose” (edit.) Shreffler 36:197
— — Question of Sherlock’s Oldest Brother” Frick 38:41
— — Straight Left” Wneeler 35:112
— — Scent with Sherlock Holmes, see Shepherd
— — Track of Moriarty” Malloy 27:24
— Trail of the Devil's Foot" Helik 29:171
— Use of Nitrite of Amyl in Catalepsy" Brody 26:206
— Use of Radix Pedis Diaboli in Autonomic Ordeals" Maxwell 29:198
— Villainies of Time" (edit.) 42:5
"On Various Cases of Identity", Smith; 26:166
"On Vincent Starrett" (edit.) Shreffler 36:133
"On Writing the Sherlockian Paper" Shreffler 36:37
Openshaw, John (FIVE): cartoon, Schatell 29:132
Openshaw, Joseph (FIVE): Thomas 28:92
Opera: Holmes conducted Irene, Grosbayne 21:140
Operetta, My Dear Watson!, MacDonald (R) Haas 32:158
"Opinionated Grammarian" Rice 43:153
Oppenheim, David, "John H. Watson, MD — Neurologist" 30:99
"Or Some Written Memorandum Thereof" Fusco 22:114
Orange, House of, see Holland
Oratorio (BLUE) 32:191
Ordeals: Devil's foot root in, Maxwell 29:198
Order of the Black Pearl 20:244
Orel, Harold, ed., Critical Essays on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (R) 42:250
"Organized Thoughts on Organized Labor" Waxenberg 43:86
"Origin of the Dancing Men" Shulman 23:19
Origin of Tree Worship (EMPT) 32:251, 37:126
"Original Holmes" Kobayashi and Higashiyama 38:135
Orlando di Lasso, see Lassus
Orontes, steamship: and Louis Napoleon, Lane 20:35
Orpheus and Eurydice, myth: and SPEC, Lozynsky 42:78
En Oscarsk Skandal, see Sörmark
Osmosis, literary: SCAN and Dylan Thomas, Betzner 37:97
"Other Dr. Watson" Saltzman 28:6
"Other Side" Reed 22:74
"Other Tenant" Sherman 33:30
"Other Woman" (V) Halbach 20:179
Otten, Eric H., "Dr. John H. Watson, the Third Most Dangerous Man in London" 25:162
Ouija board: Piotrowski (L) 33:172
"Ouroboros" (edit.) 42:197
"Outline for a Sherlockian Pastiche" (edit.) 40:133
"Outstanding Villain" De Camara 25:211
"Overlooked Irregular" Schweickert 43:83
Oxford University: coat of arms 22:37; see also Holmes: university

P

Pachter, Josh, "Come Now, Gentlemen!" 20:168
Pacifism, see Holmes: as pacifist
Pagan, Kendall, "End of Holmesiana as we Know it" 35:71
Page, Andrew, "Brook Street Mystery" 21:235; "I Don't Wish to be Theatrical" 22:112;
  "Sherlock Holmes, Locke's Disciple" 23:36; "Through the Past Darkly" 25:234;
  "Vladimir Nabokov" 24:12; "Was Sherlock Holmes a Pacifist?" 24:158; (about) 22:44
Pale Fire (novel) see Nabokov

Palimpsest (GOLD): Redmond 34:159

Palmer, William, murderer: Rodin and Key 43:208

Parallel-world theory, see Transcendentalism

Pares, Sir Bernard, historian: and Doyle, Galerstein (L) 28:232

Park, Stanley, "Poster at White Horse Inn" (ill.) 23:34

Parker, Pierson, "Jezail, Jezail" 30:70; "New Light on Watson's Career" 27:163; "R.I.P. Baldwin 1897, Moriarty 1902" 28:168; (L) 26:235

Parodies: "Adam's Fall" 36:221; "Blue Ploermell" (Thurber), Betzner 42:73; Hurlock Shoams, Warner 41:222; "Lost Meat-Card" (Orwell) 34:127; return of Holmes, MacArthur 35:94; theft of Mona Lisa, Wells 39:22; Unknown Sherlock Holmes (L.W. Brown) (R) 43:191; see also Holmes: parody names; Watson: parody names

Parsley in butter (unpublished case): Skene Melvin 26:233

Parties (entertainment): firm 33:62

Pasley, Robert S., "Breaking the Entail" 39:96; "Greek Interpreter Interpreted" 35:106

Pastiche: "Byronic Hero" (V) Evans 23:140; Canary Trainer (Meyer) (R) 43:190; criticism, Lellenberg 27:196, (L) 28:105, 29:175, Shaw (L) 29:174; deplored, Merrill (L) 28:228; Devil's Mode (Burgess) (R) Lewis 40:167; Execution of Newcomb Bowles (Mickle), Rutter 43:180; "Logical Successor" Cox 32:135; outline for (P, edit.) 40:133; Politiken contest, Lauritzen 26:186; see also Radio plays

Paté de foie gras pie: Rosenblatt 23:103

"Path of the Master" Ball 21:26

Paul, Jeremy: Granada TV scripts 41:251; Secret of Sherlock Holmes (R) 40:58

Pawky Humorists (scion): quiz, Davis 34:88

Payne, David S., Myth and the Modern Man in Sherlock Holmes (R) 43:240

Pearce, Barbara, "Holmes Connects with an Infamous Chicagoan" 39:223

Pearl, Cora, courtesy: Harrison 23:232

Pearls (SIGN): Hearn 20:210

Peck, Andrew J., "Solitary Man-Uscript" 22:71; "Valley of Fear Revisited" 20:142

"Peculiar Party" (L) Clark 33:101

Peddle, Jean Larson (L) 26:46

"Pediatrican canon" Cummins and Sovine 29:92

Peerage: in NOBL, McCullam 22:226; see also Titles of nobility

Peirce, Charles S.: as Moriarty, Beckman 31:207

Pelger, David, "Varnberry or Vambery" 43:204

Penang lawyer (HOUN): cartoon, Decker 37:87

Pencil (RETI): Miller 21:175

Pennant, Edmund, "Hell's Hero Mocks" (V) 41:169

Penultimate Problem of Sherlock Holmes (play) 28:247

People's Almanac, see Wallechinsky

Perfume: Karlson 28:218

Periodicals, Sherlockian: Lellenberg and Lofts 34:73; lists 40:185, 41:186, 43:1267 243; proliferating societies threaten, Peck 22:50; Third Pillar 39:190

Perry, Milton F., "Harry S Truman, Sherlockian" 36:200; obit., Lellenberg 42:53

Persia, see Holmes: in Persia

Persing, Robert and William, "Baker Street on the Air" 41:170

"Personality Study of Sherlock Holmes" Hanvik 40:137
"Perversion in the Canon" Berdan 40:149
Peshawar, India: Jefferis 41:82
Peshawar Finger (film) 38:49
Peter Pan (Barrie): at 221b, cartoon, Bond 37:132
Peter's Cathedral Hotel, Adelaide, Australia 29:249
Petersen, Robert Storm 33:119
Peterson, commissaire (BLUE): Potter 27:88
Petrarch: Meredith, and Holmes (BOSC), Hearn 28:38, McWilliams 39:7
Petroleum: in Persia, and Holmes, Silverstein 34:198
Pets, see Animals
Phantom of the Rue Morgue (film): Higgins et al. 24:49
Phelps, Percy (NAVA): and Watson, school, McCallister 41:135, Emery 41:144
Phencyclidine: in DVI, Ennis 42:89
Philadelphia: book, Morley (R) 40:183
Philetelists, see Postage stamps
Phillimore, James (unpublished case): cartoon 24:244
Phillips, Donna R. (L) 28:230
Philology, see Cornish language; Holmes: as linguist; Holmes: knowledge of Russian
(etc.)
"Philosophy of Sherlock Holmes" Solberg 26:197
Philosophy, social, in Canon: Lehman 30:6
Phoenicians: and Cornish language, Anderson 22:4
"Phonographic Souvenirs of Holmes's London" Russell 35:84
HOUN, Krogman 20:132
Physiognomy, see Holmes: as physiognomist
Packard, Roy, "Sherlock Holmes on the Screen" 21:70
Picker Lenny (L) 28:229
Pigs, see Swine
Pigsticking, see Boar hunting
Pike, Langdale (3GAB): Holland 21:87, Rhode 20:17
"Pilgrimage to Baker Street" Upton 38:229
Piltdown hoax 33:248, 40:250; book (R) 37:183
Pinkerton Detective Agency: Hiller 22:257, Silk 27:71
Pinkwater, Daniel, Snarkout Boys and the Avocado of Death (R) 34:51
Piotrowski, Andrew (L) 33:172
Pitesky, Jo (L) 26:186
"Placebo in A Study in Scarlet" Brody 40:156
Plague: fever in DYN, Hayes 24:154
Plaques: Abbey National plc, Baker Street (ill.) 36:249; Baker Street 29:246; Davos,
Switzerland 34:61; Reichenbach Fall (ill.) 42:191; St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Ball 21:27;
South Norwood, Doyle house (ill.) 23:160; Southsea 33:123
"Play-review" (V) Berman 25:132
"Play: Sherlock Holmes" Barnes 25:176
"Playing Your Cards as Best You Can" Buddle 41:97
Playing cards, see Card playing
Holmes" 33:126; history, De Waal 24:182, LaBorde 24:109; Marvelous Misadventures
21:191; Operetta, My Dear Watson! (MacDonald) (R) 32:158; productions 33:38; Return
Plays, Sherlockian (continued): Sherlock Holmes, LaBorde 24:109; Sherlock Jones (Watson)(P), Blau 32:251 (R) 33:56; Sherlock Holmes (Gillette), see Gillette; Sherlock Holmes (Rogers), LaBorde 24:109; Eaton 31:239; Sherlock's Last Case (Lang), Lauritzen 24:250; Trial of Sherlock Holmes (Koplowitz) 26:117; Very Great Grandson of Sherlock Holmes (Majeski), Geyer 28:121

"Plea for Respect for the Canon" Pond 28:41

Plimpton, Calvin H. "Reflections of Mr. James Mortimer" 27:133; (about) 22:44

Ploermell, Blue (P), see Thurber

"Plugs and Dottles" Davis 27:223

Plummer, Bonnie C., "Meta-Fiction in the Sherlock Holmes Saga" 40:78

Pocket Petrarch, see Petrarch

Poe, Edgar Allan: 33:121; and MUSG, DANC, Groome 30:102; course 23:135; Dupin, and Holmes initial, Pleissner 41:226; New York address and 221B, Harrison 23:251; rejected by editor, Brean 20:3; style in Dupin murder attempt, Limoli 20:6

"Poetical Challenge" (V) Bond 32:161

Poetry: in BSJ, Rosenberger (L) 28:109; in HOUN, Herzog 25:36; see also Blank verse; individual poems are indicated in this index by (V), and listed under author, title and topic.

Pohle, Robert, and D.C. Hart, Films of Christopher Lee (R) 33:115

Poirot, Hercule: admired Doyle, Christie 21:162; Wynne 27:6

Poison: in STUD, Stetak 39:144; see also Palmer, William; Pritchard, Edward

Poldhu, Cornwall: Tracy 25:101

Police: cartoons 21:43; methods, Holmes influence, Silk 24:252, Michelman (L) 29:108; see also Scotland Yard


Pompey (dog, Miss): Galerstein (L) 28:232

Pond, Walter, "Plea for Respect for the Canon" 28:41; "Seven-Per-Cent Solution: Fact or Fiction?" 26:12

Pondicherry Lodge (SIGN): Jenkins and Linsenmeyer 26:120

Pons, Solar: and Holmes, cartoon, Bond 41:132; requiem for Derleth (V), Lachtman 21:195; see also Derleth; Praed Street Irregulars

"Pontine Notice" Schulz (L) 33:102

"Poor Sherlock" Cox 24:210

Pope: Ratti and Holmes mountaineers, Oldberg 24:237; see also Vatican

Porcelain: Holmes plate (ill.) 34:26; Toby jug "Sleuth" 23:202

Porges, Arthur, Three Porges Parodies and a Pastiche (R) 39:249

Porlock, Fred, see Valley of Fear

Porlock Society 35:127

Pornography: 19th century, Hoffmann 35:19

"Portalis Sale of 1865" Tracy 26:29

Porter, Eric: acted Holmes (ill.), Hahn 23:51

Porter, Philip, and C. Cooke, ed., France in the Blood (R) 43:240

Portland, 5th duke of: as Smith-Mortimer (unpublished case), King 26:160

Portrait of the Artist — As a Villain" Ravin (L) 41:177

Portsmouth Hard (ill.) 32:160
Post, Jeremiah B., "Toast to the Literary Agent" 32:229
Post Office, Britisk Gore-Booth 21:57, Naganuma 21:18

"Poster at the White Horse Inn" (ill.) Park 23:34
Poston, Lawrence, III, "d'Urbervilles and the Baskervilles" 22:212
"Postscript to The Final Problem" Russell 22:174
Potter, Barrett G., "Sherlock Holmes in Gilded Age New York" 30:235; "Sherlock Holmes and the German Threat" 34:27
Potter, Beverly B., "Thoughts on The Yellow Face" 24:164
Pottery, see Porcelain
Pourtalès, James Alexandre, art collector: Tracy 26:29, 184
Powell, Karen (L) 30:247
Powell, William: Holmes film 1922, 34:190
Praed Street Irregulars (society): Schulz (L) 33:102, 172
Prager, Jan C., "Lowenstein of Prague" 23:220
Prayer: Sherlockian (V), Wolf 24:239; see also Litanies
Presbury, Prof. (CREE): cartoon, Bond 37:4
Pressing (punishment): Monroe 22:123
Price, Peggy, "Master Gum-Chew" 38:218
Primogeniture (British law): Holmes brothers, Frick 38:41; see also Entail
"Priority of the Priory School" (ill.) Weller 4h205
Prisoner of the Devil, see Hardwick
Pritchard, Edward W., murderer: Rodin and Key 43:208
Private Life of Dr. Watson, see Hardwick
"Problem of Porlock" Baum 28:220
"Problem of the German Interpreters" Jaeck 40:99
"Prof. James Moriarty" Utechin 24:208
"Prof. James Moriarty in New York City" Meyer 39:148
“Promise Her Anything, but Give her Bisulfate of Baryta.” Karlson 28:218
Propp, William W., “Study in Similarity” 28:32
Proteus (Greek myth): and Holmes, Jenkins 34:150
Proverb, tiger cub (IDEN): Waterhouse 40:135
Providence: in HOUN and Hardy, Poston 22:212
Pterodactyl (Lost World, ill.): Challenger 27:166
Public houses: Conan Doyle, Edinburgh, Fitzback and McManus 33:102; Moriarty’s Wine Bar 34:189; Mycroft’s Pub 33:126; Sherlock’s Lounge 33:122; see also Sherlock Holmes public house
Puccini, Tosca: and SCAN, Reckett 22:119
Punch cartoon of Mary Watson, Redmond 20:53
Punjab’s Ruby, see Jackson
Puns, Sherlockian: Lauterbach (V) 32:152, Cohen 29:143; Gigantic Hun, cartoon, Bond 34:68; quiz, Davis 34:88; STUD, cartoon, Bond 35:4; truffles, cartoon, Decker 36:112
Purdon, Charles J. (L) 43:119
“Purloined Letter: Conan Doyle from Bret Harte” Jenkins 22:81
Puzzles: Bliss 31:32; anagrams, Canonical titles 33:190, Richards 33:227; COP, Heimbach 32:20
Pyle, Jeanette (L) 29:237
“Pythagorean Theory” Holly 37:81

Q

Queen, Ellery: and Holmes, Cox 32:135
Queen’s Doll’s House: “How Watson Learned the Trick” (Doyle) 22:143
Quest for Sherlock Holmes, see Edwards
Quest for Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (ed. Lellenberg)(R) 38:58
“Question of Barometric Pressure” Schweickert 30:243
Quizzes: Americans, Davis 34:211; first names, Fairbank 32:224; pawky humor, Davis 34:88
Quoits, see Haloes

R

“R.I.P. Baldwin 1897, Moriarty 1902” Parker 28:168
Rabbi: in Holmes index 20:127, Rosenblum 20:38; see also Judaism
Rabe, William T., “Adventure of the Five Breakfasts” 22:225; We Always Mention Aunt Clara (R) 41:51; (L) 34:107, 35:53, 38:171; obit., Whelan 42:176
Rabogiatti, Mary Ellen, “Philatelic Mr. Holmes” 31:159; (L) 30:246
Race: 3GAB, YELL, Collins 27:149, Lapinskas 27:147; see also Anthropology; Skin color
Racehorses: Canonical names, Carbuncle, Swift 43:91; Col. Moran 32:125; Dr. Watson 28:250; Elementary Watson 33:61, 121; Sherlockiana 33:61
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Racing: Barzun 21:224, Robb 23:81; Stix 22:268; see also Silver Blaze races
operators, Sherlockian 22:58, 25:249, 26:111; Reasoner on Holmes 23:134
Radio plays: “Book of Tobit” (Green and Boucher) 33:149; BBC, abridged in USA,
Galerstein 33:43; “Dead Adventuress” (Green and Taylor) 36:19; Welles version of
Gillette, Morrow 23:52; with Rathbone, Morrow 22:38; Persing 41:170
Radioactivity: Holmes research, Blackburn 23:32
Radix pedis diabolis see “Devil’s Foot”
“Radix Lingua Cornubiensis” Arbagi 32:11
Raffles, A.J., gentleman burglar; and Holmes, Tyler 35:124, Wilson 34:155
Ragged Shaw, see Shaw, John
Railways: Holmes car, Linsenmeyer (edit.) 30:133; London stations 25:249; lost Russian
train 35:248; mystery express 33:119; see also Silv
Ranild, Svend, “Doorstep and Wallpaper” 39:226
Raphael, painter 34:60
“Rare Bit of German Incunabula” (L) Blau 38:45
Rat, giant of Sumatra (unpublished case): 34:123; Emery 43:31, Maxfield 29:107; and DYIN,
Hayes 24:154; cartoons, Bond 33:132, Decker 43:33; recording 24:130
Rathbone, Basil: Haynes (L) 38:171, Rabe (L) 38:171; and BSll (ill.), Joyce and
Culver 38:15, 39:237; and Bruce (ill.) 23:184, (port.) 21:9, Cox 22:186, Hahn 22:122,
27:107, 34:123; photograph, Herzog (L) 40:175
Rathbone, Basset (dog, cartoon) 34:126
Rathbone, Ouida, Sherlock Holmes (play), LaBorde 24:109
“Rathbone Mystery Deepens” (L) Haynes 38:171, Rabe 38:171
Ratti, Achille, cardinal, see Pope
Rauber, D.F., “Immutability of Sherlock Holmes” 21:110
“Raven” (poem), see Poe
Write the Canon?” 30:94; “Wainwright was no Mean Artist” 37:37; and C. Kenyon,
“D.H. Friston, the First Illustrator of the Canon” 42:106; (L) 30:179, 36:236, 41:177,
43:183; j.t.au., see Kenyon
“Re: Murray” Cochran 39:76
“Re: Vampires, Again” O’Brien 37:154
“Re: Which Art in Whose Blood?” McClure 38:148
Read, Martin, 221B (one-man play) 34:59
Reade, Winwood: King 25:77
Reading: aloud, DANC 26:251; see also Holmes: reading
“Real Crook in The Crooked Man” Harris 43:96
“Real Mystery of The Copper Beeches” Wein 39:219
“Real Pioneer Pastiche” Warner 41:220
“Real Second Stain: a Tarnished Idol” Roberts 32:227
Real Sherlock Holmes, see McDiarmid
Reality: and fiction in Canon, Plummer 40:78
Reavis, James A.: as Maupertuis (unpublished case), Redmond 20:14
Recordings: 35:245, 39:189, Addlestone (L) 32:185; Giant Rat of Sumatra 24:130; Gillette
39:58; “Sherlock Holmes” song 35:62; Victorian singers, Russell 35:84
“Recount, Please, Mr. Holmes” Hahn 26:209
"Recurring Villain" De Camara 32:209
"Red Circle": and Raffles, Wilson 34:155; code with candle, Pachter 20:168, Wesson 38:238; Mrs. Warren, and Shaw play, Berdan 39:208
Redmond, Christopher A., "Eight Arthurs of Sir Arthur" 40:104; "Holmes, Holmes and Holmes" (L) 33:100; In Bed with Sherlock Holmes (R) 35:180; "In Praise of The Boscombe Valley Mystery" 31:170; "Journal Rings a Bell" 43:199; "Mr. Dodd's Client and Mr. D'odd" 35:99; Sherlock Holmes Handbook (R) 43:239; "Very Limited Experience of Dr. John H. Watson" 38:226; Welcome to America, Mr. Sherlock Holmes (R) 38:123; (L) 26:118, 28:105, 174, 29:112, 35:176
Redmond, Donald A., "Armchair Still Misplaced" 22:78; "Carbon, Carbonated, Carbonari" 25:107; "Colossal Schemes of Baron Who?" 20:14; "D'ye Ken Sherlock Holmes" (song) 24: index; "Is the Real Watson Number One, Two or - ? 21:158; "Oasis in the Howling Desert" 27:17; "Palimpsest and the Forgeries" 34:159; Sherlock Holmes among the Pirates (R) 40:184; Sherlock Holmes, a Study in Sources (R) 33:115; "Ship Ahoy, Captain Basil" 36:223; "Smoke of the Devil's Foot" 23:44; "Textual Variations in The Missing Three-Quarter" 35:9; (L) 25:113, 26:118, 34:36, 36:45, 40:42; awards 41:56, 252
Redmond, Kate, see Karlson
Reed, J.S., "Other Side" 22:74
"Re-examination of Sherlock Holmes at the Marne" Smith 38:206
"Reflections of Mr. James Mortimer" Plimpton 27:133
— on 'a Hebrew Rabbi" Rosenblum 20:38
— on Canonical Vehicles" Potter 21:200
"Reflections on The Beryl Coronet" McGee 39:214
— — The Hound of the Baskervilles" San Juan 20:137
"Regarding the Identity of the Bisulphate of Baryta" Squire 24:22
Regattas, see Yacht racing
"Reichenbach Centennial Dinner" Herzog 41:153
Reichenbach Fall, Switzerland: Ball 21:27, De Waal 25:14, Heinrich 37:140, Kenyon and Ravin 41:199; picture by Turner, Lauterbach (L) 38:172; tracks (EMPT), Ross 26:37
"Reigate Squires": telegrams, Woods 42:16
Reilly, Sidney, spy: and Holmes, Silverstein 34:198
"Reincarnation of Holmes in Dr. Gottlieb" Fleissner 23:176
"Reise nach Reichenbach" Heinrich 37:140
"Rejectio ad Absurdum, Part II" Brean 20:3
"Relationship of a Physician and a Master" Adelman 20:215
"Relevance of the Blind Mechanic" Evans 25:41
Religion: and nature, Milner 37:162; see also Baha'ism; Buddhism; Holmes: religion; Mormons
"Rent-a-Crowd in 1888" Cuijel 27:138
"Report from Peshawar" Jones 31:231
"Report in Absentia" (V) Wolff 38:46
"Research into the Coal-Tar Derivatives" Moss 32:40
Ressner, Jeffrey B., "Enigma of Mycroft" 24:41
Restaurants: Sherlockian names 23:202; Sherlock's Home, Chicago, Barzun (L) 31:118, Hahn (L) 32:52; Simpson's, Strand, Moss (L) 27:169; Troy, NY 29:250
"Retort and Rejoinder" Stern 23:208
"Return of Prof. Moriarty" Pasley 28:161
— of Sherlock Holmes (play): LaBorde 24:109; TV film 36:249
— of Sherlock Holmes and H.P. Lovecraft" Cannon 34:217
— to the Peak Country" Weller (L) 42:172
"Revealing Buffet on Baker Street" Kramer 41:158
Revenge: in STUD, Anderson 39:135
Revenge of the Hound, see Hardwick
"Revised Treatise" (L) Lellenberg 33:100
Revolver: DANC, Torrese 41:39; Webley no.2, King 24:15
Reynolds, Sheldon: TV series 30:61
Rhetoric: and Holmes, Friedenberg 25:168
Rhine, Russell, "Last Quiet Talk" (V) 22:203
Rhode, Franklin P., "Langdale Pike and Steve Dixie" 20:17
Rhodes James, Montague, see James, Montague
Rice, Susan l., "Compliments of the Season" (V) 35:237; "Holmesian Tent Show" 40:220;
— Irene's Lament" (V) 21:241; "Opinionated Grammarian" 43:153; "Problem of the Cardboard Box" 43:218
Richards, Dana, ed., View-Halloa: Sherlockian Essays (R) 41:126
Richards, E. Butler (L) 28:2271 29:112
Rielly, Edward J., "Universal Defect" 31:44
Rifle: disguised as crutch 21:248; military "bull pup", Fletcher 21:156
Riva Ridge (racehorse): parallels SILV, Stix 22:268
Robbery, see Criminals
Roberts, Aubrey C., "Real Second Stain: a Tarnished Tool" 32:227; and G.A. Leeb,
— First You See it, Then You Don't" 27:44
Roberts, Rand, "Dr. Watson's Warning" 31:80
Roberts, Sir Sydney C.: collection not at Toronto, Mortlake 20:52, 63; criticized Knox, Linsenmeyer 22:144
Robertson, Don (L) 40:233
Robinson, Robert E., "Exit James Moriarty — Enter the Telephone Company" 32:20; "Fifty-Six Plus Fifty-Six Equals One Hundred Twelve." 43:38
Roche, Robert F., "Worst Man in London" 25:25
Rodin, Barbara, "Red-Headed Redux" 43:75
Rodin, Alvin E., "Canonical Mystery Solved" 38:102; (L) 38:108; and J.D. Key, Journal of a Quest for the Elusive Dr. Arthur Conan Doyle (R) 33:115; Lost Worlds in Time, Space and Medicine (R) 38:185; Medical Casebook of Dr. Arthur Conan Doyle (R) 35:244; "Irene Adler, a Literary Enigma" 42:140; "Murderous Medical Trio" 43:208
Rogers, Charles, Sherlock Holmes (play): Eaton 31:239
Rogers, Roy, actor: and dog in night-time, Kellogg (L) 42:113
Rogers, Will, comedian (ill.) 41:125
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Rohmer, Sax: Fu Manchu as Moriarty, Johnson 31:10
“Role of Public Transportation in the Solution of Capital Crime” Springer 21:10
Role-playing: by Holmes, Cassel (L) 34:35
“Rondeau: To Martha Hudson” (V) Wigglesworth 23:3
Rose, Lloyd, “Cave Canem Nocte” 26:154
Rose by Any Other Name, see Fleissner
“Rose Red, Carbuncle Blue” (C) Lachman 31:238
Rosebery, Archibald, 5th earl: as Hope (SEO), Rossi 23:4
Rosenberg, Samuel, Naked is the Best Disguise: Linsenmeyer 26:18, Nieminski and Pollock 27:96, Rosenberg (L) 27:46, Tracy 26:184, Welch 26:16; on Doyle and Twain, Woodward (L) 28:46
Rosenberger, Edgar S., “It Started with a Bang” 33:83; “It was No Fairy Tale” (V) 25:5; “London Reverie, 1895” (V) 26:196; “Twas the Second Morning after Christmas” (V) 21:196; (L) 26:122, 28:109
Rosenblatt, Albert M., Julia and Betsy, “Hail Sherlock’s Music!” (V) 33:39
Rosenblatt, Julia C., “Mrs. Beeton’s Christmas Cake” 29:212; “Who was Tonga?” 25:140; and F.H. Sonnenschmidt, Dining with Sherlock Holmes (R) 40:182; “Elizabeth Stride Memorial Kidney Recipes” 28:86; (L) 28:107
Rosenblum, Morris, “Reflections on a Hebrew Rabbi” 20:38; (L) 25:239, 26:119; obit. 28:236
Ross, Thomas W., “Nabokov and Holmes Again” 26:37
Rossetti, Dante G.: HOUN in style of [cartoon] 25:9
Roszell, Calvert, “Devil’s Foot and Dwellers at the Threshold” 41:100
Roundhay, name (DEvI): Helik 29:171
“Roy: Russian or Irish?” Inman 43:7
Royal Doulton, see Doulton
“Royal House of Europe Revisited” Herzog 31:175
Royal Northumberland Fusiliers: and Watson 40:250
Roylott, Dr. Grimesby (SPEC): Dudley 25:173, Needleman 34:139, Rodin and Key 43:208; cartoon, Shackleford 39:169
“Rubâiyât of Baker Street” Sovine 32:203, 34:71
Rufton, earls of: in LADY and Brigadier Gerard, Farmer 21:221, 22:52
Ruins (novel), see Nabokov
“Rummaging through the Empty House” Cochran 30:212
“Rummy Affair of P.G. Wodehouse and Sherlock Holmes” Jeffery 24:200
Russell, Gregory T. (L) 26:45
Russia: Doyle books and banks 21:249; Soviet Union in Afghanistan, cartoon, Stetak 30:101; see also Holmes: in Russia
Russian language, see Holmes: knowledge of Russian
Russian woman (unpublished case): Pelger 43:204
Russo, Thomas M., "Toasts to Mrs. Hudson" 32:88
Rutter, Richard R., "Turned Up, from Down Under" 43:180
Ruyle, John, D is for Doyle (R) 32:245; (L) 28:230
Ryan, Richard T., Official Sherlock Holmes Trivia Book (R) 38:60
Ryer, Peter J., "Moriarty a Mathematician?" 23:98

S

"SP or Sidney Paget" Moss 43:109
Sacred Writings, see Canon
Saga, see Canon; Laxdaela Saga; Njal Saga
"Sage of Santa Fe" Cohen 40:216
Sailing, see Yacht racing
"Sailing the Butter-Boat into Uncharted Seas" Skene Melvin 26:233
St. Bartholomew's Hospital: plaque, Ball 21:27
St. Clair, Mrs. (TWIS): Wilson 29:76
The Saint Magazine 34:125
St. Marylebone, borough, see Marylebone Library
St. Olaf College: detective fiction course 20:62
"St. Patrick's Lament" Warner 39:17
"St. Saviour's, near King's Cross" Tracy (ill.) 27:213
"Sainted or Crucified" Lewis 37:134
Salisbury, Robert Cecil, 3rd marquis: as Bellinger (SECO), Lellenberg 23:6
Saltzman, Shulamit, "Other Dr. Watson" 28:6
"Same Old Malek-Adel as Ever" (L) Greengold 40:175
Sandeford (SIXN): Potter 27:88
Sanford, Mark, "Infamous Dr. Watson" 31:77
San Francisco library, Boucher collection 20:190
San Juan, E., Jr., "Reflections on The Hound of the Baskervilles" 20:137
Santa Claus: at 221b (V), Dunning 25:196; see also Christmas
Santa Fe, New Mexico: newspaper ran STiTD advt. 22:198 Sarasate, Pablo: violin technique,
Merrill 23:191
"Satanic Motif in Moriarty" Wall 27:27
Saturday Review (edit.) 33:5
Saunders, Sir James (BLAN) 28:117; Thomsen 41:232
Sauvage, Leo, "Dr. Watson's Methods" 38:72; "Eliminating the Impossible" 33:24; "Unsafe at 221b" 34:206; obit. 39:42
Sawyer, Mrs. (STUD): Foss 32:238, Skornickel 29:105
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Saxe-Coburg Square (REDII): Lanzalotti 41:207


"Scandal in an Elevator" De Waal 43:48


"Scandal in Gotham" Joyce and Culver 38:15

"Scandalous Adlerian Musings" Vatza 35:80

"Scary Scenario of the Scrambled Sculptures" Swift (L) 32:233

Schaefer, Bradley E., "Sherlock Holmes and Some Astronomical Connections" 43:171

Schaller, Robert C., "His Last Bow" (V) 37:153

Schatell, Norman: cartoons by, 29:132, 30:12, 30, 115, 140, 222, 31:115, 189; obit. 30:115

Scheetz, George H., "Sherlockismus Revisited" 38:7


Schoenherr, Ian (L) 30:178, 31:118, 180, 242

Schritt, Jack: moon crater Sherlock, Blau 23:48

Schmitt, Jacob, Cleveland police supt. 20:62

School stories, English: Lellenberg and Lofts 34:73

Schools: course on Holmes 23:135; encouragement of Sherlockian studies, Cochran (edit.) 43:197; talks to, (edit.) 43:133, Shrand 43:121


Schranz, James E., "Mere Commonplaces of Existence" 25:28

Schulte-Noelle, F., "Case of The Case of the Man who was Wanted" 36:166

Schulz, Theodore: Malattia 31:179; (L) 33:102, 172

Schutz, Robert H., "Sherlock Holmes, Mountaineer" 24:240; (L) 30:180

Schools: course on Holmes 23:135; encouragement of Sherlockian studies, Cochran (edit.) 43:197; talks to, (edit.) 43:133, Shrand 43:121

Scion societies, see SOCIETIES

"Scions of the Times" Rosenblatt 29:177

"Scorcher and the Lady" Warner 31:145
Scott, George C.: acted Holmes 21:191
Scowzers (VAL): branding, at Yale 22:254
Scrabble (game): Sherlockian rules 35:127
The Sea: and Holmes, Keiser 31:155
Sea serpent seen by Doyle, Zarzynski (L) 37:169
"Search for Ionides" (L) Swift 32:185; Oscar Meumier" Kamil 33:209; for Signs" (L)
Redmond 34:36; for Societies" (L) Blau 39:112
"Seasons" (edit) 41:197
Seay, Virginia Lou (L) 29:43
Sebeok, Charles, j.t.a.u., see Eco
"Second Hand in The Second Stain" Luman 28:132
"Second Look at The Second Stain" McCormack 42:38
"Second Master" (V) Lachman 21:195
"Second Most Dangerous Man in London" Trudeau 22:104
"Second Most Dangerous Man in Peshawar" Donnelson 26:152
"Second Stain": Baum 32:146, Lellenberg 23:6, Linsenmeyer 23:14, Roberts 32:227, Rossi
23:4; Wigglesworth 22:109, Wilson 24:94; Bellinger, Lellenberg (L) 33:100, 23:6, Rossi
23:4; Eduardo Lucas, Luman 28:132, Redmond 34:159; manuscript, Gelband 26:96,
Luman 28:132, Silverstein (L) 29:108; writing of Jean Leckie, Lellenberg and Nieminski
(L) 29:40; radio play 20:126
"Second: Thoughts and Names" De Carnara 29:81
"Second Toast" (V) Davis 25:114
Secret Intelligence Service, see Foreign Office
"Secret Life of Mycroft Holmes" Rothman 38:37
Secret of Sherlock Holmes, see Paul, Jeremy
Security: lacking at 221b, Sauvage 34:206
Seiler, Alexander, Swiss hotelier: as Steiler (FINA) 20:190
"Selecting a Ghost" (Doyle): and Suss, Redmond 35:99
"Semiotic Watson" Hammer 34:22
"El Señor Sherlock Holmes y la Lengua Española" Dunning 24:204
Senter, Nancy, "Upon Bruises" 28:225; (L) 28:106, 175
Serow, William J., "Some Thoughts on the Cost of Living in Sherlockian Days" 20:98
Servants: MUSG, Beaman 25:113
"Seven-Per-Cent Solution: Fact or Fiction" Pond 26:12
"Seventeen Steps" (V) Hodan 21:69
"Severely Practical Man" Crist 24:161
Sewing decoded (P), Forkosch 20:234
Sex: 19th century attitude, Hoffmann 35:19; symbolism in Canon, see Conan Doyle
syndrome
Shackleford, Lee E., "From the Doctor's Diary" (cartoons) 39:169, 208, 40:45, 108, 166,
210, 41:85, 143, 217, 42:33, 99, 167, 230, 43:57, 97, 179, 238
The Shadow (radio program): Estleman 32:36
Shakespeare: quoted by Holmes, Jenkins 26:46, Sisson 22:252; Shylock and Holmes,
Fleissner 36:207
Shangri-La Chambers 26:229
Shank, John, III (L) 29:173
Sharp, Allen, Sherlock Holmes: the Meyringen Papers (R) 37:121; Unsolved Case of
Sherlock Holmes (R) Blau 34:251
Shaw, George Bernard, and Canon, Robinson 43:38; *Mrs. Warren's Profession*, and REDC, Berdan 39:206


Shaw, Murray, *Match Wits with Sherlock Holmes* (R) 40:248

Shea, Glenn J., "Mary Sutherland" 29:75; "To Vincent Starrett" (V) 24:3

Sheerluck Jones (play), see Watson, Malcolm

Shelley, Bob (L) 29:42

Sheeler, Mary, *Frankenstein* and Doyle's "Lot No.249" 33:121

Shepard, Mark (L) 25:57

Shepherd, Walter, *On the Scent with Sherlock Holmes* (R) 38:184


"Sherlock and Sorokin" Lehman 30:6

"Sherlock Apropos of Batman and Robin" Fleissner 40:163

"Sherlock at the Bat" Stone 25:220

Sherlock Holmes (railway car) 30:133

SHERLOCK HOLMES (titles; see also HOLMES, Sherlock)

— — (play), see Gillette; Rathbone; Rogers

— — a Centenary Celebration, see Eyles


— — Alpinist* Oldberg 24:237

— — Amateur Astronomer* Goldfarb 29:215


SHERLOCK HOLMES and the

— — — — Bible* Wilson 23:172

— — — — *Case of Sabina Hall*, see Greenwood

— — — — Cigarette* Harris 41:75

— — — — Easter Island Script* Kamil 30:39

— — — — Eminent Thespian, see Andrews, Val

— — — — Fair Sex* Underwood 35:157

— — — — French Connection, see Silverstein

— — — — German Nanny, see North

— — — — German Threat* Potter 34:27

— — — — Godfather of Organized Crime* Gould 26:34

— — — — Great Train Robbery* Wilson 26:217

— — — — Hungarian Connection* Brunauer 34:98

— — — — Indian Mutiny* Wilson 28:22 Kent Railways, see Jones, Kelvin

— — — — Ladies, see Keefauver

— — — — Locked-Room Mystery* Kamil 32:143
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SHERLOCK HOLMES and the (continued)
--- Mark of the Beast, see Weyman
--- Mysterious Friend of Oscar Wilde, see Brown, R.
--- Mystery of the Red Rose* Milner 37:162
--- Resident Doctor* Hutton 41:77
--- Six O’Clock News* Laxton 25:201
--- Somersett Hunt, see Michaud
--- Thistle of Scotland, see Greenwood

Sherlock Holmes
--- as Literary Christ Figure* Todd 35:229
--- at Lourdes* Walsh 28:216
--- at the Marne* James 38:25
--- Birthday Commission, Fort Worth 30:125
--- Blood Test* Huber 37:215
--- Bookman* Anderson 43:9
--- by Gas-Lamp (ed. Shreffler)(R) Harris 39:124
--- Centenary* Doyle 37:200
--- Collection, see Hall, Charles
--- Confronts Edwin Drood* Fleissner 35:199
--- Crossword Puzzle* Strickland 28:24
--- Detective, as seen by Scotland Yard* Anderson 37:210
--- Fifty Years of the Great Detective, see Lovisi
--- First 'Man from UNCLE’* Davis 22:95
--- George Gissing* Cohen 25:94
--- Gourmet or Gourmand?* Comings 23:102
--- Grit in a Sensitive Instrument* Herzog 32:89
--- His Methods and Literary Pedigree* Dodd 37:99
--- High-Fidelity Pioneer* Lavazzi 39:36
--- Honeymoon* Grosbayne 21:143
--- Hotel, Baker Street: De Waal 25:11; (ill.) 25:189
--- in Eastern Asia* Wilson 33:86
--- in Gilded Age New York* Potter 30:235
--- in London, see Viney
--- in New York (film, ill.) 27:59
--- in The Deerstalker (play), see Mustoo
--- in the Soviet Union* Musto 41:72
--- Journal: Dalton 25:237
--- Klubben i Denmark: Lauritzen 24:49, 26:118, 28:112
--- Lewis Carroll, Victorian Photography, and That Scandal in Bohemia*
--- Fagin 30:158
--- Linguist* Helling 23:147
--- Locke’s Disciple* Page 23:36
--- Medal: Rafael Sevilla-Sacasa 23:55
--- Mountaineer* Schutz 24:240
--- Murder by Decree (film), see Murder by Decree
--- Museum, 239 Baker Street: 40:124, 191; cartoon, 221B run by Irregulars, Bond 42:196
--- ‘Myth’* Caterson 35:224
— on the Screen* Packard 21:70
— on the Stage after William Gillette* LaBorde 24:109
— on the Stage: William Gillette* LaBorde 26:170
— Pioneer in the Field of Forensic Odontology* Gemmll 27:230
— Psychology, and Phrenology* Silverstein 22:18
— public house, Northumberland Street: (ill.) 32:208; sign in needlepoint, 24:66
— *Revisited, see Brooks
— Saga* Boardman 23:116
— Secret Agent* Hammer 36:231
— Silver Medal: Nicaragua stamp 23:60, 125
— Society of Madras 33:111
— Sporthotel, Meiringen 33:250
— Ten Literary Studies, see Hall, Trevor
— The Case of the Dead Adventuress* Green and Taylor 36:19
— the Meyringer Papers, see Sharp
— the Napoleon of Crime?* John 31:75
— the Published Apocrypha (ed. J. Tracy) (R) Stix 31:126
— Victorian Archetype* Iseminger 29:156
— Violin Owner* Lauria 30:174
— was a Bastard! Skene Melvin 29:147
— was not a Pacifist* Bensky 25:16
— was not Russian* Shaw 23:246
— World Champion* Leonard 29:37
“Sherlock Holmes's College at Oxford” Moss 29:25
“Sherlock Holmes's Existence” Solberg 43:50
“Sherlock Holmes's Strange Ideas about Heredity and Anthropology” Corcos 29:13
“Sherlock Holmes's University” Linsenmeyer 39:71
Sherlockian Hall of Fame: Julian Wolff 40:71
“Sherlockian Kriss-Kross” Taylor 30:106
“Sherlockian Laboratory: the Billycock Experiment” Johnson 37:7
“Sherlockian Prayer” (V) Wolf 24:240
“Sherlockian Puzzle” Bliss 31:32
Sherlockiana: in Japanese 33:249; racehorse 33:61
Sherlockians: anecdotes, etc., Clark 37:159; cartoons, Decker 41:96, 147; directory proposed 26:246; (edit.) Blau 32:133; fidelity to Holmes and Watson, Cochran (edit.) 43:197; French, Byerly 33:97; left-handed, Green (L) 29:110; New Zealand, Skene Melvin 26:119; survey proposed, John (L) 28:175; (V) Stone 32:162
“Sherlockismus Revisited” Scheetz 38:7
Sherlocko the Monk (comic strip), see Mager
“Sherlockrostic” Heimbach 32:30
Sherlock's Home (restaurant), Chicago: Barzun (L) 31:118

*Sherlock's Last Case* (play), see Lang

Sherlock's Lounge, firm 33:122

Sherlock's Music, firm (Niver)(V) Rosenblatt 33:39

Sherlocktron, computer bulletin board 38:63, 183

"Sherlockus Militarius" Dudley 30:204

Sherman, animal dealer (SIGN): Holland 21:85

Sherman, John, "Other Tenant" 33:30

Shilling, coin: Davis 21:77; see also Florin

Ships: in Canon, Redmond 36:223; (edit.) 39:133

Shoes: reversed, cited by Nabokov, Jenkins 24:9, Page 24:12, Ross 26:37, 189; U.S. patent 26:59; cartoon, Lauritzen 26:40

Sholto, Thaddeus (SIGN): Scheideman 27:11; as Wilde, Roberts 31:80; heart, Redmond 27:17

"Short but Interesting Visit" Moorman 43:16

"Short-Caped Coat" (V) Harrison 27:69

"Short Monograph on The Blanched Soldier" Silberman 23:152

"Shoscombe Old Place": Silverstein 31:35

Shrand, Hyman (L) 43:121


Shulman, David, "Origin of the Dancing Men" 23:19

Shylock (Shakespearean character): and Holmes, Fleissner 36:207

"Sidelights on Starrett" Hahn 36:145

"Sierra Blanco — Found(?)" Melander 31:83


"Sighting in on Watson's Bull Pup" Fletcher 21:156


*Sign of Four* (film, 1983) 34:123

*Sign of Four, a Sherlock Holmes Murder Dossier, see* Goodenough

*Sign of Three, see* Eco

Signal Corps, see United States Army Signal Corps

Signals, see "Dancing Men" cipher; "Red Circle" code

Sikh names, see Names, Indic
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Silberman, Carl M., "Short Monograph on The Blanched Soldier" 23:152
*Silences of Dr. Watson* Clark 24:35
Silk, Eric H., "Valley of Fear and the Pinkertons" 27:71; "Watson, as seen by Uncle Percy" 30:110; (L) 28:45
Silver Badge, racehorse: Barzin 21:224
Silver Blaze (racehorse): and Carbuncle, Swift 43:91; (ill) 21:189
"Silver Blaze Comes of Age" Stix 23:79
Simile, see *Canon: style*
Simms, Bartlett D., "Devonshire Again" 21:107; "Look it up in Bradshaw" 35:222; "Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Thorndyke" 23:87; (L) 28:46; obit. 42:242
Simonsen, Lorna, *Simpler Solution* Heiselberg 33:17
Simpson, A. Carson, *Simpson’s Sherlockian Studies* (R) 33:16
Simpson (BLAN, CROO): Warner 32:16
Simpson’s restaurant, Strand: Moss (L) 27:169
Sims, George R.: as Pike (3GAB), Rhode 20:17
Singers, Victorian: Russell 35:84; see also names of individual singers, e.g. Carina
"Singular Case of the Enigmatic Initials" Hammer 35:139
"Singular Occurrence at a Fashionable Wedding" McCullam 22:226
"Sinistral Sherlock Holmes" Harris 38:96
"Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Comes to Toronto" Hollyer 41:165
Sirino, Charles A.: and Pinkerton's, Hiller 22:257
"Six Napoleons": manuscript, Blau (L) 27:107; Sandeford, Potter 27:88; telegram, 21:18
"Sixth Napoleon" Holt 37:38
Skene Melvin, David, "Sailing the Butter-Boat into Uncharted Waters" 26:233; "Sherlock Holmes was a Bastard!" 29:147; "Some Notes on the Names of the Brothers Moriarty" 21:90; (L) 26:119
Skin color (genetics): YELL, Drazen 29:16, Snyder 24:232
Skin disease: Doyle diagnosis, Jenkins 23:156; see also "Blanched Soldier"
Was the Mysterious Mrs. Sawyer? 29:195

Slater, Oscar: Schrandt 23:185

*Slackensides, see Hilton*

"Slippery Mr. Moulton" Foster 24:215

Sloane, Sir Hans: and Leibniz, Schutz (L) 30:180

Small, Jonathan (SIGN): wrong on calendar, Wolff 26:245

"Small but Very Efficient Organization" Holland 21:84

Smedegaard, Paul B., "Drama of Reichenbach" 27:226; "Porlock — Piercing the Nomi de Plume" 25:164

Smith, Abercrombie, in "Lot No.249" (Doyle), Dudley 24:218

Smith, David P., "Re-examination of Sherlock Holmes at the Marne" 38:206

Smith, Denis O., *Adventure of the Purple Hand; Adventure of the Unseen Traveller* (R) 34:51

Smith, Edgar W., "Game is Afoot" 35:7; "On Various Cases of Identity" 26:166; "Who is a Baker Street Irregular?" 22:3; (about) Harris 25:111; (ill.) 40:8; birthday honors, see Edgar W. Smith Birthday Honors

Smith, George Joseph, murderer: and Doyle, Taylor 42:93

Smith, Madeleine: trial, and Charles Doyle, Herst 33:41

Smith, Rosella B., j.t.au., see Chiszar

Smith-Mortimer succession (unpublished case): King 26:160

"Smoke of the Devil's Foot" Redmond 23:44

Smoke-rocket (Scan): Curjel 27:139

"Smoked Out" Faulkner 24:150

Smoking: by women, advt. 27:153; see also Tobacco; Holmes: smoking

Snader, Craig McCamb, Jr. (L) 34:18

Snakes: in murder attempt 37:190

*Snarkout Boys, see Pinkwater*

Snyder, Dee, *ABCs of Baker Street* (R) 34:51

Snyder, Eileen, "Yellow Face — a Problem in Genetics" 24:232

Sobotka, Thomas M., "Speculations on the Further Career of Mycroft Holmes" 40:75

Social philosophy, see Philosophy

Social structure of 19th century in Canon: Foss (L) 31:52, Galerstein 24:168, Lehman 30:6, Linsenmeyer 23:11, Mappen 26:141, Solber 26:197; attitude to sex, Hoffmann 35:19, Kobayashi 38:135; moral order (edit) Schreffler 35:197; see also Holmes: as Victorian archetype; Philosophy, social


Societies, Individual (listed alphabetically; usually first mention only is listed; for subsequent mention, see Societies in each issue, above.)

Addleton Barrowists 41:144
Societies, Individual (continued)
Alpha Inn 28:243
Altamont's Agents 30:57
Amateur Mendicants Society 26:109
Andaman Islanders of Oahu 26:183; Honolulu 30:184
Anderson Murderers 26:248
Arcadia Mixture 25:60
Arid and Repulsive Desert Society 21:246
Avenging Angels 42:55
Baker St. Bar Assn. 41:250, 42:56
— — Chroniclers 32:114
— — Pageboys 21:187
— — Students 26:244
Baskerville Hounds, Dartmoor 42:114
Beekeepers of Sussex 26:241
Bering Straits Irregulars 33:243, 35:116
Bi-Metallic Question 29:189
Blind German Mechanics 35:50
Board School Beacons 21:187
Bootmakers of Toronto 22:126
Boss McGinty's Bird Watchers 33:51
Boulevard Assassins 33:246
Brothers Three of Moriarty 21:119
Bruce-Partington Planners 26:244
Canonical Capricorns 37:176
Carlton Club 26:179; Baltimore 40:49
Casebook of Saskatoon 30:54, 33:109
Cavendish Squares Ltd. 21:239
Central Press Syndicate 32:114
Clients of Adrian Mulliner 43:59
Clients of Sherlock Holmes 35:51
Conan Doyle Society (USA) 33:48
Conductors of Aldersgate St. Station 32:113
Consulting Detectives 27:240
Coptic Patriarchs 23:123
Cornish Horrors 24:56
Country of the Saints 27:239, 28:118
Cox & Co. of New England 30:58
Coxon & Woodhouse of Cumana 27:241
C.P.R. Stockholders 33:49
Cremona Fiddlers 29:51, 35:51
Crew of the Barque Lone Star 21:53
Criterion Bar Association 22:255
Curious Collectors of Baker St. 43:60
Curious Incidents 23:58
Dancing Men of Edzell, Scotland 36:243
Darlington Substitutes 28:52
Socials, Individual (continued)
Dead-Headed League 38:49, 41:51
Dedicated Associates of Lomax 34:43
Delaware Valley of Fear 32:239
Deptford Reachers 21:244
Descendants de la grand’mère française Sherlock Holmes 37:52
Diogenes Club 36:122; of London 37:53
DioGEnies Club 42:123
Disjecta Membra 39:114
Dr. Watson’s Colleagues 29:181
Dr. Watson’s Neglected Patients 24:247
Double-Barrelled Tiger Cubs 26:53
Edmonton area 31:63, 33:49
Elmstalker 20:185
Epilogues of Sherlock Holmes 41:53, 117
Eyford Engineers 27:174
Fifth Northumberland Fusiliers 25:184
Fir Woods of Northern Idaho 29:121
First Bangalore Pioneers 30:185, 251
Five Orange Pips 32:108, 33:46, 37:159
Forensic Faces of Sherlock Holmes 29:185
Friends of Baron Gruner 29:118
Friends of Sahara King 27:240
Game is Afoot 29:181
Giant Rats of Massillon 38:57; of Sumatra 27:118
Gloria Scott of Falmouth 22:194
Golden Pince-Nez 20:185
Goose Club of the Alpha Inn 22:193
Great Alkali Plainsmen 40:200
Great Herd of Bison of the Fertile Plain 36:51
Grimpen Admirers of Sherlock Holmes 40:178
Grimpen Mire (CA) 22:192; (NC) 32:188
The H.W. 38:178
Hansom Wheels 22:125, 23:58
Hansoms of John Clayton 28:121
Herd of Buffalo 29:49
High Tors 26:53
Hollywod Hounds 27:120
Holmes of the Big Sky 28:246
Hounds of the Baskerville (Sic) 24:7
Hounds of the Internet 43:61
Hudson Valley Scientists 22:194, 23:57
International Corresponding Society (International Sherlockian Society) 28:51
Inverness Capers 27:120
Iowa Valley of Fear 42:180
An Irish Secret Society at Buffalo 27:110
Islanders of Uffa 22:59
Japan Sherlock Holmes Club 35:177
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Societies, Individual (continued)
Jarveys of the Metropolis 41:182
Jefferson Hopes 33:105
John Openshaw Society 31:121
Knights of the Gnomon 29:120
Lady Frances Carfax Memorial Society 40:51
Legends of the West Country 22,127, 30:190
Lestrade's Lads 28:119
Long Island Cave Sleuths 30:249
Loungers and Idlers of the Empire 28:243
Madras, India areas 33:111
Master's Class 23:258
Masters of the Priory School 40:238, 41:55
Meiringen Meringues 37:246
Men on the Tor 27:174
Men with the Twisted Konjo 37:50
Mexborough Lodgers 24:246
Midlothian Mendicants 38:52
Midwest Scion of the Four 38:180
Mini-Tonga 29:185
Missing Three-Quarters of New Zealand 22:125
Molly Maguires, see Scowrers and Molly Maguires
Montague Street Lodgers of Brooklyn 36:175
Moorville Moor-Ponies 39:49
Moulton's Prospectors 27:120
Mrs. Hudson's Cliff-Dwellers 26:181
Mrs. Hudson's Lodgers 24:54
Mrs. Turner Thames Club Breakfasters 38:180
Musgrave Story Society 35:52
Mycroft Holmes Society 24:122
Napa Valley Napoleons 34:183
Napoleons of Crime (Kew Gardens NY) 26:53, 179; (Detroit) 26:180
Nashville Scholars of the Three-Pipe Problem 30:122, 35:52
New Zealand Stocks 26:252
Noble and Most Singular Order of the Blue Carbuncle 22:59
Nocturnal Canines 31:189
Non-Canonical Calabashes 20:245
Nonpareil Club 24:125
Northern Musgraves 41:190
Norwegian Explorers of Minnesota 37:126
Notorious Canary-Trainrs 24:185
Occupants of the Empty House 28:119
Occupants of the Full House 42:119
Old Soldiers of Quaker Street 35:242
Ounces of Shag 23:59
Oxbridge Scholars of Baltimore 43:61
Paget's Irregular Horse 42:58
Parallel Case of St. Louis 40:53
Societies, Individual (continued)
Pawky Humorists 34:88
Penang Lawyers 29:124
Persian Slipper Club (San Francisco) 35:242
Persian Slippers Brookline (MA) 35:243
Pillars of the Lyceum 34:185
Pinchin Street Irregulars 38:183
Pin-Point Pupils 29:189
Pleasant Places of Florida 22:58
Politician, the Lighthouse and the Trained Cormorants 40:54
Poor Bibliophiles International 36:52
Practical but Limited Geologists 31:246
Priory School Dropouts 36:243
Priory School of New York 21:53
Protective Order of the Persian Slipper 35:178
Railwaymen and Platelayers 30:125
Rascally Lascars
Red-Headed League 29:189; of New Jersey 30:56
Red Lamp League 31:63
Reorganized Avenging Angels 28:53
Resident Patients of Baker Street 21:246; of Toowoomba 42:59
Residents of Baskerville Hall 21:184
Retired Colourmen (Brooklyn) 22:59; (Ohio) 25:244
St. Bartholomew's Chemical Laboratory 38:182
Seventeen Steps 24:122
Shadows of the Elm 40:242, 41:122
S.H.E.R.L.O.C.K., see Darlington Substitutes, above
Sherlock Holmes Enthusiastic Readers' League, see Darlington Substitutes
Sherlock Holmes Klubben i Denmark 24:49
Sherlock Holmes Society of Adelaide 28:181; of Australia 50:251
Sherlock Holmes Society of Jerusalem 36:122; of London, see main index
Sherlock Holmes Wireless Society 25:111
Sherlockian Fiddlers 33:45
Sign of the Four Faces 42:59, 121, 183
Silver Blazers 25:245
Sir James Saunders Society 25:60
Society of Solitary Cyclists 26:53
Some Freaks of Atavism 29:50
Sound of the Baskervilles 31:59
South Downers 38:56
Stapletons of Merripit House 25:186, 27:115
Stormy Petrels 25:59; of Maumee Bay 28:183
Stranded Magazines (sick) 27:233
Strange Old Book Collectors 29:51
Street Arabs 39:122
Strollers on the Strand 30:123, 37:117
Students in Scarlet 23:58
Societies, Individual (continued)
Sub-Librarians 21:52
Sussex Vampires 20:145
Sydney Passengers of Australia 35:177
Thor Bridge Fishers 43:62
Three Garridebs 23:257
Three Hours-for Lunch Club 40:180
Three Hudsons:34:115, 35:52
Three Students 29:185
Tidewaiters 21:118
Trained Cormorants of Gifu 28:49
Tra-La-La-Lira-Lira-Lay Society 36:119
Travellers for Nevada 21:245
Trichinopoly Ashes 28:49
Trifling Monographers (OK) 30:58; Trifling Monographs (MI) 21:187
Twisted Lip Society 36:49
Unanswered Correspondents 26:112
Unravellers of the Scarlet Thread 27:120
Veiled Lodgers 26:244
Victoria Station Idlers 35:117
Victorian Gentlemen 20:245
Von Herder's Airguns Ltd. 39:123
VR of Dallas 26:53, 243
Watson's Erroneous Deductions 29:53
Watson's Tin Box 41:124
Watson's Tin Dispatchers 41:60
West Bend Horror 28:243
Winnipeg area 33:247
Yale Bullpups 31:62; Yale Sherlock Holmes Society 38:57
Young Sherlockian Corresponding Society 27:120
Younger Stanfords 40:245
Solar system: Holmes and Rossetti, Jenkins 27:49
Solberg, Andrew L, "Philosophy of Sherlock Holmes” 26:197; "Sherlock Holmes's Existence” 43:50
"Solution to The Devil's Foot" Fish 28:224
"Solution to the Long Island Cave Mystery” Galerstein 33:233
"Some Brief Recollections of a Pip” Clark 37:159
"Some Marginal Notes on The Naval Treaty” Wilson 25:203
"Some Notes on the Names of the Brothers Moriarty” Skene Melvin 21:90
"Some Observations and Speculations upon the Segregation of the Real Watson” Mende 22:204
"Some Random Thoughts on a Great Man and his Art” Keddie 24:33
"Some Reflections on Indoor Target Practice” Zunic 38:161
"Some Reflections on the Oscar Slater Trial” Schrandt 23:185
"Some Reflections on Trevor Hall and the Early Life of Sherlock Holmes” Clark 35:153
"Some Remarkable Wines” Utechin 27:142
Spurgeon, Rev. C.H.: and Holmes, Hall 23:237
“Spurious Squires” Linsenmeyer 23:11
Squire, William, “Regarding the Identity of the Bisulphate of Baryta” 24:22
Stacpoole, H. Devere: wanted Holmes stories, Helling 20:121
Staff-commander (SCAN): Rothman 36:162
Stalin, Josef: Dudley 23:244
“Stalking the Deerstalker” Budd 32:211
Stamford, Young (STUD): Silk 30:110

“STAND WITH ME HEREUPON THE TERRACE”: Obituaries
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"STAND WITH ME HERE UPON THE TERRACE": Obituaries (continued)


_Sc_ Standard Doyle Company, see Morley

Stanegerson (STUD): source, Rosenblatt 42:210

Stanich, Ray, j.t.au., see Nevins

Stanley, Henry M., explorer: and TWis 41:127

Stapleton, John (HOUN), see Baskerville, Rodger

Stapleton, Beryl (HOUN), see Baskerville, Beryl

Star Trek (TV program) see Spock

_Stan_ Stark Munro Letters (Doyle)(R) 33:55

Starr, Herbert W., "Abbay Grange" 21:215; (L) 26:185; Two-Shilling Award 26:112; obit. 27:57


"State of Chemistry in Holmes's Day" Dence 25:212

"Stately Holmes of (The Church of) England" Jacobs (L) 40:42

"Statement of Obadiah Wilson" Woods 34:221

Statettes, Philippine: Heppner 33:146

Stavert, Geoffrey S., "John Harrington Watson, MD" 31:204; _Study in Southsea_ (R) 38:58; (L) 31:180, 33:240

Steatopygia: Hottentot, discussed (HOUN), Krogman 20:135

Steele, Frederic Dorr: cartoon with map 36:74; drew Holmes in two minutes 20:131;

(ediit) 41:133; illustrations sought, Steele 27:46

Steele, Robert G. (L) 27:46

Steinach, Eugen: as Lowenstein (CREE), Silverstein 20:121, 23:220

Steinbrunner, Peter Christian: edit. _Baker Street Inventory_ 27: no 3-30; obit., Shaw 43:186

Stephens, Robert: acted Holmes (port.) 21:76

Stephenson, J.W. (L) 31:117

Stern, Madeleine B., _Game’s a Head_ (R) 33:116; "Game’s A Head" 20:157; "Retort and a Rejoinder" 23:208; "Sherlock Holmes, Rare Book Collector", Blau (L) 32:53

Sterndale, Dr. Leon (DEVIL): Dudley 25:173, Galerstein 24:168

Stetak, Ruthann, "Jefferson Hope: a Fairly Good Dispenser" 39:144

Stevenson, R. L., _Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde_; Watson as Hyde, Sanford 31:77; "Suicide Club" and Holmes, Tracy 22:90; "Beach of Falesa" and Stapleton (HOUN), O’Brien 27:206; on style and realism, and Canon, Hoerr 25:159
Stewart, Enola: Commissionaire's Award 39:55
Sticks, see Walking sticks
Stix, Thomas L., Sr., "Silver Blaze Comes of Age" 23:79; "Yellow Face" 24:166;
obit. 24:193
Stix, Thomas L., Jr., BAKER STREET INVENTORY 31:126, 190, 32:61, 117; "Collector,
Punster, Simpson, Shaw" 40:211; "Julian Wolff: Forever the Commissionaire" 36:71;
(review of) *Study in Summise* (Harrison) 34:251; (ill.) 43:47
Stock, Nigel: acted Watson 34:59; obit. 36:238
"Stock-Broker's Clerk": Dudley 23:22, Fusco 22:114
Stoker, Bram: Dracula, and Holmes, O'Brien 37:154; in Lyceum (SIGN), Hoerr 22:53
Stone, Harry, *Casebook of Sherlock Doyle* (R) 42:124
Stone, Ridley, "Sherlock at the Bat" 25:220; "Upstairs, Downstairs" (V) 32:162
Stonehenge: Anderson 22:8
Stoner, Julia (SPEC): Hoffer 29:106; ghost (V), Lauterbach 23:207
Storm Petersen, see Petersen, Robert Storm
Storr, Catherine: pseudonym Irene Adler, Rodin and Key 42:140
Story of Mr. George Edalji (Doyle)(R) 35:244
Stout, Rex: birthday 22:43; port. 21:243; obit., Davis 26:57
"Straightening Out the Crooked Man" Lachtman 31:39
"Straightjacket of Success" Lauterbach 30:198
Strand (street), London: (ill.) 29:155
Strand Magazine (cover ill.) 27:137, 37:120; erratum in BSJ, should read 1923, Helling
20:121, 180; index (R) 33:112
"Strange Affair of the Hidden Meanings" Welch 26:16
Strange Stories from Life (Doyle)(R) 39:124
"Strangerson Unmasked" Rosenblatt 42:210
"Street Scene" (ill) Valette 27:141
Street names: Jabez and Wilson, 34:191
Streetlamps, see Lamplighters
Strickland, Patricia, "Baskerville Cat" (V) 32:226; "Sherlock Holmes Crossword
Puzzle" 28:24; (L) 28:176
Strickland (Kipling character): and Holmes in Tibet, Foss 25:68
Stride, Elizabeth, murder victim, see Cookery: kidneys; Jack the Ripper
"Structure Threatened" Woods 25:98
Strum, George H. "Doubleday's Code" 43:115
"Stuart Brows Encircled or Tudor Loins Embraced?" Burr 35:161; (edit.) 35:227
Studies in Scarlet (book) (R) 40:58
"Study in Landladies" Katz 38:92
*Study in Scarlet*: Malec (L) 36:169; accomplice Irene, Clarkson 22:84; author of Part II,
Umansky 32:25; beating cadavers, Jenkins 26:46; buffalo obscure tracks, Waterhouse
32:48; cab-owner accomplice, Tracy 24:105; cablegram, Naganuma 21:14; centenary,
book (R) 37:121, (edit.) 37:197, postcard (ill.) 36:250; Doyle notebook, Holmes' name,
Fleissner 41:226; dramatization 32:191; Drebber and Alice, Fusco 20:150; Friston illustrations,
Ravin and Kenyon 42:106; Gregson's report, Ballman 22:172; Holmes insecure,
Cole 30:170; Jefferson Hope, Anderson 39:135, Stetak 39:144; Mrs. Sawyer, Foss (L)
32:231, Skornickel 59:105; poison and placebo, Brody 40:156; pun, cartoon, Bond 35:4;
radio play, Karlson (L) 27:171; ring, Santa Fe advt. 22:198; Sierra Blanco, Melander
31:83; sources, Hope, Decker 37:228, Rosenblatt 42:210, Shreffler 34:133
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Study in Scarlet, a Sherlock Holmes Murder Dossier (Goodenough) (R) 33:184
*Study in Similarity* Propp 29:32
Study in Southsea, see Stavert
"Study in the Economics of Sherlock Holmes" O'Donnell 34:227
"Study of the Chaldean Roots in the Ancient Cornish Language" Shreffler 30:223
"Study of the Legend of the Hound of the Baskervilles" Green 31:40
Stumpp, Charles, "Those Were the Golden Years" 43:234; obit., Harrington 43:186
Subway, London see Metropolitan Railway
"Such People in It" (edit.) 42:133
*Suggested Two-Thirds of the Missing Three-Quarter* Berdan 38:151
Suggestions to authors 33:6
"Suicide Club", see Stevenson
"Suicide Disguised as Murder" Maginn 39:13
Sullivan, Eleanor: The Woman 40:44; obit., Stix 41:176
Sullivan, John L., boxer: Leonard 29:37
Sumatra, giant rat of, see Rat
Supreme Court, see United States Supreme Court
Surveying: in MUSG, Merrill 20:39, 243; Monroe 22:123; inch errors 1794, 20:190, 243
Suszynski, James, "I Keep a Bull Pup" 30:35
Sutherland, Mary (IDENT): Herzog (L) 28:46, Shea 29:75
Sweeps, see Chimney-sweeps
Swift, Francine (L) 33:42
Swift, Prudence Moran, Hound's Tale (R) 43:125
Swift, Wayne B., "Great Yellow Diamond" 29:21; "Scary Scenario of the Scrambled Sculptures" (L) 32:233; "Search for Ionides" (L) 32:185; "Silver Blaze — a Corrected Identification" 41:25; verse to J. Wolff 30:4; "Watson's Secret Method" 28:10; (L) 29:174; and Francine Swift, "Bay Carbuncle" 43:91
Swinburne, Algernon: and Sholto (SIGN), Scheidenten 27:11
Swine: harpooning farmer (cartoon), Decker 41:20
Switzerland: De Waal 25:12; see also Meiringen; Reichenbach Fall

T

"Take a Wire, Like a Good Fellow" Brodie 41:148
"Take Neither the First, nor the Second" Margolin 25:231
"Tales from Dartmoor* (cartoons), see Decker
"Tales of Two Tales" Morrow 25:144
"Talk Standing upon the Terrace* (V) (LAST), Rhine 22:203
Tani, Stefano, Doomed Detective 34:190
Tantalus: Aucott 25:178, Koelle 26:46, Potter 25:33; see also Gasogene
Tattersall, Jim, "Dynamics of an Asteroid" 25:74

Taylor, Bruce, jLau., see Green, Denis
Taylor, Mary, “Sherlockian Kriss-Kross” 30:106
Teeth: dental identification, Gemmill 27:230
Tennis in Canon: Silverstein 32:168
Terrace, see STAND WITH ME
“Terrible Tale of the Tantalus and the Gasogene” Hammer 33:236
Tess of the d’Urbervilles, see Hardy
Textual interpretation: Holmes formula 33:119
Textual variants, see Canon: errors; and heading “textual variants” under individual cases
“Textual Variations in The Missing Three-Quarter” Redmond 35:9
“That Bashful British Meiosis” Fletcher 36:199
“That Green and Gold Monster” Greengold 40:161
“That Monograph upon the Polyphonic Motets of Lassus” Merrill 24:23
Thayer, Ernest L., “Casey at the Bat”; and SCAN, Stone 25:220
Theatre: melodrama at White Horse Inn 23:34, 65; see also Plays
Theology, see Holmes: religion
“Theory, Hypothesis, and Sherlock Holmes” Hudson 41:86
“There was More than One Rat in Sumatra” Hayes 24:154
“There was Not a Finer Lad in the Regiment” Ely 32:81
“They Might Be Clews” (L) Hayes 36:237
They Might Be Giants (film, ill.) 21:191
Think (motto): cartoon, Bond 38:68
Thinking Machine, see Futrelle
Third Pillar (periodical) 39:190
“This Case Deserves to be a Classic” Jenkins 24:9
“This Charming Town: Sherlock Holmes at Oxford” Utechin 26:135
Thomalen, Robert E.: Two-Shilling Award 38:47
Thomalen, Theresa: Queen Victoria Medal 42:50
Thomas, Charles J., "Mysterious Coventry Factory" 28:92
Thomas, Dylan: and Holmes, Betzner 37:97
Thorndyke, Dr. John K: and Holmes, Carr 22:203, Simms 23:87; biographical note by Freeman, Webster 23:190; examines hat as in BLUE, 23:134

"Those were the Days" Clark 34:87
"Those were the Golden Years" Stumpp 43:234


"Thoughts on Sherlock Holmes" Asimov 37:201
"Thoughts on the Bust of Miss Mary Morstan" Trenerry 20:210
"Thoughts on The Yellow Face" Potter 24:164


"Three Garridebs": and REDH, Dudley 22:22, Roden 43:75; manuscript sold 40:124; name not in Kansas, Lellenberg 26:239; pictures of Holmes (edit.) 38:69; telegram, telephone in, Naganuma 21:1

"Three Heroines and a Double Plot" Mahoney 42:42
"Three Hours for Lunch Club (Morley) 40:180
"Three Soldiers and a Sailor" Vatta 43:112
"Three Students": at Cambridge, Barzun 21:224; hoax, Holmes (L) 39:237, Linsenmeyer 39:71; stolen manuscript recovered 23:203

"Through the Past Darkly" Page 25:234

Thurber, James: parodies of Holmes, Betzner 42:73


"Tie that Binds" Wright 28:143

Ties (neckwear), see Clothing

"Ties that Bind — Poorly" Darlington (L) 42:112

Tiger cub, proverb (IDEN): Waterhouse 40:135

Time: as villain in Canon, De Camara 32:209

Time for Sherlock Holmes, see Dvorkin

The Times, London: agony (personal) column, Rouby 20:206

Tinder Box International Ltd.: collection of Sherlockiana, Michelman 32:221

Tinea versicolor: in BLAN, Silberman 23:152

Tinning, Herbert P., "Game is Sometimes a Foot" (ill.) 26:166; (L) 26:45

Titles of nobility: Donegall 23:50, Linsenmeyer 23:13; British, for sale 42:192; see also Peerage

Tito, Marshal (Josip Broz): read Canon 23:259

Titus, Eve: (ill.) 43:46; Basil of Baker Street, cartoon, Bond 41:68; see also Basil (film)

"To Cornwall's Secluded Coast" (V) Daniels 31:169

To Play the Game, see Hammer

"To Sherlock Holmes at 100" (V) Enberg 37:226

"To Sherlock Holmes She is Always The Woman" Blau 36:107

"To Simpson — a Canonical Hero" Warner 32:16

"To the BSI" (V) Merril 22:67

"To the Second Mrs. Watson" Katz 40:108

"To Vincent Starrett" (V) Shea 24:3

"Toast to Irene Adler" (V) Byerly 34:105
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“Toast to Mrs. Hudson” Russo 32:88
“Toast to the Confreres of the Illustrious Client” Austin 24:77
“Toast to the Literary Agent” Post 32:229

Tobacco: Arcadia mixture, Faulkner et al. 24:150, 24:251, Walsh 24:147; ash, Wagley 22:166; blindness, Malloy 26:94; plugs and dottles, Davis 27:223; ship’s, Marion 24:146; shop afire, cartoon, Shackleford 41:217; see also Holmes: eyes; Holmes: smoking Toby jugs, see Porcelain
Todd, Christopher, “Sherlock Holmes as Literary Christ Figure” 35:229
Todd, Peter, pseudonym, see Hamilton, Charles
Tolins, Stephen H., “Brain Fever” 41:104
Tonga (SIGN): Rosenblatt 25:140; see also Andaman
Topeka, Kansas (3GAR); Lellenberg 26:239
Toronto: library, see Metropolitan Toronto
Torpedo: and BRUC, Wood 34:166
Torrese, Dante M., *Firearms in the Canon* 41:39, 42:154
*Tosca* (opera), see Puccini
“Touch Him Where You Would, He was False” Lellenberg 38:23
Touch of the Class, see Kean
Tracy, Dick (comic strip): and Holmes 35:189
Tracy, Jack, “Lot of Bull Pup” 21:155; “Nota Pedis Diaboli” 25:101; “Old Woman be Damned!” 24:105; “Portalis Sale of 1865” 26:29; “St. Saviour’s, Near King’s Cross” 27:213; “Some Thoughts on the Suicide Club” 22:90; (L) 25:1811 26:48, 184; see also *Sherlock Holmes — the Published Apocrypha*

Trade unions, see Unions
Tragedy of revenge (STUD): Anderson 39:153
Train robbery: South Eastern Railway 1855, Wilson 26:217
Trains, see Railways
Tranby Croft card scandal, 1890: and EMI, Cochran 30:212
Transcendentalism: reversal of good and evil in *FINA* (P), Russell 22:174
Transportation: public, in Canon, Springer 21:10
Tredannack (DEW): Tracy 25:101
“Tree that Wasn’t” Utechin 22:245
Tree Worship (EMPT) see Catullus
*Trelawney Hope* (SECO), see Hope
Trenery Walter (writing as Otis Hearn), “Marginalia to *The Sign of Four*” 22:24; “Thoughts on the Bust of Miss Mary Morstan” 20:210; “Undertones of Boscombe Valley” 28:36
Trepianier, James J. (L) 36:170
Trepoff (unpublished case): Shaw 23:246
*Trial of Sherlock Holmes* (play), see Kopolowitz
Triangles, romantic: and Holmes, Clark 35:153
“Tribute to 1895” Dudley 32:205
“Trifle Trying” Marshall 21:38
Trimble, Virginia (L) 28:174
*Tri-Metallic Question* (book) (R) 42:124
“Trip that Never Was” Wilson 20:67

"Trip to Baker Street via Armchair" Bryan 32:156

Trouble in Bugland, see Kotzwinkle

Trudeau, Noah A., "Fred Porlock — Probing a Link in the Chain" 26:9; "Second Most Dangerous Man in London" 22:104

"True Backbone" (L) Leonard 40:43

"True Location of 221B" Iacono 31:161

"True Smoking Preference of Sherlock Holmes" Whiting 42:25

Truman, Harry S: postage stamp 34:125; obit., port. 28:61

"Truth about Jefferson Hope" Shreffler 34:133

The Tulpa, see Williamson

"Tune in Again for Sherlock Holmes" Morrow 22:38

Turgenev, Ivan: parallel to Snx, Greengold (L) 40:175

"Turn for Deduction" Kelley 42:200

"Turned Up, from Down Under" Ruder 43:180

Turner, J.M.W.: painted Reichenbach Fall, Lauterbach (L) 38:172


"Turner-McCarthy" Galerstein (L), 34:244

Twain, Mark: allusions to Holmes, Lockwood (L) 31:55; Double-Barreled Detective Story, Groome (L) 28:109, Lockwood (L) 29:174; Huckleberry Finn, and Doyle, Woodward (L) 28:46

"Twas the Second Morning after Christmas" (V) Rosenberger 21:196

"20:00 Hours: the Dedication of Holmes Peak" Davis 35:156

"Twenty-Second Man" Hammer 38:18; book, see Hammer

"Twice-Stained Treaty" Baum 32:146

"Two-Author Theory of The Blanched Soldier" Wortman 38:158

221B (play), see Read, Martyn; "221B" (sonnet) Starrett 24:3, 31:168

221BBS (computer bulletin board) 39:190

"Two Lord Ruftons" Farmer 21:221

"Two Masters: Holmes and Beethoven" De Waal 23:104

Two of Note" (edit.) 43:197

"Two Poems" Kowols 40:170

"Two Publications of A. Conan Doyle" Jenkins 23:156


"Two Zoological Enquiries" Maxfield 29:167

Tyler, Richard, "Cervantes in The Valley of Fear?" 24:208
U

U.N.C.L.E. (TV program), see "Man from UNCLE"
Ufa: island, map 31:224; Town, Russia 20:62
"Ufa, Lenin and Holmes" Galerstein 38:104
Uffa, island (unpublished case) 27:250, Berman 33:7, Galerstein 38:104
Ulyanov, Vladimir, see Lenin
Umansky, Harlan L., "Adventure in 'Wild Sunmise" 32:25; "Of Seeing and Perceiving"
41:162; (L) 39:111, 42:112
"UnBrotherly Quiz" Fairbank 32:224
"Uncelebrated Accomplice of the Speckled Band" Pratte 40:144
Uncollected Stories (Doyle) (R) 33:113
Underground (London subway), see Metropolitan Railway
"Undertones of Boscombe Valley" Hearn 28:36
Underwood, Carolyn R., "Sherlock Holmes and the Fair Sex" 35:157
Unions (labor): in VALL, Waxenberg 43:86
United States: Army Signal Corps cipher, Shulman 23:19; map, Wolff 31:21; Supreme Court decision mentions Holmes 34:190, Armstrong (L) 35:238
"Universal Defect" Rielly 31:44
University of California at Los Angeles: conference 26:116
University of Wisconsin: exhibition 26:117
"Unknown Moriarty" Waggoner 28:165
Unknown Sherlock Holmes, see Brown, Lloyd
"Unravelling The Speckled Band" Needleman 34:139
"Unsafe at 221b" Sauvage 34:206
Unsolved Case of Sherlock Holmes, see Sharp
Untimely Death, see Hare
"Unusual Visitor in Baker Street" Dunning 25:195
"Upon Bruises" Senter 28:225
"Upon Meeting a Canonical Criminal" Keefauver and Carter 36:34
"Upon the Identification of Bismuthate of Baryta" Walsh 20:110
"Upon the Polyphonic Motets of Lassus" Linsenmeyer 24:23
"Upon the Relative Reliability of Watson and Wilson" Keefauver 33:92
Upstairs, Downstairs (TV program): Morris 26:26
"Upstairs, Downstairs" (V) Stone 32:162
Upton, Jean, "Pilgrimage to Baker Street" 38:229
"Utopian Sherlock" Rosenblatt 42:71

V

VR in bullet-pocks, see Baker Street, 221b: VR
Valette, Adolph, "Street Scene" (ill.) 27:141


Valve: of submarine (!) (ill.) 21:153

Vamberry, Arminius: and Holmes, Wilson 33:86
Vampires: cartoon, Decker 41:147

Van Antwerp, Frances, "Was He Biparous?* 29:88
Van Ash, Cay, Years Beyond Baker Street (R) 34:118
Van Burem, Abigail, advice columnist; (P) Cannon 23:203, Rouby 20:206
Van Dover, J.K., "Huxley, Holmes and the Scientific Detective" 38:240
Van Dusen, Prof. Augustus S.F.X., see Futrelle
Vane, Harriet: and Peter Wimsey, Linsenmeyer 21:210

Vanishing, see Disappearances
VanLieren, Edward J., “Dr. John H. Watson and the Subclavian Steal” 23:214
VanValkenburgh, Norman J., “Old Shikari” 31:14
Varner, J.R., j.t.au., see Frechette

"Vatican File" Levitt 41:212; see also Pope


Vaught, Richard L., "Now see Here, Holmes!" 25:47

Vehicles: horse-drawn, Krejci-Graf 22:51, Potter 21:200; postage stamps (ill.) 33:248, 35:189; see also Cab; Coaches; Hansom; Horses; Transportation

"Veiled Lodger": Potter 22:158, Worden 29:99; and Moriarty, Waggoner 28:165; Eugenia Ronder, Herzog 29:74

Vernet, Horace: painting, Schoenherr (L) 31:180

Vernet family: and Holmes, Barzin 37:221, Kaegebehn 28:25, McClure 38:148
Verse: epitome of Canon, Clarke 21:3; paraphrases, BLUE, Rosenberger 21:196; 3GAB, Rosenberger 33:83; and see Blank verse, and items marked (V)

Very Great Grandson of Sherlock Holmes (play), see Majeski

“Very Limited Experience of Dr. John H. Watson” Redmond 38:226

Victoria, queen: and Julian Wolff (cartoon), Lauritzen 29:196; (port.) 29:68; see also Queen Victoria Medal (BSI)

Victorian Britain: an Encyclopedia, see Mitchell, Sally

"Victorian Flashlight" Kennedy 30:141

"Victorian Sexual Subculture" Hoffmann 35:19

Videotapes: Peshawar Finger 38:49

View-Halloa: Sherlockian Essays (ed. Richards) (R) 41:126

Vig, Jill, “Love Song of Sherlock Holmes” 25:18

"Vigor: a Case for Identity" Lachtman 27:37

Villains: contest 25:120, 211; see also Innocent persons

"Vincent Starrett in Baker Street" 36:151

Viney, Charles, Sherlock Holmes in London (R) 40:57

Violence: in Canon, Page 24:158; see also Conan Doyle syndrome

Violin: of Dr. Bell 33:251; see also Holmes: violin

“Violin Conversations” Keefauver 37:76

"Visit from Tobias Gregson" Ballman 22:172


Vitriol-throwing (ILLU): Harris, (ill.) Grasset 26:43

"Vladimir Nabokov" Page 24:12

Vogelsang, James A. (L) 43:184

Von Bork (LAST): Foss 30:220

Von Herder, see Herder

Voodoo: in WIST, Wilson 22:150

Waggoner, Larry, “Unkown Moriarty” 28:165

Wagley, Philip F., “Lingering Mystery about the Norwood Affair” 22:166

Wagner, Richard, Ring operas: and Sign, Jenkins 34:150

Waid, John L. (L) 29:238

Wainewright, Thomas G., poisoner: Ravin 37:37


Walking sticks: Shelley (L) 29:42; Penang lawyer (Houn, cartoon) Decker 37:87

Wall, Wayne, “Holmes’s Tangled Web” 25:105; “Satanic Motif in Moriarty” 27:27;


Wallace, D.A., j.t.au., see Springer

Wallace, Edgar: and Doyle re 2218, Harrison 23:251

Wallechinsky, Daniel, People's Almanac: Holmes item, Lapinskas, Redmond 26:121

Walsh, James P., “Sherlock Holmes at Lourdes” 28:216

Walsh, Margaret: The Woman, BSI 1992, 42:50

Walsh, William J., “À la recherche du tabac inconnu” 24:147; “Moriarty a Villain?” 23:100;

“Upon the Identification of the Bisulphate of Baryta” 20:110

Walters, Lee R., “Great Experiment” 38:94; “Hydrocarbon Puzzle” 29:222

Wankel engine: (ill.) 21:153, Stowe 22:49
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Ward, Bill, "Sonnet to the Commissionaire" 36:91; (L) 27:169

Warhol, Andy, painter: planned film 22:262; sculpture, Karlson 20:140

Warlock, see Magician


"Scorcher and the Lady" 31:145; "To Simpson — a Canonical Hero" 32:16

Warren, Mrs. (RED): and Shaw play, Berdan 39:206

Warren, Daniel C., "Mary, the One and Only" 41:21; (L) 42:111

Warshauer, Richard, "My Friend, Wilson Hargreave" 23:113; (L) 26:48

"Was He Biparous?" Van Antwerp 28:88

"Was Holmes Converted to Religion?" Wall 23:237

"Was Sherlock Holmes a Pacifist?" Page 24:158

"Was Sherlock Holmes' Brother a Remittance Man?" Holmes 22:87

"Was Sherlock Holmes Jewish?" Michelman 35:232

"Was Sherlock Holmes The Shadoi,7?" Estleman 32:36

"Was Stalin a Sherlockian?" Dudley 23:244

"Was Watson an Uncle?" Batory 38:78

"Was Watson, Watson?" Black 30:86


Waterhouse, William C., "Case of the Persian Proverb" 40:135; "Holmes and the Buffalo" 32:48

Watson, Charles John ("Doc"), baseball player: Spivak 42:166

Watson, George, surgeon: and John H. Watson, Mende 22:204, Redmond 21:158

Watson, James: nephew of Dr. John, Berman 22:237

Watson, James, surgeon, 1766-1833: Nathan and Goldfarb 34:234

Watson, Dr. John: founder of American Medical Assn., Wolff 27:126

Watson, John: Paganini's business manager, Kecfauver 37:76

Watson, Dr. John Harry: obit., Maxfield 27:212

WATSON, Dr. John H. (late Indian Army):

acted by Bruce (port.) 21:9; by Kingsley (ill.) Singleton 39:27; by Stock 34:59 affairs, see Watson: and women

age, Tolins 42:162

and British Army 40:250

and J. Habakuk Jephson, Kiser 30:98

and Montague Rhodes James Emery 38:42

and Moriarty (VALL), Malloy 27:24

and Stamford (STUD), Silk 30:110

and Wilde, Roberts 31:80


anti-American, Evans 22:153

as author, see Watson: writing

as hunter in India, Linsenmeyer 28:12

as Stevenson's Hyde, Sanford 31:77

as woman in film 21:191
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bereavement: nephew, Berman 22:237; see also Watson: wife

biography, Nathan and Goldfarb 34:234

bull pup (STUD), Brodie 21:238, Fletcher 21:156, Suszynski 30:35, Tracy 21:154,
(cartoons) Bond 39:68, Shackleford 42:167

cartoons, see artists, Bond, Decker, Schatell, Shackleford

clothing (cartoon), Lauritzen 22:182, 25:54

companions of good Moriarty (P), Russell 22:174
criticized by Holmes, Clark 24:35, Kamil 31:48, Klinefelter 25:84
death, Nathan 28:204, Worth (L) 29:111
descendant in Peshawar, Hones 31:233

Schatell 31:115
drinking, Potter 22:165

exaggeration, see Watson: silence

explains why no cases after 1927, Puhl 21:232
eyes, Gerard 23:126, Kennedy 23:46

family, Batory 38:78, Berman 22:237, Hones 31:233, Moss 29:11, Nathan and

Goldfarb 34:234

fees (cartoon), Bond 36:132

foil of Holmes, Watt 22:207

imposture theory, Austin (L) 28:176, Black 30:86, Foss (L) 31:52, Saltzman 28:6

in Afghan War, Black 30:86, Jefferis 41:82, Jones 31:233, Linsenmeyer 28:12

in Africa, Zulu War, Lane 20:30

in Canada, Toronto, Nathan 28:204

in Heaven (P), Sovine 26:68

in Indian Army, see Watson: in Afghan War

in USA, Custer's cavalry, Ely 32:83

in World War 1914-18, Katz 42:100

jeopardized by Holmes, Page 22:112

judge of character, Silverstein 22:21

letter to Holmes 33:73

letters in apocrypha, Vatza 38:84

locum tenens, see Anstruther

marriage broken up by Holmes, Clark 22:219; see also Watson: wife

medical degree, Katz 30:75

medical knowledge, Fish 24:120, Katz 30:75, 38:233, Redmond 38:226, Wurl

25:21, Osten 25:162

medical practice, Dudley 23:22, Harrison 20:199, Katz 32:150, Maxfield 26:203,


ENGR, Brody 33:229; SCAN, Heiselberg 33:17

microscope, Bengtsson 41:237

mustache, Mendt 22:205

name, Mende 22:204; middle name, Berman (L) 28:109, McGhee-Glisson (L)

29:111, Stavert 31:204, (P) Sovine 26:68; see also Watson, James

namesakes 39:252, Tolins 42:162

notes, Betzner 42:224, (cartoon) Lauritzen 27:132
WATSON, Dr. John H. (late Indian Army): (continued)

parody names, Atsonez, Karlson 20:140; Squatson, Warner 41:220
plagiarized Poe, Groome 30:102
30:83, Redmond 21:158
psychiatrist, Oppenhehn 30:1(X)
religion, Wilson 23:172
retirement, Puhl 21:232
school, Emery 41:144, McCallister 41:135
silence, Clark 24:35
skin color (STUD), Fonaroff 27:219
smoking, see Tobacco
style, see Watson: writings
tennis shoes (Chas), Silverstein 32:168
vagueness on dates, Clark 22:219 (verse) Kowols 40:170
vices (cartoon), Bond 33:4
watch (SigN) and Mycroft, Hammer 35:139
McGregor 30:26, Warren 41:21, (L) 42:111; see also Morstan; Watson: marriage
will, Maxfield (L) 29:113, Nathan 28:204
Van Liere 23:214
writings, Hoveyda 30:17, Ravin 30:94; Webster 27:48; Doyle altered FINA, EMFF,
Sauvage 38:72; on medicine, Maxfield 26:203; romantic, Lieberman 20:229; style,
Faurot 30:77; uncontrolled by Holmes, Mitchell (L) 28:234

Watson, Dr. John I., California: Senter (L) 28:175
Watson, Malcolm, and E. LaSerre, Sheerluck Jones (play): Blau 32:251; (R) 33:56
Watson, Dr. Patrick Heron: prototype of John H. Watson, Lellenberg and Lofts 30:83
Watson, Doctor, racehorse 28:250
“Watson and Holmes: Writer and Critic” Kamil 31:48
“Watson and Shaw” Berdan 39:206
“Watson, as seen by Uncle Percy” Silk 30:110
“Watson’s Secret Method” Swift 28:10
“Watson’s Secular Writings” Maxfield 26:203
“Watson Was a Doctor!” Fish 24:120
Watsonville, California: Schoenherr (L) 31:180

Watt, Donald J., “Literary Craft of The Hound of the Baskervilles” 22:207
Waugh, Carol-Lynn R., j.l.a.u., see Greenberg
Waugh, Evelyn, Brideshead Revisited: TV series (R,L) Cochran 32:115
Waxenberg, Michael, “Organized Thoughts on Organized Labor” 43:86; “Will of
the Norwood Builder” 42:34
“We Are ... The Irregulars” (edit.) 42:69
“We Shall Not Look upon his Like Again” Potter 23:71
“We were Both in the Photographs” Jenkins 36:6
Weapons, see Firearms; Revolver; Rifle
Weather: barometer (BOSC), Schweickert 30:243; in Canon, Wesson (L) 33:173
Weaver, Fritz: acted Holmes (port.), Clark 23:52
Webber, Andrew Lloyd, see Cats ‘musical’
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Weber, Stanley E. (L) 29:237

Weddings, see Marriage law; “Scandal in Bohemia”: wedding
Weid, John L. (L) 28:229
Wein, Richard A., “Real Mystery of The Copper Beeches” 38:219
Weirdly Thrilling Adventure of the Lost Birthday Suit (ed. L.C. Hopkins) (R) Porlock 43:59
Welch, Colin, “Strange Affair of the Hidden Meanings” 26:16
Welch, James, actor 32:251
Welcome to America, Mr. Sherlock Holmes, see Redmond, Christopher
Weller, Philip, Dartmoor of The Hound of the Baskervilles (R) 41:251; “Priority of The Priory School” 41:203; (L) 42:172
Welles, Orson: radio version of Gillette play, Morrow 22:188
Wells, Carolyn, “Adventure of the Mona Lisa” 39:22
Wells, George E., “Speckled Band” (ill.) 23:201; (L) 26:42
Wesson, Sheldon, “Crimes of The Adventure of Black Peter” 32:153; “Light upon the Candle” 38:238; “Silver Blaze (Southern Division)” (V) 33:168; (L) 33:173
West, Arthur Cadogan, see Cadogan West
Westminster Abbey: memorial needed, Kiser (L) 30:113
Weyman, Ronald C., Sherlock Holmes and the Mark of the Beast (R) 40:248
What Happened to Sherlock Holmes?, see White-Prince
“What Holmes Did for Holland” Harrison 23:232
“What Watson Did Not Know” Williams 29:150
“Whatever Happened to Watson?” Katz 42:100
“Whatever Happened to Wiggins?” Jones 35:38
Wheatley, Denis: Donegall 22:50
Wheel, James, “On the Straight Left” 35:112
Whelan, Mary Ann (ill.) 43:45
Whelan, Michael F.: Two-Shilling Award 42:50
“Which Art in Whose Blood?” Barzun 37:222
Whimsy: deplored in scholarship, Smith 26:166
Whitaker’s Almanack: Sisson 22:250
White Company: manuscript auctioned 23:202
White Horse Inn: play at 23:35, 65
White-Prince, Terence, What Happened to Sherlock Holmes? (R) 35:181
Whitechapel murders, 1888, see Jack the Ripper
Whitehead, Paxton: acted Holmes, Steinbrunner 29:57
Whitehead torpedo: and BRUC, Wood 34:166
“Whiteness in Scarlet” Decker 37:228
Whiting, Steven E., R. “True Smoking Preference of Sherlock Holmes” 42:25
Whitney, Robert B. (on phosphorescence in HOUn) 27:136
“Who is a Baker Street Irregular?” Smith 22:3
“Who is Angus Hudson?” Morris 26:26
“Who is Cadogan West and What is He to Mycroft?” Ludwig 39:102
“Who was Huret?” Fleischman 21:163
“Who was Neil Gibson?” Dudley 25:173
“Who was the Mysterious Mrs. Sawyer?” Skornickel 29:105
“Who was the Grandmother of Sherlock Holmes?” Kaegebehn 28:25

"Who was Tonga?" Rosenblatt 25:140

Whodunit? (contributors) 20:64, 128, 192, 253; 21:64, 128, 192, 253; 22:64, 132, 200, 265; 23:68, 135, 206, 265; 24:67, 132, 196, 261; 25:64, 128, 192, 253; 26:63, 128, 192, 251; 27:64, 128, 192, 251; 28:64, 128, 192, 252; 29:64, 128, 192, 252; 30:64, 128, 192, 252; 31:64, 128, 192, 252; 32:64, 128, 192, 252; 33:63, 128, 192, 253; 34:64, 128, 192, 252; 35:64, 128, 192,

Whodunit? (contributors) (continued)
252; 36:64, 128, 192, 252; 37:64, 128, 192, 252; 38:64, 128, 192, 252; 39:64, 128, 192, 253; 40:64, 128, 192, 253; 41: no.1 inside back cover, 128, 192, 253; 42:64, 128, no.3 inside back cover, 128, 192, 254

"Who's Afraid of Julian Wolff?" Shaw 36:85

"Whose Was It?" Kennedy 26:79

"Why Coal-Tar Derivatives at Montpellier?" Caplan 39:29

"Why Did Sherlock Holmes Use Cocaine?" Musto 38:215

"Why Didn't I Check Montague Street?" Harrison 20:196

Wiggins (BSI, canonical): Jones 35:38

Wigglesworth, Belden, "Amoral Mr. Holmes" 22:107; "Down Memory Lane" 23:192; "Rondeau: To Martha Hudson" (V) 13:3

Wild, Jonathan: and Moriarty, Armstrong 42:143


"Will of the Norwood Builder" Waxenberg 42:34

"Will the Real Carina Please Stand Up?" Feinberg 25:81

"Will the Real Sherlock Holmes Please Stand Up?" Miller 22:232

"Will the Real Stanley Hopkins Please Stand Up?" Schweickert 32:79

"Will the Real Watson Please Stand?" Mende 21:33


"William of Baskerville and Sherlock Holmes" Fairbank 40:83

William of Orange, see Holland

Williams, Lucy C., 'My Good Name" 23:18

Williams, Molly G., "What Watson Did Not Know" 29:150

Williams, Newton M. (L) 29:113, 31:241; obit. 36:115

Williamson, Jerry N., The Tulpa (R) 35:181

Winner, Alan D. (L) 31:178


Wilson, Gary, "Anomaly of the Musgrave Ritual" 25:148

Wilson, Jabez (REDH): Keefauver 33:92; street names 34:191; tattoo and coin, Bengtsson 42:28

Wilson, Philip K., "Sherlock Holmes and Hippocrates" 37:41

Wilson-Schwartz, Victoria, "Love Song" (V) 38:107
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Wilson, canary trainer (unpublished case): Woods 34:221
Wimsey, Lord Peter: and Holmes, Linsenmeyer 21:207, Keddie 22:52
Winchester College: Watson's school, McCallister 41:135
Wind: crying in chimney (P) 28:247; Schweickert 35:102
Wine: Guy 38:144; in Canon, Hammer 33:236, Utechin 27:142
Winter, Kitty (ILLU): vitriol-throwing (ill.), Harris 26:43, Jones 33:19
Wisdom, Noel 33:173; Watson silhouette 33:74
"Wisteria Lodge": Clark 31:24, (L) 32:54; date, Mitchell (L) 28:234; Latin America, Wilson 22:143; Murillo, Dietz 39:153; telegrams, Naganuma 21:17; title 21: no3 back cover
"With Sherlock Holmes and Karl Baedeker in Farthest Cornwall" Wilson 32:7
Without a Clue (film, R): Singleton 39:27
"Without Even a Lens?" (L) Herzog 40:175
Wizard, see Magician
Wolf, Ben, "Sherlockian Prayer" (V) 24:239
Wolfe, Nero: and Holmes, Brunauer 34:98, (P) Sisson 20:170; society 28:246
Wolf, Dr., operator on teeth and corns, London (adv.) 27:188
Wolf, Ezra A., "Annual Dinner, the BSI", see Baker Street Irregulars (USA): dinner (V); (title varies); (obit. of Kenneth Lane) 38:175; Two-Shilling Award 37:54
Wolov, Beverly, *Culinary Celebration* 32:181
Women: 29:70, (edit.) 41:5, Iseninger 29:159, Mitchell (L) 29:235; smoking advt.27:153
Women in the Canon: essay contest 27:227; Latins, Wilson 22:151; special issue of BSJ 29:69
Wood, Joan: *The Woman* 41:45
Wood, John: acted Holmes (ill.) Berman 25:132; Potter 26:122
Wood, Peter H., *Automatic Self-Adjusting Solution* 34:166
Woodson, B.J. (L) 35:239
Woodward, Joanne: Dr. Watson in film 21:191
Woodward, Robert H. (L) 28:46
Woolf, Virginia: character Dr. Holmes. Jenkins 33:137
"Word of Warning" (L) Addlestone 32:185
Worden, Barbara S., "Sherlock Holmes and Nathan the Prophet" 29:99
Workshops, see Conferences
World of Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine (ill.) 27:180
World War 1914-18: battle of Marne, and Holmes, James 38:25, Smith 28:206
World War 1939-45: Special Cooperations Executive in Baker Street, Maxfield (L) 29:42
Worm in Persano case (unpublished) 20:250, Asimov 35:124
"Worst Man in London" Roche 25:25
"Worst Story in the Canon" Lapinskas 27:147
Worth, June (L) 29:111
Wortman, B. Dean, "Two-Author Theory of The Blanched Soldier" 38:158
Wright, Frederick G. (L) 25:55
Wright, Sean M., "Errata in Bartlett's Quotations" (V) 26:4; "Tie that Binds" 28:143; (L) 26:239, 27:170, 248, 29:235
Writings upon the Writings, see Scholarship
Wurl, Otto, "Jefferson Hope Aneurism" 25:218
Wynne, Nancy Blue, "Baker Street-Devon Connection" 27:6

Y

Yacht racing: Illinois 42:170
Yale University: branding 22:264
Yates, Donald A., "Dating of The Dancing Men" 42:221
Years Beyond Baker Street, see Van Ash
"Yellow Face": Drazen 29:16, Potter 24:164, Stix 24:166; Effie Munro, Foss 29:73; genetics, see Skin color; telegram, Naganuma 21:14
"Yellow Fog Swirls Past the Window Pane" (edit.) 39:69
"Yes, Dear Little Medea, There Was and Is a Prof. Moriarty" Jaffee 27:33
Yoga: Powell (L) 30:247
Yonkers Lawn Tennis Club: speech by Doyle 22:198
Yorkshire: and Holmes, Simms 21:107
"You Can Teach a Speckled Band New Tricks" Harris 33:95
"You Have been in Peshawar, I Presume." Jeffers 41:82
"You Know My Methods" Cassel (L) 34:35
"You Know My Methods, Watson" Foss 26:163
Young Sherlock, see Frow
Young Sherlock Holmes (film) 35:62, 125, 188
"Your Little Fairy-Tales" (edit.) 41:69
"Your Pictures are Not Unlike You, Sir" (edit.) 38:69
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Zadig the Chaldean: and Holmes, Rauber 21:110, Simms 21:180
Zarzynski, Joseph W. L) 37:169
Zanoni (Bulwer-Lytton): and DEVI, Roszell 41:100
Zens, Paul, "Case of Identity" 25:91; "Fresh Air and Foul Play" 27:4
Zimmer, Carl (L) 31:1181 242
Zoology, see Animal figures; Animals
Zulu War, 1879: Holmes and Watson in, Lane 20:30
Zunic, Jim, "First Greek Interpreter" 28:157; "Some Reflections on Indoor Target Practice" 38:161; (L) 35:239
Key to the Story Names

*Abbreviations devised by Jay Finley Christ*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Story Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABBE</td>
<td>Abbey Grange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERY</td>
<td>Beryl Coronet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAC</td>
<td>Black Peter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAN</td>
<td>Blanched Soldier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>Blue Carbuncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSC</td>
<td>Boscombe Valley Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUC</td>
<td>Bruce-Partington Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>Cardboard Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAS</td>
<td>Charles Augustus Milverton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPP</td>
<td>Copper Beeches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREE</td>
<td>Creeping Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROO</td>
<td>Crooked Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANC</td>
<td>Dancing Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVI</td>
<td>Devil's Foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYIN</td>
<td>Dying Detective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPT</td>
<td>Empty House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGR</td>
<td>Engineer's Thumb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fina</td>
<td>Final Problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE</td>
<td>Five Orange Pips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOR</td>
<td>Gloria Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>Gold Pince-Nez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREE</td>
<td>Greek Interpreter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUN</td>
<td>Hound of the Baskervilles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEN</td>
<td>Case of Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLU</td>
<td>Illustrious Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADY</td>
<td>Lady Frances Carfax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAST</td>
<td>His Last Bow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LION</td>
<td>Lion's Mane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAZA</td>
<td>Mazarin Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS</td>
<td>Missing Three-Quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSG</td>
<td>Musgrave Ritual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVA</td>
<td>Naval Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOBL</td>
<td>Noble Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORW</td>
<td>Norwood Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prio</td>
<td>Priory School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDC</td>
<td>Red Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDH</td>
<td>Redheaded League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REIG</td>
<td>Reigate Squires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESI</td>
<td>Resident Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETI</td>
<td>Retired Colourman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN</td>
<td>Scandal in Bohemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECO</td>
<td>Second Stain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOS</td>
<td>Shoscombe Old Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN</td>
<td>Sign of Four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILV</td>
<td>Silver Blaze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIXN</td>
<td>Six Napoleons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLI</td>
<td>Solitary Cyclist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC</td>
<td>Speckled Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOC</td>
<td>Stockbroker's Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUD</td>
<td>Study in Scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSS</td>
<td>Sussex Vampire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOR</td>
<td>Thor Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3GAB</td>
<td>Three Gables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3GAR</td>
<td>Three Garridebs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3STU</td>
<td>Three Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIS</td>
<td>Man with the Twisted Lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALS</td>
<td>Valley of Fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEIL</td>
<td>Veiled Lodger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIST</td>
<td>Wisteria Lodge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELL</td>
<td>Yellow Face</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Christ abbreviations are to be used parenthetically only, as a substitute for footnotes. When Canonical story titles are used in an articles text, they should be written out in full and italicized, as in *A Scandal in Bohemia*. The rationality is that many story names are also character names or place names, thus, the use of italics removes the confusion.